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Abstract
This thesis investigates the challenges of integrating thin film magnetics into
advanced organic substrates for Power Supply in Package (PwrSiP) applica-
tions. The surface conditions of the substrate on which the thin films were
deposited was found to play a critical role in terms of the magnetic perfor-
mance and efficacy of the material used as the magnetic passive component.
Whence, planarization of the underlying substrate, or a release process with
which the magnetic core could be deposited, and later liberated from a poly-
mer layer spun on smooth Si were developed in order to address the issue of
surface roughness of the underlying substrate.
The released magnetic thin films were incorporated into advanced organic
substrates by three methods, as follows: 1) the integration of the released
magnetic core using wirebonds; 2) the embedding of the released magnetic
material using a Flip-Chip approach; 3) fully embedding the released mag-
netic material between the prepreg layers in the PCB stack.
Finally, methods for the modelling and characterisation of the magnetisa-
tion dynamics of thin film magnetics were developed. The modelling of
the magnetisation dynamics comprises two approaches: 1) development of
software which enables large scale numeric modelling of the magnetic thin
films using graphical processing units; 2) development of analytical models
to characterise the magnetisation dynamics of magnetic thin films. Both the
analytic and numeric methods were developed in order to characterise the
issue of surface roughness in magnetic thin films, which was found to result
in severely degraded magnetic performance. Furthermore, the thickness de-
pendent multimodal behaviour of amorphous CZTB films spanning thickness
80nm – 500nm were investigated using Brown’s continuous diffusion model
of magnetic spins. It was found that there is a critical film thickness whereat
there is a breakdown in the induced uniaxial anisotropy within the film, and
hence, that thickness should be considered the maximum useful thickness of





The ongoing trend in electronic systems has been one of continuous minia-
turisation of the electronic active and passive components, and of additional
functionality required by the individual functional blocks in order to deliver
increased processing capabilities [1]. The effects of this miniaturisation trend
are most noticeable in the area of mobile phones and high performance com-
puting. Indeed, the ever increasing processing capabilities has been achieved
by the exponential increase in the number of functional blocks and processors
used by these electronic products. This exponential increase in functional-
ity has resulted in a proliferation of power rails required to effectively deliver
power to these increasing complex systems. This poses a significant challenge
for power management, especially in portable electronics which operate with




A popular method for reducing the power consumption of multicore pro-
cessors, and so increase battery longevity, is the use of Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [2–5]. This involves the rapid modulation of the
supply voltage to the micro-processor based on the time-dependent particu-
lar demand. However the effectiveness of DVFS is determined by how fast
the supply voltage can respond to the time dependent power requirement of
the processor and hence DVFS is hampered by poor voltage transients which
may arise due to unwanted parasitics. Thus there is a need to minimise the
distance between the power supply module and the processor. Therefore, in
order for the full benefits of DVFS, power supply modules must become ever
more distributed and closer to the Point of Load (POL). A potential solution
to this is the integration of the voltage regulator into a substrate forming a
complete Power Supply in Package (PwrSiP) which can be local to the POL,
cf Fig. 1.1.
As can been seen from Fig. 1.1 there is a move from systems being powered
by a singular external power supply to a more discrete, or granular solu-
tion wherein the power supply is as close to the POL. However, traditionally
the magnetic component of the voltage regulator have been bulky and act






Figure 1.1: Illustration of PwrSiP. (a) High level illustration of system being
powered by a single DC-DC converter with N distinct power rails. (b & c)
High level illustration of power being delivered to a system by N DC-DC
converters local to the system. Here the N DC-DC converters are integrated
within the package and close to the POL. Image (b) presents the top-down
view. Image (c) presents the cross-sectional view. Note here the term mono-
lithic is used to refer to a single structure
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activity in both research and academia for the integration of the magnetic
component into the package. This typically involves the co-packaging of the
semiconductor power die and the magnetic component, or by using the pack-
age as a substrate on which the semiconductor with an integrated magnetic
component will be mounted. Note, the use of integrated magnetics on sil-
iconSi for power delivery forms the interesting topic of Power Supply on
Chip (PwrSoC). In the latter instance the solution provided by PwrSoC is
embedded, or co-packaged forming a PwrSiP solution, whereas in the former
the power die is co-packed with a discrete magnetic component. The main
benefit of integrating the magnetic component into the package is that it
can handle higher currents than its PwrSoC counterpart. The better cur-
rent handling capabilities of package level integration arises due to the ease
at which thicker copper traces can be electroplated in standard PCB manu-
facturing. Indeed package level integration of the magnetic component has
been demonstrated to provide the high current and fast transient response
required for a granular DVFS power supply [6–8]. Thus further integration
of the magnetic passive components into the package substrate is seen as a
critical requirement for the miniaturisation of the power supply module and
the realisation of very high power densities required for future electronic de-
vices [7, 9, 10].
A key enabling factor for the integration of magnetic passives into package
is the ever increasing switching speed of the active MOSFET components in
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the DC-DC converter [11]. The increased operating speed of the converter
has facilitated a volumetric reduction in the amount of the magnetic passive
components required in the converter, viz Faraday’s law. This reduction in
the size of the magnetic component has allowed researchers to either; 1) in-
tegrate the magnetic component directly onto the silicon power IC – forming
a PwrSoC; or 2) incorporate the magnetic passive into the package housing
the power IC – forming a PwrSiP. The integration of the magnetic compo-
nent into the package, or onto the silicon IC, is a critical requirement for
further miniaturisation of the power supply and the realisation of the very
high power densities required by future electronic devices [12–14].
There are several magnetic material candidates to be used as the energy
storage component in the converter. The ideal “soft” magnetic material
would exhibit; 1) high magnetisation saturation; 2) low coercivity; 3) a
large anisotropy field; 4) high magnetic susceptibility ( ≈ permeability);
and 5) large resistivity. Whilst ferrite materials have the large resistivity
required to stymie eddy current formation within the core, their inherently
low magnetisation saturation results in increasing hysteresis loss with in-
creasing frequency – Snoek’s law [15]. This makes them a poor choice for
the magnetic passive components in DC-DC converters as they would have
to employ methods to circumvent Snoek’s relation. This typically involves
drastically reducing the permeability of the material [16–18] in order to stave
off high frequency hysteretic losses. Soft thin film magnetics (such as NiFe,
7
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CoZrTaB, CoZrO, CoZrTa, etc. . . ) on the other hand, simultaneously ex-
hibit the desired magnetic properties 1- 4. However, the main drawback
of such materials is that they are highly conductive as compared to ferrites.
Whence, efforts must be taken to prevent large eddy formations within them.
The prevention of eddy current formation is achieved through the limitation
of the thin films thickness to be less than one “skin-depth” of the material at







Here ρ is the resistivity of the material, ω is the frequency of the applied mag-
netic field, and µ is the permeability of the material. As can be seen from
Eq. 1.1.1, the thickness of the magnetic film must be reduced with increas-
ing frequency. However, on decreasing the thickness of the film, the effects
of the boundary conditions on magnetic performance become more prevalent.
In the next section the key technology trends and drivers for the integra-
tion of magnetic passives into package is discussed.
1.2 Technology Trends & Drivers
The realisation of a fully integrated PwrSiP is enabled by the ever increas-
ing switching speeds of the control switches used in the power supply mod-
ule. This increase in the active component switching frequency reduces the
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amount of the passive storage component needed for power modules. Hence,
the magnetic passive component can be incorporated into the substrate, on
which the power die can later be mounted, and a plastic mould used to form
a fully integrated PwrSiP. The miniaturisation trend enabled by increasing
switching frequencies of the DC-DC converter has resulted in the reduction
of the amount of passives needed has resulted in a decrease in the overall size
of power supply modules leading to higher power densities, cf Fig. 1.2. This
is a very tractable solution for applications which have very limited free space
on the PCB and which require the power supply to be near the POL. Indeed,
several PwrSiP products exist from companies, such as “Cypress Semicon-
ductor Corporation”, “Enpirion”, “Texas Instruments”.
There are several key technologies by which the magnetic component of the
power supply are being fully integrated into the package. They are as follows:
1) Embedded bulk ferrite in the PCB substrate; 2) ferrite particles dispersed
in a polymer matrix which is then integrated into package; 3) ferrite tapes in-
corporated into Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC) stacks; and 4)
integrated thin film magnetics. These various magnetic integration methods
are fully discussed in Section 2.1 of the next chapter. In order to illustrate po-
tentially useful magnetic materials for future PwrSiP applications the power
density vs switching frequency of DC-DC converters using various magnetic
materials is plotted, cf Fig. 1.3. It is evident from this figure that integrated
thin film magnetics, which have already been realised in PwrSoC, exhibit the
9
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Figure 1.2: Concept evolution of PwrSiP. Figure illustrates the trend of




high power densities in the 10s of MHz frequency range desired for future
PwrSiP applications [19–22]. Moreover, such integrated magnetics on silicon
have been incorporated by several researchers into package and demonstrated

























Nanogranular Thin Film 




Bsat > 0.5 T
Figure 1.3: Power Density of DC-DC converters for PwrSiP & PwrSoC. Note
the three groupings illustrate the importance of Bsat in terms of the power
density and operating frequency of the device. See Table 1.1 for details.
aThis is only the inductor power density and not the power density of the DC-DC
converter.


















Efficiency Component Id/ Author Institution Year
0.85 630 225 LGA 0.0063 90.5 LTM4601 Linear Technology -
0.85 630 225 LGA 0.0052 87 LTM4600 Linear Technology -
0.8 630 225 LGA 0.0048 93 LTM4606 Linear Technology -
1.25 634.5 225 LGA 0.009 80 LTM4614 Linear Technology -
0.325 292 103.5 LGA 0.0113 87 LTM8022 Linear Technology -
0.6 192 64 QFN 0.1562 90 MIC45116 Microchip Technology Inc. 2016
0.79 120 60 QFN 0.1375 82 MIC45404 Microchip Technology Inc. 2015
0.6 432 144 QFN 0.0347 91 MIC28303 Microchip Technology Inc. 2017
8 5.5 5 HJDFN 0.1818 80 MIC33030 Microchip Technology Inc. 2018
1 264 88 QFN 0.0758 92 EN2342QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
2 150 60 QFN 0.088 91 EN6340QI Enpirion Inc. 2018
1.9 138.75 75 QFN 0.0714 92 EN6337QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
5 290.45 157 QFN 0.0341 88 EN5335QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
4 90 50 QFN 0.0778 88 EN5322QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
4 44 40 QFN 0.1261 87 EP53F8QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
3.2 55 50 QFN 0.09 90 EN5319QI Enpirion Inc. 2018
5 23.1 21 QFN 0.1429 87 EP53A7xQI Enpirion Inc. 2019
4 39.6 36 QFN 0.0833 85 EN5311QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
2.2 120.25 65 QFN 0.0274 92 EN6310QI Enpirion Inc. 2018
4 30.8 28 QFN 0.0857 85 EP5388QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
4 39.6 36 QFN 0.0667 87 EP53x2QI Family Enpirion Inc. 2018
4 23.1 21 QFN 0.1 85 EP5368QI Enpirion Inc. 2019
5 15.4 14 QFN 0.1286 90 EP5357xUI Enpirion Inc. 2019
4 39.6 36 QFN 0.05 88 EP53x2QI Family Enpirion Inc. 2018
9 18.9 21 µQFN 0.07 87 EP5348UI Enpirion Inc. 2019
1 277.2 99 BQFN 0.0476 92 TPS84410 Texas Instruments 2018
0.8 7.4 6.67 MicroSiP 0.09 93 TPS82740x Texas Instruments 2014
0.6 787.5 225 QFN 0.0251 90 ISL8204M Intersil 2014
0.35 1960 196 - 0.0025 91 BR300 Sanken 2013
DC-DC converters for PwrSiP & PwrSoC (Research)
1.3 784 2195.2 NiCuZn 0.0758 85 Lee [25] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2010
1.5 1406.2 158 ESL-
40011
0.0341 85 Gilham [26] Virginia Tech 2012
1.5 870 150 Senfoliage 0.0412 87 Su [7] Virginia Tech 2013
1.2 230 69 FeSiAl 0.0261 - Cao, [27] Hanyang University 2014
1 504 126 Senfoliage 0.1179 - Hou [28] Virginia Polytechnic and State
University
2015
2 450.4 132.48 NiCuZn 0.04 - Zhang [29] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2014
2 1188 330 MnZn 0.002 - Perrin [30] Univ. Lyon 2016
1 10.24 10.24 FeBSiC 0.4689 77 Endo [24] Tohoku University 2015
1 1076.4 414 Ferroxcube
ER-9.5
0.0019 - Sun [31] Virginia Tech 2016
30 7.12 8.9 NiFe 0.0843 70 Wang [23] Tyndall National Institute 2010
50 7.92 9 ZnFe 0.1136 74 Yanagihara [32] Tokyo Institute of Technology 2015
3 1.215 5.76 NiZn 0.1 70 Sugahara [33] Fuji Electric Company 2012
6 5.4 9 NiZn 0.1667 74 Wang [22] University of Florida 2010
0.5 5984 2200 MnZn 0.011 66 Chen [34] Jiaotong University 2007
20 12.15 13.5 - 0.2716 - Zhang [19] Enpirion Inc. 2012
2 15 25 NiZn 0.084 - Mikura [35] Kyocera Corporation 2006
30 0.4 1 CoZrO 0.4a - Qiu [36] Dartmouth College 2012
10 5 12.474 CoZrO 0.5833a 88b Prabhakaran [37] Dartmouth College 2003
4 10.28 31.36 MnZn 0.5833 - Dang [21] The University of Alabama 2014




As can be seen from Fig. 1.3, ferrite inductors, used as the magnetic
component in low power ( Watts < 5) PwrSoC applications, have severely
diminishing power densities at higher frequencies. This is due to the poorer
hysteresis losses of ferrites in the MHz frequency range. The reason ferrites
have significantly higher hysteresis losses is due to the frequency dependent
deterioration in their magnetic permeability, which stems from their much
lower magnetic saturation field (typically 0.3T ∼ 0.6T) as compared to that
of soft thin film magnetics (typically 1T ∼ 2.5T). This effect arises because
there is a linear relationship between the product of the permeability and
the resonance frequency of the material, and the magnetic field at which it
saturates. This relationship is given in eq. 1.2.1. In Eq. 1.2.1 µ is the
permeability, ω0 is the ferromagnetic resonance frequency, and Bs is the field
at which the material saturates.
µω0 ∝ Bs (1.2.1)
Hence, extending the frequency response of ferrites results in a decrease in
the magnetic permeability and loss in performance. Typically the high fre-
quency performance of ferrites is extended by milling the ferrite material




The relatively high hysteresis losses of ferrites can be modelled using the
Steinmetz equation, eq. 1.2.2
Pd = kf
αBβ (1.2.2)
Here Pd is the power loss density of the core, and k, α, and β are parameters
which are selected to best fit the core loss data. Typical values for α and
β for MnZn ferrites are 1 - 2, and 2 – 3, respectively [38]. Thus the core
loss density of ferrites is heavily influenced by the amplitude of the magnetic
field. One way to mitigate the high frequency losses of ferrites is therefore
to limit the amplitude of the applied magnetic field in the core to be a small
fraction of their saturation. Indeed, in the very low applied field limit (B < 10
mT) ferrites can effectively operate in the 10s of MHz frequency range [39].
However, this drastically reduces the power density of the storage passive
component as the magnetic field energy density (Ed) is proportional to the





Considering eqs. 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 it is evident that magnetic thin films op-
erating in the Very High Frequency (VHF) range can have power densities
significantly higher than that of their ferrite counterparts owing to the fact
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that they do not have to limit the amplitude of the driving field in order to
stave off high frequency losses. This males magnetic thin films a tractable
solution for PwrSiP applications which require high power density at MHz
switching speeds. This trade-off between the magnitude of the magnetic field,
switching frequency, energy density, and power loss density, are entirely de-











In Fig. 1.4 the output power of DC-DC converters with integrated mag-
netics against the switching speed is plotted. There is a clear trend that the
output power of DC-DC converters using ferrites rapidly decreases as the
switching frequency increases. This is a direct consequence of the inability of
ferrites to effectively handle large energy densities in the VHF range without
an exponential increase in loss density. However DC-DC converters which
utilise soft thin film magnetics have been well demonstrated to provide power
for low power applications in the VHF frequency range.









Material Deposition Author Institution Year
30 1.8 NiFe Electroplated Wang [23] Tyndall National Institute 2010
8 0.9 NiFe Electroplated Wang [40] Tyndall National Institute 2008
80 1.6 NiFe Electroplated Feeney [41] Tyndall National Institute 2015
20 1.8 NiFe Electroplated Feeney [42] Tyndall National Institute 2014
2.2 2 NiFe Electroplated Park [43] Georgia Institute of Technology 2004
40 0.48 NiFe Electroplated Wang [44] Tyndall National Institute 2013
1 1.65 NiFe Electroplated Ludwig [45] National Microelectronics Re-
search Centrec
2003
20 0.225 NiFe Electroplated Meere [46] Tyndall National Institute 2009
2 0.4 NiFe Electroplated Brunet [47] National Microelectronic Re-
search Centerc
2002
6 0.25 NiFe Electroplated Iyengar [48] University of Cincinnati 1999
5 5 NiFe Electroplated Galle [49] Georgia Institute of Technology 2007
7.5 3.5 NiFe Electroplated O’Donnell [50] National Microelectronic Re-
search Centerc
2004
5 1.5 NiFe RF Mag-
netron Sput-
tering
Yun [51] Hoseo University 2004
5 0.5 NiFe Electroplated Musunuri [52] University of Illinois 2005
20 0.6 NiFe Electroplated O’Donnell [53] Tyndall National Institute 2008
2 5 MnZn - Perrin [30] Univ. Lyon 2016
4 6 MnZn - Dang [21] The University of Alabama 2014
0.5 66 MnZn - Chen [34] Jiaotong University 2007
0.35 275 MnZn - Gong [6] Jiaotong University 2008
1 2 MnZn - Sun [54] Virginia Tech 2017
0.35 125 MnZn - Fujiwara [55] Matsushita Electric Works 1998
0.5 10 MnZn - Pernia [56] Universidad de Oviedo 2004
1 4 MnZn Ferrite Poly-
mer Compos-
ite(s) (FPC)
Kowase [57] Shinshu University 2005
1.3 24 MnZn LTCC Ball [58] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2008
1 3.3 NiZn Embedded Sun [31] Virginia Tech 2016
3 0.72 NiZn Ferrite Sub-
strate
Sugahara [33] Fuji Electric Company 2012
5 18 NiZn LTCC Li [59] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2011
6 0.45 NiZn FPC Wang [22] University of Florida 2010
0.36 00 NiZn FPC Cheng [60] The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University
2011
2 1.26 NiZn LTCC Mikura [35] Kyocera Corporation 2006
Table 1.2: Comparison of integrated magnetics for PwrSiP versus PwrSoC.
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Material Deposition Author Institution Year
8.3 30 CoZrO Sputtered Harburg [61] Dartmouth 2013
5 14.4 CoZrO Sputtered Prabhakaran
[62]
Dartmouth 2005
30 10 CoZrO Magnetron
Sputtered
Qiu [36] Dartmouth 2012
100 3.3 CoZrO Magnetron
Sputtered
Yao [63] Dartmouth 2012





1.3 59.4 NiCuZn LTCC Lim [25] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2010
1.5 22 NiCuZn LTCC Zhang [29] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2014
4 2.2 NiCuZn LTCC Lim [64] Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
2008
1 1.32 NiCuZn LTCC Moon [65] Hanyang University 2005
1.2 36 FeSiAl Polymer
Compound
Cao [27] Hanyang University 2014
1.2 2 FeSiAl Polymer
Compound
Lim [66] Hanyang University 2018
1 4.8 FeBSiC Polymer
Compound
Endo [24] Tohoku University 2015
1.8 1.5 FeBN RF Mag-
netron Sput-
tered
Kim [67] Tohoku University 2002
1.2 1.05 FeTaN Reactive
Sputtered
Kim [68] Hong-Ik University 2001
18 3.3 FeCo Electroplated Liakopoulos
[20]
Enpiron Inc 2012
10 6.5 CoNiFe Electroplated Kim [69] Georgia Institute of Technology 2015
1.84 0.515 CoFeNi Melt Spun Moazenzadeh
[70]
University of Freiburg 2014
1 30 CoNiFe Electroplated Kelly [71] NUI Galway 2007
40 0.9 ZnFe FPC Hagita [32] SHINKO Electric Industries 2015
1.5 48 Ferrite LTCC Li [26] Virginia Tech 2012
1.5 36 Ferrite Flake Com-
posite
Su [7] Virginia Tech 2013
1 24 Ferrite FPC Hou [28] Virginia Polytechnic and State
University
2015
1 18 Ferrite LTCC Huang [72] Northeastern University 2016
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of integrated magnetics for PwrSiP versus PwrSoC.
See Table 1.2 for details.
Thus it is clear that thin film magnetics are an ideal candidate for future
PwrSiP applications, as they exhibit the excellent soft magnetic properties
required in order to continue the trend of device miniaturisation. It is there-
fore useful to consider the exact manufacturing techniques used to realise
integrated magnetics in PwrSiP. There are several manufacturing processes
by which the magnetic component of the voltage regulator is being integrated
into substrates for the purpose of PwrSiP. The main methods for integrating
the magnetic component are as follows: 1) Embedding Bulk ferrite cores into
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the Prepreg of the PCB; 2) Dispersing fine ferrite powders into a polymer, or
epoxy, and then using standard screen printing technologies; 3) Incorporat-
ing ferrite tapes into the Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic manufacturing
process; 4) Integrating Thin Film Magnetics into PCB via electroplating,
embedding, or using wirebonds. While this thesis outlines the fabrication
methods associated with the creation of integrated magnetics utilizing meth-
ods 1 - 3, our main focus is the detailed investigation of the experimental
and theoretical aspects of method 4.
1.3 Executive Summary of Research & The-
sis Outline
This section provides the reader with an outline of the structure of this The-
sis and an overview of the major ideas presented therein.
Chapter 2 reviews existing technologies for the integration of magnetic ma-
terials used in PwrSiP applications. The strengths and weakness of those
technologies are discussed along with benchmarking and performance analy-
sis. Whence, chapter 2 serves as context for integrated thin film magnetics
in advanced organic substrates for PwrSiP applications.
Chapter 3 outlines the experimental fabrication procedure used for the de-
position of the magnetic thin films. During experiment it was observed that
19
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the magnetic efficacy of films deposited on the PCB substrate was inferior to
those deposited on Si. The surface roughness of the PCB substrate was de-
termined to be the issue. Indeed, the Surface Roughness to Thickness Ratio
(SRT) ratio of the thin film was determined to be a key limiting factor for
their successful use in PwrSiP applications. Two processes were developeda
in order to address this issue. The first approach sought to planarise the
underlying PCB substrate through the application of a planarising polymer
agent. The second approach developed a release process through which mag-
netic thin films deposited on silicon could be liberated, and then integrated
into a PwrSiP application.
Chapter 4 pertains to the manufacture of the integrated magnetic induc-
tor structures which utilised the released magnetic thin films. There were
three generations of inductor considered in this work. The first generation
used a PCB substrate and wirebonds to integrate the magnetic core [76].
The second generation used a ”Flip-Chip” method to embed the magnetic
core between two PCBs [77]. The third generation approach fully embedded
the magnetic core within the prepreg layers of the PCB stack. This was by
far the most complex approach and required the industry partnership with
AT&S in order to do the embedding.
aThere are other individuals within Tyndall National Institute’s Magnetic on Silicon
team who contributed to these development processes. They are rightly acknowledged as
contributing authors on the relevant publications which stem from this thesis.
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Chapter 5 pertains to the numeric and analytical models developed to char-
acterise the magnetic thin films. As found in chapter 3, the surface roughness
had a major influence in the magnetisation dynamics of the thin films. Two
approaches were adopted in order to model this influence, one numeric, the
other, analytic.
The numeric modelling approach used Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
to create magnetic objects with inherent magnetic properties. This approach
was conceptually very simple. First, the continuous surface of the magnetic
thin film was approximated by a discrete mesh. Then the Gaussian distri-
bution was mapped onto that mesh in order the surface roughness. Hence,
the mean of the Gaussian determined the films thickness, and the rough-
ness was modelled through the variance of the Gaussian. The simulator was
deployed on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) using Compute Unified De-
vice Architecture (CUDA) libraries in order to reduce simulation runtime.
The simulator was verified against Micromagnetic Modelling Activity Group
(µmag) standard problem #4.
The analytic modelling approach used Brown’s continuous diffusion model
of magnetic spins to treat the issue of surface roughness, and film thickness,
in the magnetisation dynamics of magnetic thin films. Historically Brown’s
diffusion model was developed in order to understand the role of thermal
fluctuations in the magnetisation dynamics of single domain magnetic parti-
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cles. Brown’s model was adapted to treat the issue of surface roughness as
both surface roughness and thermal fluctuations shared identical statistical
properties, namely both are sources of zero mean Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN).
Furthermore, Brown’s model was later adapted to characterise the thick-
ness dependent degradation of the induced in-plane uniaxial anisotropy in
amorphous CZTB thin films spanning 80nm to 500nm thicknesses.
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the key findings of our work, and dis-
cussion on future works required. Further, this chapter lists the publications
which stem from this thesis, and the conferences attended during the course
of my PhD studentship.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
This chapter reviews the current state of the art technologies, and future
technological developments, for integrating the magnetic component of volt-
age regulators into advanced organic substrates for Power Supply in Package
(PwrSiP) applications. In this chapter the various strengths and weakness
of the individual integration technologies are discussed along with the ma-
jor roadblocks relating to the integration of the magnetic passive using a
particular integration method. There are 4 integration technologies consid-
ered, as follows: 1) Bulk Ferrite Cores embedded in PCB substrate; 2) ferrite
particles dispersed in a polymer matrix; 3) ferrite tapes integrated in Low
Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC); and 4) integrated thin film magnet-
ics in advanced organic substrates, which is the focus of our work. Finally
this chapter discusses potential technologies for the realisation of PwrSiP re-
quired for future electronic devices.
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The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 gives an in depth discus-
sion on the different ways of integrating the magnetic component into the
substrates. In this section particular case studies are used to highlight the
key benefits achieved by integrating the magnetic passive into the substrate.
These case studies highlight the need of the magnetic passive component
to operate efficiently at ever increasing frequencies in order to continue the
trend of miniaturisation of the power supply. Hence, the various forms of
the magnetic component are discussed along with their strengths and limita-
tions. Furthermore, this section also considers the key challenges associated
with using a particular magnetic integration technology.
Section 2.2 compares the performance of the microinductors fabricated via
the manufacturing techniques outlined in Section 2.1. The devices are quan-
tified using three figures of merit which compare the DC and AC performance
of the microinductors. These microinductors are then compared against state
of the art Micro-Electromechanical System (MEMS) fabricated microinduc-
tors as a benchmark. Thus the reader can have an understanding of when
to use a particular integration technology based on their application specific
requirements.
Section 2.3 discusses future magnetic materials, alloys compositions, and
morphologies required for future PwrSiP applications. These materials, and,
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more importantly, their morphologies, are compared against the current mag-
netic materials being used in PwrSiP applications and the reasons why they
are the ideal candidate to be the magnetic component in future PwrSiP ap-
plications are discussed. Whence, they key challenges in incorporating these
materials into standard PCB manufacturing to form complete PwrSiP are
discussed. Finally the conclusions of this chapter are provided in Section
2.4.
2.1 PwrSiP: Integration of the Magnetic Com-
ponent
In this section we review the different manufacturing techniques used inte-
grated the magnetic component of the voltage regulator forming a PwrSiP
application. As stated earlier the four main methods considered are: 1)
Embedding Bulk ferrite cores into the PCB substrate; 2) integrating Ferrite
Polymer Composite(s) (FPC) into the PCB substrate; 3) integrating ferrite
tapes with standard LTCC manufacturing; 4) integrating magnetic thin films
into the PCB substrate. This section provides a review of the strengths and
weaknesses of those techniques.
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Figure 2.1: (Left [1]) Standard ferrite embedding process. (Right [2]) Cross
section of ferrite embedded in glass-epoxy composite.
2.1.1 Embedded Bulk Ferrites
In more recent years there has been a move towards the embedding of the
bulk magnetic ferrite into the PCB substrate in order to reduce the footprint
required for the magnetic component of the power supply module. The em-
bedding of the magnetic core, fully outlined in [1, 2], involves the hollowing
out of a cavity in the prepreg layers which will house the core within the
substrate and then the application of pressure and heat in order to form a
seal, cf Fig. 2.1. The use of a cavity reduces the risk of delamination and
minimises the amount of stress on the core. The embedding of the magnetic
core within the prepreg layers allows the remaining active components of the
power supply module to be placed above the now embedded magnetic core
rather than alongside it, thus utilising the normally dead space on the PCB,
further reducing parasitics associated with redundant electrical interconnec-
tions, and increasing the inductance and power densities.
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Indeed Sun et al. [3, 4] show that by embedding the magnetic component
within the substrate higher power densities can be achieved along with high
efficiencies. In their work they demonstrate an isolated gate drive using
an embedded toroidal transformer with a bulk ferrite core as the magnetic
isolation. They achieve a power densities of 73 W/in3 and an efficiency of
85%. However they found that the higher power densities achieved with the
embedded toroidal transformer resulted in a higher parasitic inter-winding
capacitance (1.6 pF) when compared to the larger embedded coplanar trans-
former (0.77 pF) in their work. This increase in capacitance can have detri-
mental effects on the dynamic voltage response and hence hampers the effi-
ciency of the overall Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) power
grid. Therefore there is a potential trade-off between the efficiency of the
power transformer and the transient response of its transfer characteristic.
The footprint of the embedded coplanar transformer, including all the active
components mounted on the PCB, was 23 × 18 mm2, whereas the footprint
of the embedded toroidal transformer was 13 × 13 mm2. Thus by using the
embedded toroidal transformer they reduced the amount of PCB required
for the gate drive by 59%. Furthermore they compared both transformers
as a 2W Gate drive power supply and found that the toroidal transformer
had an overall efficiency of 85% versus the coplanar transformer’s efficiency
of 74%. The better efficiency of the toroidal transformer over the coplanar
was due to a more efficient use of the magnetic core which resulted in less
magnetic material required by the toroidal transformer. The more efficient
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use of the magnetic material was a direct consequence of the higher winding
density of the toroidal transformer.
However, with this increased power density achieved by embedding the ferrite
core within the substrate, the thermal stability of the core must be consid-
ered, as a mismatch between the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of
the core and the substrate can result in delamination issues or the cracking
of the core. The effects on the thermal stability of embedding the ferrite core
was investigated by Salas et al. [5], who found that by embedding the core
within the substrate resulted in a 27 degree C increase in the temperature of
the core as compared to a non-embedded core. The temperature difference
between the embedded ferrite core and the standard ferrite core is illustrated
in Fig. 2.2.
They concluded that the increase in the temperature of the magnetic core
was the result of decreasing the cross sectional area of the core (a requirement
for the embedding process) which, so long as the current of the two devices
remained constant, resulted in an increase in the magnetic flux density. Thus,
one can conclude from this, particularly where large magnetic flux densities
are involved, there exists a fundamental trade-off between the thickness of
the embedded core and delamination issues, and the temperature of the core.
The reliability of the substrate to endure thermal induced stresses was tested
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Figure 2.2: [5](Left) Thermal image of standard ferrite toroidal transformer.
(Right) Thermal image of embedded ferrite toroidal transformer.
by Perrin et al. [6] who subjected various substrates, with embedded bulk
ferrite cores, to thermal cycling in order to see if failure would be induced.
The temperature cycling spanned -55 degrees C to 200 degrees C at a cool-
ing/heating rate of 20 degrees C per minute, and at both extremes the tem-
perature was held constant for 20 minutes. This was repeated 1000 times.
Figs. 2.3 & 2.4 show the result of this temperature cycling.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.3, delamination of the FR-4 substrate, and crack-
ing of the ferrite core has occurred resulting in the failure of the device. The
cracking of the ferrite core would result in the introduction of unwanted air
gaps resulting in a decrease in the inductance gain from the material. This
drop in inductance would have adverse effects on the power supply module
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Figure 2.3: [6](Left) FR-4 samples before thermal testing. (Right) FR-4
samples after 150 temperature cycles.
Figure 2.4: [6](Left) Panasonic R1515 sample before thermal testing. (Right)
Panasonic R1515 samples after 1000 temperature cycles.
and possibly render the power module no longer fit for purpose. In addition
to a reduction in inductance, at the cracks there would be magnetic fringing
effects which too would reduce the efficiency of the power module. Further-
more the delamination of the FR-4 is more worrying as this may result in
the breaking of copper interconnects, or water ingression into the substrate
causing an electrical short.
However, as can be seen from Fig. 2.4, no delamination issues or crack-
ing of the embedded core occurred when using the Panasonic R1515 PCB
substrate. Thus the choice of PCB substrate when embedding the core is
pivotal in the prevention of delamination, or cracking, resulting from heat
dissipation by the core into the surrounding substrate.
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In addition to a failure of the core or the substrate, the increase in the temper-
ature of the embedded core can have negative effects on the surface mounted
electronic components due to the increase in the ambient temperature. This
is illustrated in [6] which shows a decrease in transformer efficiency with
increasing ambient temperature. Therefore, particularly in power systems
which require large currents, the dissipation of heat within the embedded
core must be considered.
2.1.2 Ferrite Particles Dispersed in Polymer Matrices
However, despite the advances made in embedding the bulk ferrite material
into the substrate, there still persists current handling and frequency limita-
tions to using a bulk ferrite core. There is ongoing research to produce ferrite
materials which exhibit high current high frequency performance through the
creation of a nano grain structures within the ferrite, which results in a larger
ratio of grain boundary to grain volume. Such nano grain structures help
prevent the deterioration of the relative permeability at higher frequencies
[7, 8]. However the creation of such ferrites normally results in high fab-
rication costs. A popular cost effective method for circumventing the poor
frequency performance of bulk ferrites is to mill the ferrite material into fine
particles and then to mix them into a polymer. This has the effect of intro-
ducing distributed air gaps within the core, and in doing so, simultaneously
increases the frequency stability of the relative permeability of the material
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and constrains the motion of the eddy currents to the individual magnetic
particles. The reduced mobility of the eddy currents within the core further
increases high frequency performance. A major advantage of integrating the
magnetic component in this manner is that such FPC lends itself to the use
of standard screen printing technologies [9–11], coma blade coating [12, 13],
or even advanced additive manufacturing techniques [14].
Both the high frequency performance, and the large current handling capa-
bilities, of polymer ferrite composites are exemplified by the work of Sugawa
et al. [11], who fabricated a Carbonyl-Iron Powder (CIP) epoxy composite
magnetic core planar inductor for package level Point of Load (POL) power
applications that exhibited a quality factor of 15 at 100 MHz while main-
taining a 5.5 A superimposed dc current. They fabricated a 1 mm2 power
inductor on a glass substrate using a 54% volume CIP/epoxy, cf Fig. 2.5. As
can be seen from the figure there is a good dispersion of the CIP in the epoxy.
However there is a discontinuity in the composite core where the copper has
been deposited. This discontinuity arises as the copper is electroplated on
a 5 µm thick layer of polyimide, which is required in order to planarize the
surface. Thus the core resembles a multi-layer stack, which can reduce the
efficiency of the core. Note, the 5 µm gap introduces an additional air gap
into the FPC core.
They compared their work against [15] and found that they achieved bet-
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Figure 2.5: [11] Cross sectional SEM image of fabricated planar power in-
ductor with CIP/Epoxy composite core.
ter frequency performance owing to a more homogenous dispersion of the
CIP in the polymer as compared to the Fe-based powder, which had the
tendency to form clusters within the polymer, and so, by increasing the dis-
persion of the ferrite within the polymer there is a reduction in magnetic
loss at higher frequencies [16]. Thus a highly homogenous distribution of the
ferrite powder within the polymer is required for high frequency performance
of the embedded inductor utilising FPC.
Furthermore FPC has mostly been used in tandem with bond wire tech-
nologies to integrate the magnetic component into the package by several
researchers [17–20]. The use of bond wire inductors utilising a FPC offers a
cost effective approach for power supply in package applications and can be
readily incorporated into the standard PCB manufacturing processes. Tra-
ditionally bondwires have been susceptible to breaking caused by mechanical
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Figure 2.6: [19] Bondwire inductor with ferrite epoxy core fabricated on PCB.
stress resulting in the bondwire coming off from the pad. However, the use
of a polymer coating around the bond wire (see Fig. 2.6) will increase the
mechanical stability of the inductor and prevent damage being done to the
encased bond wire. Thus further increasing their potential use in PwrSiP
applications.
The main advantage of bond wire inductors over other MEMS inductors
is that the DC resistance of the bond wire is relatively small. Thus the bond
wire inductor can achieve better quality factors over MEMS based inductors.
Indeed Shen et al. [19, 20] demonstrate a bondwire inductor with ferrite-
epoxy coating that achieves a quality factor of 30 to 40 in the 2 to 20 MHz
range. Therefore bondwire inductors using a FPC offer a cost effective means
of integrating the magnetic component of the power supply module into the
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package without a degradation of the quality of power supply module.
The use of FPC is not limited to screen printed inductors or bondwire in-
ductors, it can be readily used by additive manufacturing processes. Indeed
the use of additive manufacturing techniques, an example of which is 3D
printing, to integrate the magnetic component into the substrate has been
investigated by several researchers [21–24] and provides a good route to man-
ufacture highly complex designs with relative ease. Advanced structures can
be designed using 3D FEM modelling software, such as Maxwell Ansys, Ca-
dence, or HFSS, and rapidly manufactured by exporting the 3D structure to
the 3D printer. This enables researchers to deploy optimisation algorithms
to design highly specific inductors for power supply applications and to have
the output design of such optimisation algorithms realised with relative ease.
Indeed the 3D printing of a ferrite core was performed by L. Liu et al. [14],
and could easily incorporated into the process described by W. Liang et al.
[25], cf Fig. 2.7. Perhaps the main tractability of 3D printing the magnetic
core and the
that the distribution of the magnetic field within the core can be con-
trolled in a manner not available to other fabrication techniques. Such con-
trol over the interaction of the magnetic field and the core can be utilised to
increase the amount of current which can be handled by the inductor without
the magnetic core saturating.
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Figure 2.7: (Left [14]) 3D printed toroid core using a FPC. (Right [25])
Electroplated toroidal inductor on 3D printed scaffold.
The use of polymer ferrite composites offers a good solution to high cur-
rent high frequency power applications. They are easily integrated into the
substrate through the use of standard PCB technologies, such as screen print-
ing, ink jet printed, or through the use of additive technology. However they
have a lower inductance density than bulk ferrites or thin film magnetics,
and therefore offer reduced power densities.
2.1.3 Ferrite Tapes & Low Temperature Co-Fired Ce-
ramic (LTCC)
The use of LTCC for high density electronic interconnections has been used
by the microelectronic packaging industry for several decades and there is
extensive published research on integrating the magnetic component into
this substrate forming a single stack for power supply applications [26–34].
The integration of magnetics into the LTCC stack is rather simple due to the
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Figure 2.8: [33] Structure of integrated dc-dc converter based on LTCC tech-
nology.
technology being based on the binding of glass ceramic films pressed together
under low temperature (1000 degrees C). Therefore, in principle one must
only add a ferrite tape, with conduction paths printed onto it, into the stack
before the binding phase in order for the magnetic component to be inte-
grated into the LTCC substrate, cf Fig. 2.8. In non-planar inductors holes
are first punched into the ferrite tape and then later filled with a conducting
paste allowing multi-layer connections in the stack.
However, by integrating a magnetic ferrite sheet into the LTCC stack in
this manner there is an increase in unwanted parasitic inductance in areas
which are not local to the inductor. The effect of unwanted parasitics on
the silver traces manifests itself in the forms of voltage overshoot and ring-
ing [35]. Hence, due to parasitic inductances and capacitances, the current
carrying silver trace acts as a transmission line. These parasitics form a sec-
ond order damped harmonic oscillator. In the case of overshoot and ringing,
that second order system is underdamped, resulting in a longer time interval
required for the transient response of the frequency modulated voltage to die
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Figure 2.9: [35](Left) Voltage waveform with conductive shield. (Right)
Voltage waveform without conductive shield.
out and the system to converge on a steady state, cf Fig 2.9. This can result
in serious negative consequences for the DVFS granular power grid when the
transient response of the power supply is of a similar order to that of the
change in the dynamic load of the processor.
The poor transient performance of the LTCC system is contra to an ef-
fective DVFS granular power grid, and so measures are required to curtail
the unwanted parasitic inductance inherent to the current LTCC stack. This
unwanted parasitic inductance can be mitigated through the use of conduc-
tive copper shielding to protect the silver traces [36]. The local magnetic field
originating from the current in the silver trace is prevented from entering the
ferrite layer of the LTCC substrate by the formation of eddy currents within
the conductive shield, which oppose time variations in the magnetic field.
Furthermore, as the eddy current formation opposes the rate of change of
the magnetic field, higher order harmonics are more heavily damped. This
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further reduces the unwanted parasitics caused by the magnetic substrate
and smooths out voltage ringing. The effectiveness of the shield on mitigat-
ing unwanted parasitic inductance is therefore a function of the frequency
spectra of the current, the conductivity of the material, and the thickness of
the copper shielding.
Indeed, there have been several reports on low profile coupled inductors
using LTCC as a substrate for high current high frequency point of load
applications [35, 37, 38]. These LTCC coupled inductors achieve efficiencies
of 85% for currents spanning 2 to 20 Amps. For such large currents, care
must be taken to insure that the magnetic material in the core does not sat-
urate, as doing so would result in an increase in the energy being dissipated
by the core. This is owing to the relationship between the imaginary com-
ponent of the magnetic susceptibility and the amplitude of the AC driving
field. In order to prevent the magnetic core from saturating the DC com-
ponent of the magnetic field must be cancelled out [38]. This is done by
using multiphase coupled inductors which are inversely coupled together in
such a manner where the magnetic fields from the two current sources can-
cel out in the magnetic material. Typically this is achieved by interleaving
the copper windings around a shared magnetic core. However this is not
strictly required, all that is required is that the linear superposition of the
two magnetic fields arising from the current sources add in such a manner
as to prevent the core from saturating. Furthermore, it has been shown that
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the use of inverse coupling of inductors can improve the efficiency and tran-
sient response of voltage regulators [41, 42]. The improved efficiency arises
as the load transient response is proportional to the overall inductance in the
switching converters. Thus, inverse coupling can be used to reduce the tran-
sient component of the inductance while maintaining its steady state value,
and so, improve the load transient response of the converter [43]. However,
flux cancellation techniques are ill fitted for applications which require higher
inductance densities while still maintaining large currents.
Through a judicious choice of core material being used in the LTCC stack,
relatively large current and power densities can be achieved without resorting
to the use of flux cancellation methods. Such an approach has the benefit of
having a larger inductance density and significantly simplified control than
its flux cancellation counterpart. The primary requirement of such material
is the frequency performance of the relative permeability under large DC
bias. That is, the material is required to have a large Bsat. The frequency
spectra of the relative permeability can be determined by subjecting the ma-
terial to a large external DC magnetic bias field with a small time-vary AC
field superimposed onto it, see 2.1.1. Here the frequency of the AC field is
swept over a frequency range of interest. The measurement of the relative
permeability frequency spectrum under external DC bias is given in [44].
B(t) = Bdc + ∆Be
−iωt (2.1.1)
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In addition to having large Bsat requirements, the material is also required to
have stable µr at higher frequencies. This is achieved by selecting a compos-
ite alloy wherein the onset of spin, and domain wall, resonance occurs outside
the operating frequency of the inductor. The onset of such resonances results
in an exponential rise in the loss tangent of the material due to the relative
permeability lagging behind the applied field [45, 46]. Furthermore, the ma-
terial selected must be compatible with the LTCC manufacturing process as
inter-diffusion of the core material and the glass ceramic reduces the effec-
tive thickness of the copper layer. Such unwanted inter-diffusion ultimately
undermines the current handling capabilities of the inductor. In addition,
the diffusion of elements from the glass ceramic into the ferrite material can
result in a phase change of the ferrite at the potentially ill-defined boundary
(high diffusivity of elements will blur the boundary interface). An example
of this is the growth of the hematite phase in NiCuZn due to the diffusion of
Mg and Al ions from the glass ceramic [47], cf Fig. 2.10. The presence of this
phase drastically reduces the relative permeability and the saturation mag-
netisation of the ferrite, which, undermines the performance of the inductor
and any PwrSiP of which it is a part. This is particularly true for thin film
ferrites where the boundary behaviour of the material is dominant owing to
the large surface area to volume ratio. Thus careful selection of the magnetic
core material and glass ceramic substrate is required for good performance
of the inductor.
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Figure 2.10: Diffusion of Al and Mg into ferrite at interface [47].
One such material combination investigated by Li et al. [48] is NiCuZn ferrite
layer and Zn2SiO4 ceramic layers. The combination of NiCuZn and Zn2SiO4
shows little inter-diffusion between the magnetic layer and the ceramic layer,
cf Fig. 2.11. This lack of inter-diffusion further illustrates how the choice
of the ceramic is vital for the performance of the inductor as NiCuZn is the
same ferrite which exhibited high inter-diffusion in the ceramic layer contain-
ing Al and Mg ions in [47].
Furthermore, they demonstrated the viability of this ferrite-ceramic combi-
nation by fabricating a 2 × 1.2 × 0.9 mm3 power inductor using the standard
LTCC manufacturing process. They achieved an inductance of 2 µH up to 10
MHz and had a saturation current of 430 mA. The device is very well suited
for high current applications as it had a very low DC resistance (0.2 Ohms).
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Figure 2.11: [48] SEM image of NiCuZn – Zn2SiO4 boundary.
Moreover, they showed that by careful selection of the magnetic material
used, and the glass ceramic substrate, high current high inductance density
inductors can be mass fabricated using standard LTCC manufacturing.
However, despite the advances being made in integrating the ferrite mag-
netic component to form a LTCC stack for PwrSiP applications, there still
exists issues. The main one being that the use of ferrites as the core magnetic
material limits the advantage gained to the lower frequency regimes. This is
due to the rise in the imaginary part of the relative permeability at higher
frequencies causing the magnetic material to dissipate energy in the form
of heat. This issue can be addressed by lowering the relative permeability,
via the introduction of distributed air gaps as in the case of FPC. However,
in doing so, the gain in using the magnetic material is also reduced. This
breakdown of the relative permeability is due to the ferrite material inability
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to respond in time to the changing magnetic field i.e. the alignment of the
magnetic domains within the ferrite lag behind the applied magnetic field.
The fundamental reason for this is that the magnetic reversal process of fer-
rites is dominated by domain wall dynamics, and not coherent rotation of
domains. This magnetisation reversal process is more lossey as domain walls
may become pinned by local defects within the material. Thus, for the full
benefit of integrating the magnetic component into the LTCC stack, there
is a need for a core magnetic material which has high µr, high Bsat, and
wherein the magnetisation reversal dynamics are dominated by the coherent
rotation of the individual magnetic domains.
2.1.4 Thin Film Magnetics in Advanced Organic Sub-
strates
This thesis focused on the integration of soft magnetic alloys into the package
substrate is of particular interest due to the large relative permeability, high
saturation current, and low hysteresis losses of these materials as compared
to ferrites. In the past soft permalloy materials were electroplated directly
onto the PCB substrate in such a manner as to form a closed magnetic core
around the current carrying copper traces [49, 50], cf Fig. 2.12. This ap-
proach offers a very scalable solution for industry as large panels of PCBs
can be cheaply electroplated, and so is a very tractable solution to question
of integrating magnetics into package.
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Figure 2.12: [50] Half view of PCB integrated inductor with electroplated
Ni80Fe20.
The use of a closed magnetic core, using through hole vias plated with mag-
netic material to connect the top and bottom cores, eliminates the air gap
in which the magnetic field lines of an open magnetic core would have to
close. The reduction of the relative permeability of a gapped magnetic core
is a direct consequence of Gauss’ and Ampere’s law for magnetism, see Eqs.
2.1.2 – 2.1.3.
∇ ·B = 0 (2.1.2)∮
l
B · dl =
∫
A






E · dA (2.1.3)
In Eq. 2.1.3 η is the refractive index of the magnetic material. Normally
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the ratio of the refractive index to the speed of light is very small and the
second term on the RHS of the equation is omitted. Evaluating the closed
loop integral in Eq. 2.1.3 over the length of the magnetic core and the length







From Eq 2.1.4 it is evident that the closed core arrangement takes full ad-
vantage of the magnetic material as the effective permeability of the material
is not diminished by the presence of the air gap. Furthermore, during the
electroplating of the soft magnetic material onto the substrate, a strong in
plane anisotropy can be readily induced which is pertinent to the low loss
performance of the material at higher frequencies. Consequently, the electro-
plating of the soft magnetic component onto the PCB is a scalable and cheap
method for the integration of the magnetic component into the package.
However, with the ever increasing operating frequency required to reduce
the energy storage components in the power converter, the thickness of the
films must be reduced in order to mitigate eddy current loss. As the magnetic
films become thinner the surface boundary effects of the thin film become
more important. In this regard, depositing the material onto a rough surface
leads to a degradation in material performance as there will exist a stray
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magnetic field at the rough boundary. Such a field ultimately increases the
coercivity of the material, and so increase hysteresis loss. Therefore, in the
case of thin film magnetics, additional steps must be taken to insure that the
surface on which the film will be deposited is smooth as deposition onto a
rough surface ultimately increases the coercive losses [51].
Advanced thin film magnetics have already been integrated on chip via sput-
tering and have shown good performance in the high frequency range [52, 53].
However the integrating of the magnetic component on chip involves expen-
sive MEMS fabrication. Therefore there is extensive interest to integrate
these advanced magnetic materials into PCB, or other organic substrates,
as they offer lower fabrication costs and can have significantly higher cur-
rent carrying abilities due to the easily deposited thicker copper traces. The
sputtering of such advanced thin film magnetic materials onto a polyimide
substrate containing copper traces was recently done in [54, 55], and has
been demonstrated in the area of flexible electronics [56]. Qui et al. [54, 55]
successfully developed a tapped power inductor which achieved a power den-
sity of 645 W/Inch2 and had an efficiency of 93.8%. In order to obtain such
high power densities, and inductor efficiency, they fabricated a multi-layer
thin film stack of nanogranular Co-Zr-O. The use of the multi-layer stack
increases the amount of magnetic material, while, at the same time, lim-
its the motion of the eddy currents to within an individual layer. Such a
stack therefore reduces eddy current loss, and improves inductor efficiency.
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However careful modelling of the stack must be performed to ensure high fre-
quency performance as capacitive coupling between the layers can give rise
to displacement currents [57, 58]. Such currents reduce the volume of useful
magnetic material within the core and give rise to energy loss.
Furthermore, when depositing magnetic thin films onto organic substrates,
care must be taken to ensure good material morphology. This is due to the
critical importance of material morphology in relation to the soft magnetic
properties. Indeed, Li et al. [59] demonstrate this importance by DC mag-
netron sputtering FeCo thin films onto glass, and an organic Polyvinylidene
Fluoride (PVDF) substrate. They found that the average grain size of the
FeCo deposited on PVDF was much larger than that of its glass deposited
counterpart. The increase in the average grain size ultimately undermines the
ultra-low coercive loss of the material which is obtained in amorphous mate-
rials via the averaging out of the long range magneto-crystalline anisotropies
as described by Herzer’s model [60, 61]. The formation of the larger grain
structures on the PVDF was attributed to the much lower thermal conduc-
tivity of the PVDF substrate. Therefore one must consider the effect that
the substrate, in combination with the deposition technique, will have on the
morphology of the material.
Moreover, the magnetic component need not be directly fabricated on the
package substrate. It has been well demonstrated that a magnetic core tape
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can be fabricated, via melt-spinning, etc..., and then latter embedded, or in-
tegrated by other means, into the package. For example, Sanders et al. [62]
used laser patterned silicon steel to create an 80 layer stack which was latter
embedded in PCB. More recently Kulkarni et al. [63] used wirebond tech-
nology to integrate thin Vitrovac magnetic films to a PCB substrate. Thus
showing that advanced magnetic materials can be fabricated outside of the
standard PCB manufacturing process and then later incorporated into the
package by either embedding the film in prepreg, or using wirebond technolo-
gies. This concept forms the basis of the work demonstrated in this thesis.
2.2 Benchmarking & Performance Analysis
of Integrated Magnetics
In this section of the thesis the performance of the PwrSiP and Power Supply
on Chip (PwrSoC) DC-DC converters with integrated magnetics are bench-
marked and compared. The benefit of such a comparison being that it can
quantify the performance of thin film magnetics in advanced organic sub-
strates in relation to that of their contemporaneous alternative integrated
magnetic technologies i.e., embedded bulk ferrites, ferrite tapes and LTCC,
Si integrated magnetics. This enables the identification of the strengths and
weaknesses of thin film magnetics in advanced organic substrates used as the
magnetic passive component in PwrSiP applications.
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However it is challenging to carry out such a comparison since it is hard
to accurately benchmark the overall device performance as different power
converters may have very different specifications. Hence, it is necessary to
quantify what we mean by ‘performance’ by defining several key Figures of
Merit (FOMs) from which one may infer device performance, depending on
the application in which the device is being used.
Unfortunately such a more generalised Figure of Merit (FOM) view ulti-
mately results in a loss of accuracy, and, to this point, there exists no stan-
dardised set of FOMs used by the research community to benchmark overall
device performance. Furthermore, the task of correctly benchmarking de-
vice performance against contemporary devices is exacerbated as different
researchers use different FOMs and one is often presented with an incom-
plete set, from which device performance can only be interpolated from the
incomplete data. Therefore, in order to make meaningful progress in bench-
marking device performance it is necessary to discuss the FOMs typically
used by the research community, and to explain the significance of each.
The more typical FOMs used to describe performance are as follows: 1)
the dc inductance value, Ldc; 2) the dc resistance value, Rdc; 3) the current
at which the magnetic core saturates, Isat (note this is intrinsically related
to the Bsat of the magnetic core); 4) the overall footprint of the inductor
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structure; 5) the Q-factor of the inductor, Q; and 6) the operating frequency.
To facilitate the ease of comparison, the set of FOMs is separated into those
which describe the DC performance of the inductor (1 - 4), and those which
describe the AC (5 - 6), i.e., in subsection 2.2.1 the FOMs which are used
to describe the DC performance are discussed; in subsection 2.2.2 the FOMs
which are used to describe the AC performance are discussed; and finally,
in subsection 2.2.3 a hybrid figure of merit which merges the DC and AC
performance is discussed.
2.2.1 DC - Analysis
The main FOMs used to describe the DC electrical performance of the induc-
tor are: the inductance; the dc resistance; the current at which the magnetic
core saturates; and the overall physical footprint the device occupies on the
PCB. Both the inductance, and the saturation current relate to the energy
storage capabilities of the inductor, whereas the dc resistance pertains to the
energy dissipation of the inductor through the unwanted creation of heat.
Thus, for effective PwrSiP applications, the maximum energy storage to en-
ergy dissipation, in a minimal footprint, is desired. So long as the applied
current is less than the Isat of the magnetic core, this is numerically described
as the inductance to resistance ratio per unit footprint, and forms one of the
most important FOMs for the suitability of an inductor to a PwrSiP appli-
cation [64]. Indeed the output efficiency of a typical Buck converter with
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f × Ir × Powerlossdc
(2.2.1)
Hence, researchers can use Eq. 2.2.1 to determine the minimum Ldc/Rdc
ratio permissible for a given efficiency.
To illustrate that there exists a fundamental trade-off between the energy
density and the power dissipation of an inductor consider the general expres-










Here N is the number of turns comprising the inductor; µeff is the effective
relative permeability of the core; Am is the closed surface through which the
magnetic field lines pass; lm is the length of the magnetic field line; ρ is the
resistivity of the copper; and finally, Ac represents the cross sectional area of
the copper. From inspection of the above expressions it is evident that there
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Thus, as long as K1 > K2, the energy efficiency of the device monotonically
increases with the number of turns. Such an assertion would be true were the
device not constrained by footprint. However, for a given footprint, the cross
sectional area of the conducting wire must be decreased in order to facilitate
the additional turns, and in doing so, the DC resistance of the inductor is
compromised. Indeed it is reported by X. Fang et al. [66] that the Ldc/Rdc







It is clear from Eq. 2.2.5 that the Ldc/Rdc rapidly diminishes with decreasing
inductor footprint (Aind). In figure 2.13 the Ldc/Rdc vs footprint is plotted
for devices found in the literature (note these values are provided in table 2.1
subsection 2.2.2). These devices are grouped based on the magnetic integra-
tion methods outlined in section 2.1. By comparing all these groups against
the air core devices it is evident that the presence of the magnetic core in-
creases the Ldc/Rdc ratio. This is a direct consequence of Eq. 2.2.2 which
states that this ratio is directly proportional to the effective permeability
of the magnetic core. Furthermore, the fundamental trade-off between the
Ldc/Rdc and footprint manifests itself in this graph as no device makes it into
the top left hand corner, which, represents the maximum energy stored to
energy dissipated per unit footprint.
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Thin Film Magnetics in
Advanced Organic Substrates
Ferrite Tapes and LTCC
Ferrite Chip Inductor
PCB Integrated Air Core
Si Integrated Air Core
Figure 2.13: Inductance to resistance ratio vs footprint of PwrSiP & PwrSoC
applications found in literature. Note top left of graph is desired area for
PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications. See table 2.1 for details.
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Thin Film Magnetics in Advanced
Organic Substrates
Ferrite Tapes and LTCC
Ferrite Chip Inductor
Si Integrated Air Core
PCB Integrated Air Core
Figure 2.14: Q-Factor vs footprint of PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications found
in literature. Note top right of graph is desired area for PwrSiP & PwrSoC
applications. See table 2.1 for details.
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Figure 2.15: AC-DC FOM vs inductance density of PwrSiP & PwrSoC ap-
plications found in literature. Note top right of graph is desired area for
PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications. See table 2.1 for details.
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Q Material Q Author Institution Year
Spiral 1 2.309 .333 16 FeCNO Sugawa [11] Shinshu University 2013
Spiral 1 1.67 0.23 12 ZnFe Yazaki [71] Shinshu University 2014
Spiral 1 1.19 0.25 9.5 Air Core Yazaki [71] Shinshu University 2014
Spiral 9 1.08 6.34 15 FeBSiC Endo [72] Tohoko University 2015
Spiral 20.25 0.74 5 45 NiZn Bang [9] Kwangwoon University 2009
Spiral 64 0.17 1.13 100 Air Core Madsen [73] Technical University of Denmark 2013
Spiral 70 0.13 6.94 12.5 FeSiAl Lim [13] Hanyang University 2018
Spiral 9 0.024 0.014 3.27 Y3Fe5O12 Bechir [74] University de Lyon 2015
Spiral 912 0.006 1.05 33 Air Core Olivio [75] Ecole Polythechnique Federale de
Lausanne
2013
Spiral 600 0.002 0.13 8 NiFe Park [76] Georgia Institute of Technology 2004
Solenoid 27 0.24 2.54 16 CoNiFe Kim [77] Georgia Institute of Technology 2015
Solenoid 64 0.12 1.13 51 Air Core Madsen [73] Technical University of Denmark 2013
Solenoid 14.2 0.01 0.27 7 CoFeHfO Li [70] Stanford University 2009
Toroid 225 0.13 15.95 57 Ferrite Dou [78] Technical University of Denmark 2018
Toroid 900 0.07 20.83 175 Air Core Biglarbegian [79] University of North Carolina at
Charlotte
2015
Toroid 484 0.035 2.11 135 Air Core Liang [80] Stanford University 2016
Toroid 31.36 0.032 0.05 18.85 CoZrO Qiu [81] Dartmouth 2013
Toroid 31.36 0.024 0.04 14.14 Air Core Qiu [81] Dartmouth 2013
Toroid 282 0.021 0.24 149 Air Core Kamby [82] Technical University of Denmark 2012
Toroid 440 0.005 2.48 2.09 MnZn Salas [5] Universidad Carlos III de Madrid 2016
Power Supply on Chip Inductors
RaceTrack 0.27 3.02 0.22 3 NiFe Wang [83] IBM 2012
RaceTrack 4.03 2.16 0.93 81.8 NiFe Feeney [84] NUI Galway 2015
RaceTrack 0.01 2.14 0.001 0.74 CZTB Wu [85] Arizona State University 2012
RaceTrack 0.25 1.02 0.05 1.36 NiFe Sturken [86] AMD 2013
RaceTrack 2.5 0.9 0.36 24 NiFe Meere [87] Tyndall National Institute 2009
RaceTrack 1.95 0.38 0.09 5.98 NiFe Feeney [88] NUI Galway 2015
RaceTrack 5.4 0.32 0.58 5.26 NiFe Wang [89] Tyndall National Institute 2013
RaceTrack 4.06 0.16 0.08 5.3 NiFe Feeney [88] NUI Galway 2015
RaceTrack 25 0.15 0.98 13.93 CoZrO Harburg [90] Dartmouth 2013
Stripline 0.42 18.24 0.89 66 CoZrO Yao [91] Maxim Integrated 2013
Stripline 0.12 13.75 0.83 3.3 NiFe Morrow [92] Intel Corporation 2011
Stripline 2.26 2.74 3.58 10.9 CoZrO Prabhakaran [53] Dartmouth 2005
Spiral 25 0.18 2.92 7 FeHfN Kuo [93] National Tsing Hua University 2012
Spiral 16 0.13 1.07 4.31 CoHfTaPd Katayama [94] Fuji Electric Corp. R&D Ltd. 2000
Solenoid 0.88 0.78 0.1 4.5 CoZrTa Lee [68] Virginia Tech 2012
Toroid 2.9 0.54 0.16 16 MnZn Fang [95] The Hong Kong University of Sci-
ence and Technology
2013
Toroid 31.36 0.33 5.26 20.9 NiFe Orlando [96] STMicroelectronics 2006
Toroid 36 0.16 0.83 39 Fe Yu [97] Georgia Institute of Technology 2014
Table 2.1: Comparison of integrated magnetics for PwrSiP versus PwrSoC.
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Note, although Figs. 2.14 & 2.15 are discussed in Sections 2.2.2 & 2.2.3
they are presented here for the reader’s ease of comparison with Fig. 2.13.
Moreover, Fig. 2.13 makes clear the division between PwrSiP, and PwrSoC,
applications as the former clearly demonstrate better Ldc/Rdc, whereas the
latter clearly exhibit smaller footprints. This is a natural consequence of the
very different fabrication methods of PCB vs Si manufacture. The Si pro-
cesses can clearly exhibit a much smaller copper width to line spacing ratio,
and so results in a smaller footprint, whereas the PCB process, forgoing the
better line spacing, can achieve much better Ldc/Rdc ratios through the ease
at which thicker copper can be deposited. Hence, it is very much the man-
ufacturing constraints pertaining to PCB and Si fabrication which serves to
partition Fig. 2.13.
Although this FOM provides useful information on the device performance it
does not include the current handling capabilities of the magnetic core, nor
does it account for the various other loss mechanisms that can exist within
the device. Therefore it is not entirely suitable to accurately predict whether
an inductor will perform well in a given PwrSiP application, and so another
FOM is required in order to account for circumstances in which there exists
other loss mechanisms of the inductor, and not only DC conduction loss.
Such other loss mechanisms include: magnetic core hysteresis losses; eddy
current loss within the core; and so on. In the next subsection we discuss
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another key FOM in which this issue is redressed.
2.2.2 AC - Analysis
To account for the aforementioned losses we begin by using Poynting’s Vector
[67] and the conservation of field energy. This approach is incredibly useful
as it can be used to determine a relationship between the energy within the
system, and the power dissipation of the system. Formally Poynting’s vector
can be given by Eq. 2.2.6,
∂u
∂t
= ∇ · S −E · J . (2.2.6)
Here u is the energy density within the system; S is Poynting’s vector and
pertains to the flow of energy out of the system viz electromagnetic radia-
tion; and E · J is the total mechanical work being done within the system.
The main tractability of this approach is that we can now very easily deter-
mine the ratio of the energy density stored within the system to the average
power loss. The average power dissipated by the system per cycle is readily
determined by integrating Eq. 2.2.6 over one time period, and so then, by
determining the ratio of energy density to power dissipated per cycle we have
arrived at another key FOM – the quality factor, Q.
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Here Rrad is the radiation resistance term. Typically the inductors operate
in the “quasi-static” frequency range where ω << c (where c is the speed
of light) and so the radiation resistance term is often omitted from the Q-
Factor. Therefore, the only loss mechanism considered within the system
is the mechanical work being done. A key advantage of this fundamental
approach is that it illustrates the link between the mechanical work being
done within the magnetic core, be it through the formation of eddy currents,
or the motion of magnetic domains, to the resistance of the inductor. Hence,
it is quite clear that although the presence of the magnetic material greatly
increases the energy density stored by the magnetic field (see Fig. 2.13 for
empirical data or Eq. 1.2.3 for the theory), but it also gives rise to new loss
mechanisms within the magnetic core that an air core inductor would not
have. This is best illustrated by the work of Lee et al. [68] who explicitly
state the contribution of the magnetic core to the Q-Factor, see Eq. 2.2.9
Q = ω
Lair core + ∆L





Thus the efficiency of the inductor with an integrated magnetic core is largely
determined by the gain in inductance due to the magnetic core and the mag-




). Normally there is a tipping point operating
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frequency whereat the frequency dependent losses within the magnetic core





ultimately determines the useful bandwidth of the magnetic material.
The challenge for future PwrSiP applications is therefore to extend the mag-
netic materials useful bandwidth into the higher frequency ranges. This can
be achieved through judicious choice of the magnetic material, i.e. materials
with inherently higher Bsat e.g., CoFeHfo, CoNbZr, and FeGab have been
demonstrated to outperform the air-core equivalent in the 100 MHz range
[69], and/or through the use of micropatterning techniques [70].
Figure 2.14 shows the Q-Factor vs Inductance density of devices found in
the literature. There is a clear trend of decreasing Q-Factor with increasing
inductance density. Considering that the inductance density is proportional
to the energy density this highlights the difficulty for future PwrSiP applica-
tions which ideally would like to maximise energy density in order to facilitate
the ongoing miniaturisation trend, and minimise power dissipation.
It is clear from Fig. 2.14 that Si based inductors with integrated magnetic
cores exhibit the highest inductance densities. This is to be expected as the
minimum line spacing between adjacent copper tracks is of critical impor-
tance in determining the overall footprint, and so any density based FOM,
of the device. However, several of the PwrSiP inductors that utilise FPC,
Ferrite Tapes & LTCC, and Thin Film Magnetics in Advanced Organic sub-
strates match the Si based inductors in terms of equal Inductance density
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and Q-Factor performance (see top right of Fig. 2.14).
In order to enumerate the fundamental trade-off between the inductance
density and the quality factor of the inductor there is a need for a new FOM.
The FOM that we propose combines the Ldc/Rdc ratio and the Q-Factor, and
so it acts to directly map the fundamental trade-off between energy density
and power dissipation to a singular scalar value. This is discussed in the next
section.
2.2.3 AC-DC - Analysis
The proposed FOM to measure the trade-off between the AC performance
and the DC performance of the inductor multiples the Ldc/Rdc with the Q-
factor of the device and normalises per unit footprint (see Eq. 2.2.10). Here
the square root is taken in order to reduce the absolute value of the FOM.
The main benefit of this FOM is that there exists a multiplicative effect of
poor performance i.e., devices which underperform in one area, be it the AC
performance or DC performance, are scored poorly. Hence, the measured








In Fig. 2.15 the hybrid FOM is plotted against the inductance density of
devices reported in the literature. The requirement of good AC and DC
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performance is best illustrated by the integrated air core inductors which
all scored highly in terms of Q-factor per inductance density, but score very
poorly with this hybrid FOM. This is to be expected as intuitively the pres-
ence of the magnetic core should improve both the energy density within the
core and the Q-factor of the core up to the point where the losses within the
magnetic core do not exceed the gain in the energy density.
Furthermore, although the PwrSiP inductors have outperformed their Si-
based counterparts in terms of DC performance, they have failed to outper-
form their Si PwrSoC counterparts in terms of the hybrid AC-DC FOM.
Considering that the Q-Factor of the device is related to the energy density
vs the power dissipation density, it is clear that PwrSiP based inductors do
not have favourable energy density to power dissipation as compared to Pwr-
SoC devices.
Therefore, in terms of the thin film magnetics devices there has been a degra-
dation in performance of the material which is entirely related to the sub-
strate on which it is deposited. In our work we have found that the surface
condition of the substrate plays a critical role in the overall performance of
the magnetic material. This is later discussed in chapters 3 & 5 of the thesis.
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2.3 Future Magnetic Morphologies & Alloy
Compositions for PwrSiP
With the ever increasing switching speeds required for the miniaturisation
of power supplies, there exists a need for novel magnetic materials which
exhibit excellent low loss high frequency performance. Thin film magnetics,
based on soft magnetic alloys with a crystalline lattice, to a degree meet these
requirements due to their magnetic reversal process being dominated by in
plane coherent rotation of the individual magnetic domains. Nevertheless
they still have internal anisotropy energies which act as a form of memory to
the prior magnetic state of the system. In other words, these internal ener-
gies within the alloys create a system which inherently has hysteresis. Thus
they will ultimately have higher hysteresis losses than a system comprising
a morphology with no such anisotropies.
Amorphous magnetic alloys and Bulk Metallic Glasses (BMG) are ideally
suited to be the magnetic material used in high frequency integrated PwrSiP
in future electronic applications. The primary reason for this being that both
morphologies lack a long range atomic order, and, as such, the magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy randomly fluctuates over a scale that is much smaller than
the domain wall width. Thus, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is averaged
over several exchange lengths and has no effect on the long range magnetisa-
tion reversal process. This long range cancellation of the magnetocrystalline
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anisotropy is a prerequisite for the materials in order to have ultra-low coer-
cive losses, viz. Herzer [61], and therefore is an essential requirement of the
morphology of the magnetic material being used in future PwrSiP applica-
tions.
In addition to the averaging out of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the
lack of atomic order in amorphous alloys and bulk metallic glasses results in
a much higher resistivity of the alloy. The increase in resistivity arises due to
the decreased expected time to collision of electrons, which is a direct con-
sequence of the absence of a crystal lattice due to the high degree of atomic
disorder. Thus, eddy current losses inside the amorphous alloys are signif-
icantly lower than that of their highly structured crystalline counterparts,
and so, for a given frequency, the overall inductance of the power regulator
can be increased by using a thicker magnetic layer without the need to adopt
a more costly multi-layer stack, or laminated core stack (caveat : see chapter
5 section 5.4).
Moreover, there are no microstructural discontinuities (grain boundaries or
precipitates) on which magnetic domains can be pinned, since the material is
magnetically homogenous over lengths comparable to the magnetic exchange
interaction, and hence the intrinsic coercivity is small. It is for these reasons
that amorphous magnetic alloys and BMGs can have 60-70 percent lower
core losses as compared to conventional crystalline iron silicon cores [98].
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Therefore, owing to the superior performance of amorphous metallic alloys
and BMGs, they are an ideal candidate to be the magnetic component in
future PwrSiP Applications. The following subsections will now focus on the
two main families of amorphous metallic alloys and BMGs.
2.3.1 Iron Based Amorphous Alloys
Amorphous alloys which are primarily based on Iron are typically charac-
terised as having a large magnetisation saturation, relatively low magnetic
permeability, and a higher coefficient of magnetostriction as compared to
their amorphous cobalt counterparts. Normally high magnetostriction is un-
desired as it gives rise to greater coercive losses. However, in the case of thin
film magnetics the preferred orientation of the magnetisation is in plane as
this reduces the internal energy of the system via the minimisation of the
internal demagnetisation field. Furthermore a weak anisotropic field may be
induced, by means of magnetic annealing or off axis deposition, to control
the magnetisation reversal process [99], and so, in conjunction with the high
magnetostriction coefficient of amorphous iron, strain applied along the hard
axis of the thin film can be used to drastically reduce coercivity of the film
by increasing the in plane uniaxial anisotropy field [100]. This reduces the
area bound by the hysteresis loop reducing the power loss per cycle of the
core.
However the application of strain along the easy axis increases the square-
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Alloy Composition Bsat [T] Tc [C] µ [kOe] Hc [Oe] ρ[µΩcm] Nominal Thickness [µm]
Fe80B20 1.57 320 374 0.04 140 0.1 - 0.5
Fe82B10Si8 1.52 300 415 0.17 130 0.1 - 20
Fe67Co18B14Si1 1.75 200 415 0.08 130 0.1 - 20
Fe81B13.5Si3.5C2 1.57 300 415 0.08 125 0.1 - 20
M4-Grade Si Steel* 2.03 735 12 0.09 46 25 - 650
H2-Grade Si Steel* 2.03 735 30 0.09 46 25 - 650
Table 2.2: Magnetic properties of several Fe-based amorphous alloys com-
pared to crystalline Si steel [103] (*Note final two entries are crystalline.).
ness of the hysteresis loop, and so, the large coefficient of magnetostriction
makes amorphous iron based alloys ideally suited for strain gauge sensors.
Indeed amorphous based iron magnetic cores have been commercialized as
magnetic rotation torque and strain sensors (comprising FeBSiNb and Fe-
CoBSiNb) and magnetic core inductors (comprising FeCr(B,Si,P,C)) with
respective trademarks “Liqualloy”, and “SENNTIX” [101, 102].
Note, due to the high magnetostriction of Fe-Based amorphous alloys care
must be taken when embedding amorphous iron into package as the effect
of unwanted strain (strain along the easy axis) arising from the embedding
process can drastically reduce transformer performance. Table 2.2 shows
a comparison of some of the magnetic properties of amorphous iron based
cores and compares them against crystalline steel. It is evident from this
table that the amorphous alloys of iron are significantly more suitable for
PwrSiP applications than their crystalline counterparts.
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2.3.2 Cobalt Based Amorphous Alloys
Amorphous Co based alloys are characterized by relatively low saturation in-
duction, excellent high-frequency soft magnetic properties, and almost zero
coefficient of magnetostriction. The use of thin amorphous cobalt films in,
or exceeding, the Very High Frequency (VHF) range (30-300 MHz) has been
well demonstrated in the semiconductor technologies by several researchers
[85, 104]. Such high frequency performance is essential for future power
supply in package applications as the operating frequency of the active com-
ponents migrate towards the higher frequency bands in order to continue the
trend of device miniaturization. Thus, amorphous cobalt thin films are an
ideal candidate to be the magnetic component of future PwrSiP applications.
Furthermore, the almost zero coefficient of magnetostriction of amorphous
cobalt means that they are better suited to undergo an embedding processes,
which typically involve some form of binding phase where temperature and
pressure are used to form the stack. Thus, amorphous cobalt films can be
readily incorporated into the PCB substrate, in lieu of the standard ferrite
core, which, being limited to the lower frequency ranges due to the reasons
outlined earlier is unlikely to be used in the next generation of future elec-
tronic devices if the trend of increasing switching speeds of active devices
continues.
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2.4 Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the state of the art technologies for the integration of
the magnetic components of voltage regulators into advanced organic sub-
strates for Power Supply in Package applications. The various technologies
used to integrate the magnetic component into the package were discussed
along with their individual strengths and weaknesses. The embedding of
the magnetic component into the package has been driven by the prevail-
ing miniaturisation trend in power electronics. This miniaturisation trend is
largely enabled by the ever increasing switching speed of the active MOS-
FET components in the DC-DC converter which results in a reduction in the
value of inductance required for energy storage. Hence, there is a need for
magnetic materials which exhibit excellent soft magnetic properties in the
low part of the very high frequency band (30-300 MHz).
Due to this increased frequency performance requirement of the magnetic
passive, some researchers have distributed fine ferrite powders into polymer
matrices in order to stymie the high frequency losses associated with ferrite
materials. However this has the effect of reducing the permeability of the
material, and as such, ultimately undermines the benefit of using a magnetic
core as the volume of magnetic material is reduced. Therefore there is a
fundamental trade-off between the increased operating frequency and power
density of the polymer ferrite composite, which is non-ideal for power supply
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in package applications.
Amorphous thin film magnetics are an ideal candidate to be the magnetic
component for future power supply in package applications as they exhibit ex-
cellent high frequency soft magnetic properties. This is due to the highly un-
structured nature of atomic distribution within the amorphous film. Whence,
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is averaged out over several exchange lengths,
resulting in ultra-low coercive losses of the material during magnetisation re-
versal. Furthermore, the resistivity of amorphous magnetic alloys is much
higher than their crystalline counterparts owing to increased electron scat-
tering caused by the lack of a crystal lattice.
Ultimately this chapter acts as the backdrop in which our work is compared.
In later chapters when our fabrication techniques are discussed the reader
has the understanding of other manufacturing techniques and thus is more
able to draw inferences between our approach and results, and those pro-
duced by other methods. Furthermore, this chapter investigated the various
FOMs used to characterise the efficacy of magnetic components within Pwr-
SiP applications, and their individual strength and weakness were discussed.
Hence, this chapter better equips the reader with the background knowledge
to judge our work in integrated thin film magnetics.
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Chapter 3




The primary focus of this thesis is the design, mathematical modelling, and
characterisation of magnetic thin films used in Power Supply in Package
(PwrSiP) applications. Those topics are respectively treated in chapters 5
& 4. However, it is important for the reader to understand the fabrication
processes used for the integration of magnetic thin films. Hence, this chapter
forms a supplemental body to those chapters, and the publications which un-
derpin them. The electrodepositions and sputtering herein were performed
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by R. Anthony, Z. Ghaferi, L. Ye, D. Lordan, and G, Wei. They are rightly
accredited on the publications using these magnetic films which have arisen
from this thesis.
The integration of magnetic thin films in PCB and silicon substrate was orig-
inally investigated by Tyndall researchers more than 20 years ago and was
the subject of a number of publications [2–6] as well as a granted patent in
2005. The aim of that continuing body of work was, and still is, the further-
ance of magnetic thin films used as the magnetic passive component in Power
Supply on Chip (PwrSoC) and PwrSiP applications. To that end, this work
has benefited from numerous individual contributors who have furthered the
field of integrated magnetics within Tyndall. It has taken over 10 years for
the work to generate enough industry interest for it to get EU funding un-
der the H2020 GaNonCMOS project [EU-H2020-NMBP-2016-721107]. This
work builds upon the integration techniques developed throughout those 20
years.
The original foray of Tyndall researchers into the field of integrated magnet-
ics for PwrSiP saw the successful electrodeposition of permalloy onto PCB
substrate [2]. However, even in that seminal work, there was no mention
of internal anisotropy structures within the permalloy film, nor was there
mention of the role of the underlying PCB substrate and its inherent surface
roughness on the magnetisation dynamics of the permalloy film. One reason
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for this was the lack of available instrumentation at the time. Hence, that
original work had to be supplemented by the fabrication of magnetic films
on PCB substrate, along with the characterisation of those films in terms of
1) surface roughness; 2) hysteresis loop; and 3) permeability.
Furthermore, although the original work considered the impact on eddy
current losses within the magnetic thin films, the proposed solution at the
time was the mitigation of eddy current loss through limitation of the film
thickness. And indeed, this was a very successful approach. However, a
consequence of this approach was the reduced volume of magnetic material
permissible as the switching frequency of the converter increased. This is not
a tractable solution for high frequency PwrSiP. This issue was remedied by
the creation of the multilayer structure wherein multiple magnetic films are
stacked on top of each other whilst being electrical separated by dielectric
insulating layers.
This chapter outlines the fabrication methods used to create the single layer
and multilayer Ni45Fe55 and CZTB magnetic cores that were ultimately in-
tegrated into the PCB substrate. There were 5 types of magnetic cores
fabricated as part of this research, as follows: 1) single layer Ni45Fe55 electro-
plated onto bare PCB substrate; 2) single layer Ni45Fe55 electroplated onto a
planarised PCB substrate; 3) released single layer Ni45Fe55; 4) released mul-
tilayer Ni45Fe55; and finally 5) released multilayer CZTB.
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The structure of the chapter is as follows: In section 3.2 the experimen-
tal process for the electrodeposition of Ni45Fe55 onto PCB substrate is given.
This Section also presents the base material characterisation and performance
analysis; Section 3.3 pertains to the planarisation of the PCB substrate. The
planarisation process is required in order to address the poor magnetic per-
formance observed due to the inherent roughness of the underlying PCB
substrate. Note, the resultant improved magnetic performance of the thin
films caused by the planarisation process is treated by Ghaferi et al. in
[1]; As an alternative to the surface treatment of the PCB to optimise the
performance of the eletrodeposited magnetic films, a novel concept was in-
vestigated in this thesis. This involved the liberation of magnetic thin films
deposited on an releasable polymer layer spun on an silicon substrate. This
novel release process is presented in section 3.4; and finally conclusions are
provided in Section 3.5.
3.2 Electrodeposition of Ni45Fe55 Magnetic Thin
Film on PCB Substrate
A 125 nm seed layer of Ni80Fe20 was deposited onto the PCB substrate via the
reduction of Pd2+ to Pd0 in a Borane based Ni-Fe electroless bath. Inspec-
tion of the seed layer under a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) showed
a complete coverage of the PCB substrate with the seed layer and no cracks
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or delamination were observed (see Fig. 3.1). However, there was non-
uniformity in the thickness of the seed layer which resulted from the surface
conditions of the underlying PCB substrate, spurring localised growths [7].
Figure 3.1: Electroless deposited Ni80Fe20 seed layer on rough side of PCB;
(right) Electroless deposited Ni80Fe20 seed layer on smooth side of PCB.
Figure 3.2: (Left) Image of Ni45Fe55 surface; (right) Zoomed in image on
rough patches.
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A 6.7 µm thick Ni45Fe55 magnetic core was electroplated onto the seed layer.
Ni45Fe55 is chosen as the core material over Ni80Fe20 due to its greater sheet
resistivity allowing for thicker magnetic cores for a given high frequency re-
quirement. Hence, Ni45Fe55 has a higher drop off frequency than that of
Ni80Fe20. Note the drop off frequency is the frequency at which there is a
reduction of 20% in the permeability of the film. The plating was performed
in the presence of an external magnetic field in order to induce an anisotropic
internal energy structure within the film. SEM imaging of the core revealed
further localised areas of high surface roughness, shown in Fig. 3.2. The
roughness of the plated core originates from the inherent roughness of the
PCB substrate on which it was deposited.
In Fig. 3.3 the magnetic properties of the Ni45Fe55 film are plotted. It is
evident from Fig. 3.3 (left) that although the deposition took place in the
presence of an external, aligning, magnetic field, the presence of which is to
enforce a magnetic ordering on the system and hence produce an anisotropic
film, the system is largely isotropic on a macroscopic scale. It is indeed pos-
sible that there exists a random distribution of local anisotropies within the
film, however, they must average out as there was no net isotropy observed
within the film. Note, Kerr imaging would have needed to be performed in
order to determine this. The largely isotropic nature of the film deposited
on PCB is more evident when compared against the hysteresis loops of a
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Axis Bsat[nWb] Br[nWb] Hc[Oe] Hk[Oe]
Easy 126.7 76.7 1.11 1.79
Hard 135 43.58 1.16 4.85
Si-Hard 665 22 0.3 11
Table 3.1: Hysteresis loop properties of 6.7 µm thick Ni45Fe55 electroplated
onto PCB substrate and nominal Silicon comparator of 2.5 µm thickness(see
Fig. 3.4).
thin film deposited on Silicon, cf Fig. 3.4. Furthermore, the low frequency
permeability value (200, see Fig. 3.3 (right)) of the thin film is lower than
that expected for the 6.7 µm thick core (∼ 380, see Fig. 3.4 (right)), and the
drop off frequency for both axes is nearly the same. Both of which indicate a
failure to induce uniaxial anisotropy and that the sample is close to isotropic
(see Table 3.1 for exact comparison).
































Figure 3.3: (left) Hysteresis loop of electro-deposited Ni45Fe55 magnetic core
on PCB substrate; (right) Permeability plot of Ni45Fe55 magnetic core electro-
deposited on PCB substrate.
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Figure 3.4: (left)Hysteresis loop of electroplated Ni45Fe55 on Silicon sub-
strate. Note the anisotropic nature of the film.;(right) Experimental results
for Ni45Fe55 on Silicon substrate [11].
The BH loop properties of the “easy” and “hard” axes are given in Table
3.1 along with a comparator Ni45Fe55 film deposited on a Silicon substrate.
Note, in the original work the on the deposition of permalloy films on PCB
substrate the internal anisotropy of the film was not investigated. Hence,
there was no way to determine if magnetic properties of that permalloy film
were effected by the underlying substrate. Indeed, there would be no reason
to assume that a film deposited on silicon would behave differently to one
deposited on PCB. In our work it is clear that there is a marked degradation
in the magnetic properties of the Ni45Fe55 deposited onto the PCB substrate
as compared to that deposited onto the Silicon substrate. The degradation
of the soft magnetic properties is linked to the surface roughness of the sub-
strate [8–10] and dealt with in chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Fig. 3.5 shows the effect of film thickness on the permeability of Ni45Fe55
electroplated onto the PCB substrate in the presence of an external magnetic
field. Note the typical deposition rate for Ni45Fe55 bath is between 2.2 µm
and 3.8 µm per hour depending on the age of the bath. This can be com-
pared to the results of O’Donnell et al. [11] in Fig. 3.4. It is reported in
literature [11, 12] that there is an inverse proportionality between the thick-
ness of the film and its permeability i.e., the thinner the Ni45Fe55 film the
larger the permeability. However, it is clear on comparing the permeability
results for the Ni45Fe55 films electroplated onto the PCB substrate that this
inverse proportionality did not hold. Indeed the thinner films had far lower
permeabilities than the thicker films – contra to [11]. Note [11] attributes
the inverse relationship between film thickness and permeability to Villiari
effect [13] where stress built up in the thicker films reduces the permeability
through magnetoelastic effects. Hence the thicker the film, the smaller the
permeability. However, in our case this relation no longer holds. Indeed, this
break from the expected relationship between film thickness and permeabil-
ity is attributed to the surface roughness of the film. This is a key issue for
the integration of magnetic thin films in PwrSiP and forms a cornerstone of
this thesis. The effect of surface roughness on the characteristics of magnetic
thin films is treated in section 5.3.
Cross sections of the thin films deposited on PCB and Silicon substrates
were taken to compare the films, cf. Fig. 3.6. It is evident from these
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Figure 3.5: Permeability of electrodeposited of Ni45Fe55 cores on PCB sub-
strate. Here the film thickness is related to the deposition time shown in the
legend positioned at the top left of the graph. Note, there is a clear trend of
decreasing permeability with decreasing film thickness.
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Figure 3.6: (left) Cross Section of Electroplated Ni45Fe55 core on PCB sub-
strate; (right) Cross section of Electroplated Ni45Fe55 core on Silicon sub-
strate. Note the electrodeposition time for both films was 80 minutes.
Substrate Average Thickness [µm] Standard Deviation [nm]
PCB 6.74 1047
Si 8.43 < 1
Table 3.2: Surface topography of PCB vs Silicon substrate shown in Fig.
3.6. There variance shown is the deviation of the films surface from the aver-
age thickness measurement and so represents the roughness. Measurements
performed with Tencore Profilometer.
cross sections that the film deposited on the PCB substrate had far greater
deviations in surface normality as compared to the Silicon deposited film.
Tencor Profilometer measurements were performed in order to determine the
differences of topography between the two substrates (see Table 3.2). Note
in Table 3.2 the roughness of the films was determined by scanning the sub-
strate and calculating the deviation from the average height along the length
of the scan.
Therefore in order to improve the magnetic properties of the thin film it
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was decided to investigate the planarisation of the PCB substrate prior to
the deposition of the magnetic seed layer and the core.
3.3 Planarisation of PCB Substrate
This section of the chapter relates to the planarisation of the PCB substrate
and comprises two subsections, as follows: 1) In 3.3.1 various polymers were
first spun onto a Silicon substrate. The topographies were then measured
prior to, and after the deposition of the magnetic core and finally the mag-
netic properties were measured. These then formed a reference with which
the magnetic properties obtained via the PCB planarisation were compared.
Moreover, the Silicon reference is important as it was used to determine the
effect of the underlying polymer layer on the magnetic performance of the
thin film. 2) In 3.3.2 various polymers were spun onto a PCB substrate.
Again, the topographies were measured prior to, and after, the deposition
of the core to determine the efficacy of the planarisation process – and the
magnetic properties were measured.
3.3.1 Polymer Coating Spun onto a Silicon Substrate
The topography of the Silicon substrate was measured using a Tencor Pro-
filometer prior to the “planarisation” (note the quotation around planarisa-
tion is only to highlight the fact that the Silicon substrate is already planar)
of the substrate. The polymers Polyimide (PI) and BCB were spun onto the
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Polymer Average Roughness [nm] Standard Deviation [nm]
PI 2.7 1.9
BCB 0.59 0.14
Table 3.3: Topology of Silicon substrate with spun on polymer coating.
Polymer Bsat [nWb] Br [nWb] Hc [Oe] Hk [Oe]
PI 306.2 19.7 0.63 10.32
BCB 378 24 0.5 9.6
Table 3.4: Magnetic properties of 30 minute electro-deposited Ni45Fe55 on
planarised Silicon substrate.
Silicon substrate at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds and then cured. The topogra-
phies of the substrates were again measured and the values are provided in
Table 3.3.
Ni45Fe55 was electroplated onto the polymer coatings and the magnetic char-
acterisations were performed with a BH loop tracer (SHB, MESA 200 HF, at
10 Hz) and a Ryowa Permeameter, cf Fig. 3.7. The magnetic thin films
deposited on the planarised Silicon substrate all had a well-defined easy
and hard magnetic axes and relative permeability which comported with
O’Donnell et al. [11], i.e., there was no observed degradation in the mag-
netic thin films caused by the presence of the underlying polymer layer.
However, there are significant adhesion issues after electroplating the mag-
netic core on the polymer coatings as the samples all failed initial scotch
tape testing. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Note the mode of failure was the
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Figure 3.7: Magnetic properties of 30 minute electrodeposited Ni45Fe55 core
on planarised Silicon substrate. PI top; BCB bottom.
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Figure 3.8: Planarised Silicon wafer with spun on BCB polymer coating.
polymer lifting off of the Silicon substrate.
The low adhesion between the polymer coatings and the Silicon substrate
was attributed to the ultra-smooth Silicon substrate. O2 and N2 plasma
treatment of the polymers [14] also failed to increase adhesion. However,
it was realised that the low adhesion between the Silicon substrate and the
spun on polymer layer could be utilised as a release mechanism for liberat-
ing magnetic materials deposited on Silicon in a manner not dissimilar to
[15–17] who use sacrificial layers to partially or fully liberate the magnetic
material from the Silicon substrate, and so, the release of the magnetic core
through the use of a low adhesion layer provided a novel means to integrate
the magnetic core into substrate/package applications. This is discussed fully
in Section 3.4.
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3.3.2 Polymer Coating Spun onto a PCB Substrate
In the previous section the effect of a planarising agent spun onto a Silicon
substrate was investigated. The was done to determine whether the pla-
narising agent itself had an adverse effect on the magnetisation dynamics of
the thin film. In this regard, the ultra smooth Silicon substrate was used as
means to characterise the effect of the planarising agent on the magnetisation
dynamics as the issue of surface roughness was marginalised. In this section
the planarisation of the PCB substrate is investigated.
The planarisation and characterisation process of the PCB substrate is as
follows. BCB was spun onto the PCB substrate at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds,
and then cured. The substrate surface post planarisation was characterised









Bare PCB 152 18.8
BCB on PCB 42.1 20.4
BCB on Silicon 0.59 0.14
Table 3.5: Topographical data of PCB substrate post planarisation process.
Note Bare is before planarising the PCB substrate.
Fig. 3.9 shows the magnetic properties of the Ni45Fe55 electroplated thin film
on the planarising agent BCB and the exact magnetic properties are given
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Figure 3.9: Magnetic properties of 30 minute electro-deposited Ni45Fe55 core
on planarised PCB substrate with BCB planarising polymer.
Polymer Bsat [nWb] Br [nWb] Hc [Oe] Hk [Oe]
Bare 273 112 2.7 6
BCB 309 64 1.05 5.75
Table 3.6: Magnetic properties of 30 minute electro-deposited Ni45Fe55 on
planarised PCB substrate.
in Table 3.6. There is a marked improvement in the induction of anisotropy
in the thin films as there is clear distinction between the easy and hard mag-
netic axis. Furthermore, there is a circa 5 fold increase in the permeability
of the thin film deposited on the PCB planarised with BCB as compared to
the permeability of the thin film deposited on the unplarised PCB substrate
(cf Fig. 3.5). Hence, the use of the BCB planarising polymer improved the
soft magnetic properties of the thin films on the PCB substrate. Indeed,
there was a relationship between the improved magnetic performance and
the overall reduction in the substrate roughness.
However, despite the improved magnetic performance, the thin films de-
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Polymer Bsat [nWb] Br [nWb] Hc [Oe] Hk [Oe]
Bare PCB 273 112 2.7 6
Bare Silicon 665 22 0.3 11
BCB on PCB 309 64 1.05 5.75
BCB on Silicon 378 24 0.5 9.6
Table 3.7: Magnetic properties of 30 minute electro-deposited Ni45Fe55 on
planarised PCB substrate versus Silicon substrate.
posited on the Silicon substrate outperformed those deposited on the pla-
narised PCB substrate. This is evident when comparing the coercive field of
the thin films given in Table 3.7.
However, the magnetic properties of the thin films deposited on Silicon post
planarisation was better than the thin films deposited on the planarised PCB
substrate. Therefore, although a vast improvement of the magnetic charac-
teristics of the thin films post planarisation was achieved, Silicon grade per-
formance of the magnetic thin film was not obtained. Further cementing the
pernicious effect of even a little surface roughness in the efficacy of magnetic
thin films for PwrSiP applications.
3.4 Releasable Magnetic Thin Films from Sil-
icon Substrate
In the previous sections the methods for planarising the PCB substrate were
discussed in detail. It was of interest that the polymers spun onto the Silicon
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substrate had poor adhesion due to the smoothness of the silicon. Given
that the polymer layer suffered from poor adhesion to the Silicon substrate
this provided on opportunity to deposit the magnetic thin film on Silicon
and to release, and later incorporate them into the PCB package. The re-
lease process for the Ni45Fe55 and amorphous CZTB multilayer stack (used
in chapter 4 of the thesis) is outlined in this section. The release uses the
low adhesion between the Silicon substrate and the PI used in the planari-
sation process, outlined above, to liberate the deposited magnetic material
from the Si substrate. The planarising polymer layer’s function is to now
act as a release layer between the Silicon and the deposited magnetic core.
Note, despite both BCB and PI having low adhesion to the Silicon substrate,
PI is ultimately selected to be the release layer as it was more compatible
to the embedding process due to similar Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(CTE) coefficients of PI and the prepreg layers in the PCB build up. This
is discussed in section 4.4. The magnetic core is released from the Silicon
substrate through the application of mechanical stress to the PI release layer,
cf Fig. 3.10.
The fabrication process for the released NiFe magnetic cores is as follows:
1. Silicon substrate was cleaned using an RF plasma at 1 kW for 25 min-
utes at an Argon pressure of 5.5 mTorr.
2. A PI release layer was spun onto the Silicon-wafer at 2000 rpm for 30
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Figure 3.10: (left) Schematic diagram of releasable magnetic core from Silicon
substrate prior to release. (right) Diagram of releasable magnetic core from
Silicon substrate post release.
seconds, achieving a thickness of 9 µm.
3. The PI layer was cured at 260◦C for 2 hrs.
4. A 20 nm Ti seed layer was sputter deposited onto the polymer layer
using a “Nordiko 2550 magnetron sputterer” at 300 W using an argon
pressure of 1.5 mTorr.
5. A 2 µm Ni45Fe55 magnetic core was electroplated onto the Ti layer.
6. A 2 µm thick PI insulating layer was spun onto the electroplated
Ni45Fe55, and cured.
7. Steps 3 - 5 were repeated for the multilayer core.
8. A final protective layer of PI was spun on and baked.
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The release process developed for the NiFe core was extended to CZTB, as
follows:
1. Silicon substrate was cleaned using an RF plasma at 1 kW for 25 min-
utes at an Argon pressure of 5.5 mTorr.
2. A PI release layer was spun onto the Silicon-wafer at 2000 rpm for 30
seconds, achieving a thickness of 9 µm.
3. The PI layer was cured at 260◦C for 2 hrs.
4. A 20 nm Ti seed layer was sputter deposited onto the polymer layer
using a “Nordiko 2550 magnetron sputterer” at 300 W using an argon
pressure of 1.5 mTorr.
5. A 250 nm CZTB layer was sputter deposited onto the Ti seed layer
using a “Nordiko 2550 magnetron sputterer” at 1 kW using an argon
pressure of 1.5 mTorr.
6. A 15 nm AlN dielectric separation layer was deposited onto the CZTB
layer by reactive sputtering of an aluminium target (1 kW) and nitrogen
gas.
7. Steps 5 & 6 was repeated until a total of 16 magnetic layers had been
deposited.
The images flowchart relating to the fabrication process of the releasable
multilayer CZTB magnetic core are shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: a) Silicon-Substrate with spun on polymer release layer; b)
polymer release layer post cure; c-1) post sputter of CZTB stacks on polymer
release layer; c-2) Structural diagram of multi-layer CZTB magnetic sheet;
d) 2cm × 2cm sample for BH loop measurement and 4mm × 4mm sample
for permeability measurement (see Section 4.3.2); e) Magnetic core samples
post cut for inductor fabrication (see Section 4.3.3).
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The PI layer successfully protected the magnetic core during the release
process as no cracking was observed after the release. Indeed, the use of PI
as a protective coating was selected as it was shown to improve the ability of
the released magnetic core to be fully embedded between the prepreg layers
of the PCB stack (see Section 4.4). Furthermore, the polymer facilitated
the cutting of the magnetic core, for an experimental inductor structure (see
Section 4.3), using a scalpel and ruler.
Fig. 3.12 shows the hysteresis and permeability plots for a post release dual
layer NiFe magnetic core. This core structure maintains a near constant
permeability up until 100 MHz. Thus, high inductance drop-off frequency
of the magnetic core, along with well-defined easy and hard magnetic axes,
make this a suitable candidate to be the magnetic component in PwrSiP
applications. However, the distinction between the magnetic axes, although
clearly distinguishable, is not ideal. Indeed, the magnetic hard axis of the
core exhibits transcritical behaviour [18] which can give rise to stripe domain
formations - increasing the materials loss tangent at higher frequencies, and
ergo undermine device performance. This is undesirable for high performance
PwrSiP. This is reflected in the drop-off freqeuncy of the CZTB stack being
100MHz, as opposed to the 1.9GHz expected drop-off frequency, along with
a diminished primary resonance peak. These effects are discussed in detail
in section 5.4 and appendix A.
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Figure 3.12: Magnetic characterisation of released multilayer (2 × 2 µm)
NiFe magnetic core. (left) Hysteresis loops; (right) Permeability plots.
Figure 3.13: Magnetic characterisation of released multilayer (16 × 250 nm)
CZTB magnetic core. (left) Hysteresis loops; (right) Permeability plots.
Fig. 3.13 shows the magnetic characteristics of the released CZTB multi-
layer magnetic core. The released CZTB maintains an excellent, incredible
well defined, easy and hard magnetic axes with no transcritical behaviour.
Furthermore, the CZTB multilayer core exhibits a flat permeability response
up until 100 MHz, along with a near ideal hysteresis loop. The NiFe core
however, also has a near flat permeability response up until 100 MHz, does
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not exhibit as ideal a hysteresis loop. Therefore, the multilayer CZTB mag-
netic core shows more promise as an ideal magnetic candidate than multilayer
NiFe. Indeed, such a core structure was used as the magnetic passive in a
Flip-Chip inductor which achieved an excellent quality factor (this is pre-
sented in more detail in chapter 4 Section 4.3).
Both multilayer NiFe and CZTB magnetic cores were sent to PCB com-
pany, AT&S, who was collaborating with the Tyndall Integrated Magnetics
team, in the H2020 GaNonCMOS consortium, to investigate the embedding
of magnetic materials in PCB. The results of the embedding process are
discussed in section 4.4.
3.5 Conclusion
The surface roughness of the PCB substrate is a major limiting factor to the
successful integration of the magnetic component forming a complete Pwr-
SiP application. The PCB substrate surface roughness severely degraded the
“soft” magnetic properties of the electroplated Ni45Fe55 thin films as com-
pared to their Silicon-counterparts i.e. there was a marked increase in the
coercivity of the thin films as well as a decrease in the overall permeability
of the films. The adverse effect of the surface roughness on the soft magnetic
properties was more notable in the thinner films. This is contra to O’Donnel
et al. who show that the permeability of soft thin film magnetics is inversely
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proportional to the film thickness. The initial permeability of the 2µm film
electro-deposited on the non-planarised PCB substrate was 200 as compared
to the expected 600. Furthermore, the surface roughness of the substrate
resulted in an inability to induce uniaxial anisotropy within the magnetic
film. Indeed, the magnetic properties of the “easy” and “hard” axes were
almost identical and the magnetic film was almost isotropic.
The issue of surface roughness of the PCB substrate was addressed through a
planarisation process. The PCB substrate was planarised with various spun
on polymers. The reduction in the surface roughness of the PCB substrate
resulted in improved soft magnetic properties i.e., the permeability of the
thin film on PCB substrate was identical to its Si counterpart and there was
an improvement in both the coercive, and anisotropy, fields within the thin
film. However, the films still had larger coercivity than those deposited on
Silicon and there was low adhesion between the substrates (both PCB and
Silicon) and the planarising polymer agent.
The low adhesion between the Silicon substrate and the planarising poly-
mer agent was used as a release mechanism through which magnetic thin
films deposited on the Silicon substrate could be released and later incorpo-
rated into the PCB package i.e., the planarising polymer agent was used as a
polymer release layer. There was no degradation of the soft magnetic prop-
erties of the thin films deposited on the polymer release layer. Hence, the
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use of a polymer release layer provide a means for the use of integrated thin
film magnetics which had already been demonstrated in high performance
PwrSoC applications to be used in PwrSiP applications.
3.6 Postamble
In this chapter the effect of surface roughness on the magnetisation dynamics
of thin films were characterised, and methods to address this issue were pre-
sented. However, no modelling, or deep understanding, of this issue has so far
been presented. Considering the critical importance that surface roughness
played in the efficacy of thin film magnetics used in PwrSiP applications,
it would be remiss not to do so. Two approaches were developed to bet-
ter understand how surface roughness effects the magnetisation dynamics of
magnetic thin films. These approaches are discussed in chapter 5.
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Magnetic Thin Films in
Advanced Organic Substrates
4.1 Introduction
This chapter relates to the manufacture of inductors with embedded released
magnetic cores. There were three main manufacturing methods considered
for the integration of the released magnetic thin films in an inductor struc-
ture, each forming a generation of inductors more suitable for Power Supply
in Package (PwrSiP) than the last. The three generations of inductor struc-
tures are shown for clarity in Fig 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Prototype of first generation wirebond inductor under mi-
croscope. (b) Second generation Flip-Chip inductor under microscope. (c)
Cross section of dual layer NiFe magnetic core embedded in prepeg layers
of PCB substrate for third generation inductor structure. Note a finalised
third generation inductor could not be fabricated as AT&S had to cease
manufacturing efforts in response to the public health emergency caused by
COVID-19. 137
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The first generation inductor structure with integrated thin film magnet-
ics was referred to as the wirebond inductor. The wirebond inductor was
intended to allow rapid prototyping of an inductor structure with an inte-
grated released thin film magnetic core. The primary purpose of this was that
it allowed testing of the efficacy of the released thin film magnetic core in an
inductor structure without the core undergoing a fabrication process involv-
ing temperatures and pressures which could effect the magnetic properties of
the core. In this regard, the fabrication process was considered non-invasive
to the released thin film magnetic core, and that it would not effect the
cores magnetic properties. Hence, the advantage of this approach was that
it facilitated rapid prototyping that allowed us to check the efficacy of the
released magnetic core in an inductor structure for PwrSiP applications, and
so it provided a Bill of Health for the release process used to liberate the
magnetic thin films from the Silicon substrate (as discussed in section 3.4).
However, the first generation wirebond inductor was not considered a truly
fully embedded solution as the released thin film magnetic core was still rel-
atively exposed to the outside environment as it was not fully housed within
a singular PCB structure. Furthermore, the fabrication technique for the
wirebond inductor is very different of the fabrication technique used to cre-
ate a fully embedded solution wherein the released thin film magnetic core
is within the PCB substrate. Most notable, in a fully embedded solution
electroplated copper traces would be used as the current carrying conductor
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rather than wirebonds. Hence, the electrical results for the wirebond induc-
tor structure are not indicative of the electrical performance of released thin
film magnetics integrated into PwrSiP.
The second generation inductor structure addressed the concern that elec-
trical results of the first generation structure were not indicative of a fully
embedded inductor with an integrated released thin film magnetic core by
adopting a Flip-Chip fabrication method wherein the released thin film mag-
netic core would be encapsulated between two adjacent PCBs. From an
idealogical standpoint this approach more truly represents a fully embedded
inductor with an integrated thin film magnetic core as the thin film core
is sandwiched between layers of PCB substrates. This is similar to a fully
embedded thin film magnetic core sandwiched between layers of prepreg in
the PCB stack.
Furthermore, this approach also used electroplated copper traces as the cur-
rent carrying conductor. And so, the electrical results of the Flip-Chip induc-
tor are representative of an inductor structure fully embedded in the prepreg
layers of the PCB stack. The only difference being that a fully embedded solu-
tion would use solid copper vias as interconnects and the Flip-Chip approach
used solder balls. Hence, the electrical characteristics of a fully embedded
inductor with a thin film magnetic core can be inferred from the results of
the Flip-Chip inductor. These are the reasons why the Flip-Chip inductor
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was chosen as the intermediary step between the wirebond inductor, and the
fully embedded inductor.
The third generation inductor structure integrated the released magnetic
thin film into the prepeg layers of the PCB stack, which could then be incor-
porated into a standard over-moulded package. Thus, the third generation
inductor is truly a fully embedded magnetic passive for PwrSiP applications
as it is manufactured within the standard PCB and packaging manufacturing
processes. That is, it is the successful insertion of a released magnetic thin
film core within the flow process of PCB manufacturing. Due to this complex
challenge, and the specialised machinery required for PCB manufacturing,
this work was carried out in partnership with AT&S who specialise in PCB
manufacturing. Because of AT&S’s involvement and efforts the third genera-
tion inductor was referred to as AT&S Embedded Inductor. This collaborative
effort was possible thanks to Tyndall National Institute’s involvement in the
EU GaNonCMOS consortium.
The AT&S embedded inductor had several advantages over the Flip-Chip
inductor, namely a reduced footprint as a result of the AT&S’s advanced
manufacturing which had a smaller minimum copper line spacing constraint,
reduced resistance as the solder balls would be replaced with solid copper
vias, and better mechanical stability and protection from the environment
as the released magnetic thin film would be housed inside an over-moulded
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package. Unfortunately a finalised working inductor could not be manufac-
tured as AT&S had to cease manufacturing efforts in response to the public
health emergency caused by COVID-19.
However, significant progress was made in regards to the physical embedding
of the released magnetic thin film inside the prepreg layers of the PCB stack.
Indeed, after many failed attempts, a dual layer NiFe core was successfully
embedded in the prepreg layers. Further, a multilayer CZTB magnetic core
was also successfully embedded. Thus, we had demonstrated that thin film
magnetics released from a Silicon substrate could be embedded in the prepreg
layers of the PCB stack and form a magnetic passive for PwrSiP applications.
The structure of this Chapter is as follows: section 4.2 introduces the wire-
bond inductor; in section 4.3 the manufacturing process and electrical results
of the Flip-Chip inductor are discussed; in 4.4 the embedding results of the
released thin film magnetic cores embedded by AT&S are discussed.
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4.2 Generation 1: Wirebond Inductor Struc-
tures With Released Magnetic Core for
Power Supply in Package
This section builds upon our existing work for the manufacturing of wirebond
inductors using chemically thinned Vitrovac cores for PwrSiP applications
[1]. As noted in our earlier work the majority of the prior art of PCB induc-
tor structures with integrated magnetics has focused largely on developing
racetrack, spiral, and toroidal structures [2–5] with a plated, or embedded,
magnetic core. An alternative approach to create PCB inductors with inte-
grated magnetics was to use standard bond wire technology to form the closed
current loops required for an inductor with a surface mounted magnetic thin
film. Furthermore, although this approach had been well demonstrated to
work for PCB magnetics that utilised Ferrite Polymer Composite(s) (FPC)
cores [6–8], it had not been demonstrated for thin film magnetics.
As noted in section 2.1.2, there are several drawbacks associated with us-
ing FPC cores. The main drawback being the reduced permeability of the
core, a consequence resulting from the distributed air gap in the FPC re-
quired to stave off high frequency hysteretic losses. For this reason, and
other reasons outlined in section 2.1.2, the FPC core is not considered as
an ideal magnetic material for future PwrSiP applications. Hence, in our
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work in [1] chemically thinned Vitrovac magnetic cores were used because of
its higher relative permeability and higher magnetic saturation than typical
ferrite or FPC cores.
This current work furthers our prior art by replacing the Vitrovac core with a
released electroplated Ni45Fe55 magnetic thin film. Ni45Fe55 was chosen over
CZTB due to its relative ease of deposition, and that due to time constraints,
we were looking to create a rapid prototype which could be used to deter-
mine the efficacy of the release process. Once again, the overall electrical
performance of the inductor structure was not considered paramount.
The structure of this section is as follows: Sub-section 4.2.1 outlines the exact
manufacturing process of the wirebond inductor structure; Results and dis-
cussion are provided in sub-section 4.5; and finally conclusions are provided
in sub-section 4.2.3.
4.2.1 Manufacturing Process of Wirebond Inductor With
Released Magnetic Core
This section outlines the exact manufacturing process used for the wirebond
inductor. Observations of the manufactured inductor are then provided. The
following are manufacturing steps for the wirebond inductor.
1. The multilayer Ni45Fe55 (3 × 2.5 µm) magnetic core was cut to the
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Figure 4.2: (left) Schematic diagram of PCB wirebond inductor prior to wire
bonding step. Red are Copper Traces. Green are exposed Pads. Blue is the
mounted released magnetic core. (Right) Image of PCB wirebond inductor
prior to wire bonding step.
dimensions of the inductor structure using a scalpel and ruler.
2. The shaped magnetic core was placed onto Sellotape. This step facili-
tated handling of the thin film magnetic core.
3. The mounted magnetic core is then manually placed between the pads
of the PCB (see figure 4.2).
4. The PCB with the mounted magnetic core is then inspected under a
microscope to ensure that there is no electrical connection between the
magnetic core and the exposed pads, or that the Sellotape has not
covered the pads.
5. 25 µm gold wirebonds are then wirebonded to the exposed NiAu to
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of finalised PCB wirebond inductor. Red
are Copper Traces. Green are exposed Pads. Yellow are the 25 µm Au
wirebonds. Blue is the mounted released magnetic core.
create the electrical connections required for the solenoid inductor (see
figure 4.3)
6. The manufactured device is then inspected under a microscope to en-
sure that there are no observable physical defects in the device (see
figure 4.4).
From Fig. 4.4 it is clear that we have succesfully integrated the released
NiFe thin film onto the PCB substrate using the wirebond technology in the
same manner as before in [1]. There was no observable short between the
released thin film magnetic core and the NiAu pads used for the wirebonds.
Furthermore, there were no electrical shorts between the wirebonds and the
magnetic core. Thus, demonstrating that the manufacturing process could
be used as an outline for the integration of released magnetic thin films for
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Figure 4.4: Visual microscopic inspection of manufactured PCB wirebond
inductor for efficacy of process.
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PwrSiP applications in an industrial setting. However, the elements of the
process involving manual cutting and placing of the core would needed to be
replaced with more accurate machine ones. Such as, machine dicing of the
core, along with an automated pick and place.
However, although this process demonstrates the validity of this manufactur-
ing approach for a prototype PwrSiP application, it is clear that the wirebond
structure is not physically durable. This is evident from the bending of the
wirebonds in response to environmental forces. Furthermore, there are a
number of indentations on the gold pad where the wirebonds had come un-
done from the pad and needed to be redone. This highlights the mechanical
frailty of the wirebond inductor. It should be noted here that a wirebond in-
ductor that used FPC as the magnetic material would not have this issue as
the wirebonds would effectively have an over-moulded plastic covering pro-
viding shielding from the environment. However, once more, the wirebond
inductor was meant to be a rapid prototype for testing the efficacy of the re-
lease process used to free the magnetic thin films from the Silicon substrate,
and so design durability was not a priority consideration.
The next section provides electrical characterisations of the wirebond in-
ductor.
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4.2.2 Results & Discussion
The inductance and resistance of the first generation wirebond inductor were
measured using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA). Two port 400 µm pitch
Z10-GS-400 probes from FormFactor Inc. were used for the measurement.
The VNA and probes were calibrated for the 300 KHz to 100 MHz frequency
range. The results of this measurement are presented in Fig. 4.5 and accom-



































Figure 4.5: Inductance & Resistance plot of first generation wirebond induc-
tor with released multilayer NiFe core.
The first thing to note from Fig. 4.5 is that the manufacturing process
outlined in section 4.2.1 is verified by the obtention of inductance and resis-
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Footprint
[mm2]














3.465 32.4 488. 56 9.35 0.065 4.09 4.72
Table 4.1: Electrical characteristics of first generation wirebond inductor
with released multilayer NiFe core. Note, the Q-Factor of the device is re-
ported at 40 MHz. This is for ease of comparison with a device that is
presented in section 4.3.
tance values. Note, there is electrical noise on the measurements less than 2
MHz, and so the DC measurements are determined using backwards extrap-
olation from the data. The wirebond inductor retains a near flat inductance
response across the measured frequency range, with a 6 nH drop observed
at 100 MHz. The flatness of the frequency response is vital for low power
dissipation in DC-DC power converters. One may think that a flat response
is only required around the switching frequency of the primary power MOS-
FET. However, it is important to realise that the primary power MOSFET is
effectively sampling the input voltage, and in doing so, creating higher order
spectral harmonics [9]. These harmonics are seen by the inductive element in
the converter and can produce additional loss depending on the inductance
drop-off. This is why, although it may seem unnecessary, it is beneficial for
the inductor to have a flat frequency response far beyond the switching fre-
quency of the converter.
Furthermore, the drop off in inductance directly contributes to the AC resis-
tance of the inductor. The is illustrated in Fig. 4.6 where two mathematical
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models for AC resistance are regressed onto the measured resistance of the
wirebond inductor. The first model regressed shows the skin effects where
growing magnetic field lines growing from within the centre of the conductor
push the electrons outwards towards the surface, and in doing so, reduce the
useful volume of the conducting material. This causes an exponential rise
in resistance and is represented by Eq. 4.2.1. In Eq. 4.2.1 Rdc is the DC
resistance of the inductor, λ is a growth factor related to the skin depth, and
f is the frequency.
The second model regressed incorporates skin effects along with the resis-
tance arising from the drop-off in inductance. This is represented by Eq.
4.2.2. In Eq. 4.2.2 LDrop is the drop off in inductance. It is important to
note that the drop-off term acts in an identical way as an equivalent series






(Rdceλ2πf )2 + (2πfLDrop)2 (4.2.2)
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Equation Rdc [mΩ] λ LDrop [nH]
4.2.1 755.93 2.82× 10−9 -
4.2.2 488. 56 1.01× 10−9 5.85
Table 4.2: Parameters of Non-Linear model fit determined by regressing
equations 4.2.1 & 4.2.2 onto the measured AC resistance of the wirebond





















Fit Rdce 2 f
Fit (Rdce 2 f)2 + (2 fLDrop)2
Figure 4.6: Non-linear model for AC resistance caused by skin depth effects
(Eq. 4.2.1) and drop off in inductance (Eq. 4.2.2) regressed onto measured
resistance of wirebond inductor.
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Figure 4.7: Theoretical equivalent series resistance power dissipation by wire-
bond inductor used as the magnetic passive in DC-DC buck converter.
The high Rdc of the wirebond inductor makes it unsuitable for low power
PwrSiP applications where the amperage drawn is more than a few tens of
milliamps. For example, consider a nominal DC-DC buck converter with an
output voltage of 3.3 volts. Considering only the power dissipated by the
Rdc of the wirebond inductor, the efficiency of this hypothetical converter
rapidly decreases as the load current increases, cf Fig. 4.7. This highlights
the need for the magnetic passive to have a low equivalent series resistance
in order minimise conduction losses in the DC-DC converter.
The Quality Factor of the wirebond inductor is shown in Fig. 4.8. As dis-
cussed earlier in section 2.2.2 the quality factor of the inductor is a key Figure
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of Merit (FOM) used to determine the ratio of the energy stored per cycle
to the average energy dissipated per cycle. Therefore, while the Q-Factor
is increasing, the device is storing more energy per cycle than it is dissipat-
ing. As mention in section 2.2.2 the frequency whereat the Q-factor begins
to decrease can be seen as the useful bandwidth of the inductor. For the
wirebond inductor the Q-factor is increasing up until circa 100 MHz. The



















Figure 4.8: Quality Factor plot of first generation wirebond inductor with
released multilayer NiFe core.
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Figure 4.9: AC-DC FOM developed in section 2.2.3 for first generation wire-
bond inductor.
However, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 the 100 MHz bandwidth does not neces-
sitate that a DC-DC converter using the wirebond inductor will have a high
efficiency. The low suitability of the wirebond inductor to low power PwrSiP
applications is further indicated by the fact that the Q-Factor is less than 1
in the typical MOSFET switching frequency range of 200 KHz to 1 MHz.
The hybrid FOM developed in section 2.2.3 is plotted in Fig. 4.9. This
FOM combines both the DC and AC aspects of the wirebond inductor. This
further shows that the wirebond inductor is ill suited to be the magnetic
passive for low power PwrSiP applications due to its high DC resistance.
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4.2.3 Conclusion
This section of the thesis presented the wirebond manufacturing technique
used to create rapid prototype inductors to verify the magnetic thin film
release process. Electrical characteristics for the wirebond inductor were
obtained. The wirebond inductors had an almost flat inductance frequency
response up until 100 MHz. However, the wirebond inductors had a high
Rdc which reduced the overall quality factor of the device. Due to the high
Rdc and low Q-factor at typical MOSFET switching frequencies the devices
is unsuited to be the magnetic passive in low power PwrSiP applications.
4.2.4 Postamble
The weakness of the Gen-1 inductor was its inherently high Rdc and resultant
low Q-Factor. In order to address both of these issues the next generation
of devices is required to have a lower Rdc. Thus, the wirebond integration
technique must be replaced with one that allows the use of thicker copper.
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4.3 Generation 2: High Q-Factor PCB Em-
bedded Flip-Chip Inductors with Released
Multi-Layer Amorphous CZTB Magnetic
Thin Films for PwrSiP
This section was published in the Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics
in Power Electronics [10].
This Section demonstrates a novel solenoid inductor fabrication technique
to embed a multi-layer,thin-film, CZTB magnetic material within a PCB.
The PCB embedded inductor uses standard 2oz (70 µm) copper PCB manu-
facturing processes. The embedded solenoid inductor structure is formed by
enclosing the multi-layer, thin-film, CZTB magnetic core between two PCBs.
The multi-layer CZTB is mounted onto one of the PCBs and a Flip-Chip,
solder reflow process is performed to form the electrical connections between
the two PCBs.
The main advantage of embedding the magnetic core in this manner is the
low Rdc value which can be achieved due to the copper thicknesses that can be
achieved with PCB in comparison to those available for direct integration on
Silicon (see Table 4.7) as the result of interconnecting multiple copper layers.
This method increases the effective copper thickness of the trace without re-
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sulting in an increased line-spacing that would normally be required in order
to facilitate the use of thicker copper. Hence, this method of device manu-
facture results in a smaller device footprint for a nominal copper thickness.
The structure of this Section is as follows; Subsection 4.3.1 details the induc-
tor design and Finite Element Modelling; Subsection 4.3.2 discusses the mag-
netic characterisation of the multi-layer CZTB magnetic core is discussed;
Subsection 4.3.3 outlines the manufacturing process used to create the Flip-
Chip inductor; in subsection 4.3.4 the results of the electrical characterisation
of the Flip-Chip inductor are presented and the findings are discussed; and
finally, subsection 4.3.5 concludes the main findings of the Section.
4.3.1 Inductor Design & Finite Element Modelling
Finite Element Model(ling) (FEM) was used to obtain a 3D model of the
inductor structure that exhibited the desired electrical characteristics. The
FEM was performed with Maxwell Ansys v. 16 using the Eddy Current
solver package to perform a frequency sweep on a range of iterated designs.
In this design space, 70×2 µm copper thickness was selected in order to min-
imise the Rdc. Here the 70 × 2 µm represents the two 70 µm copper traces
connected with microvias to form a loop of the solenoid inductor. However,
the use of 70× 2 µm copper thickness placed design constraints on the min-
imum copper trace width, and the minimum line-spacing between adjacent
traces. These constraints reflect the manufacturing capabilities of the PCB
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Table 4.3: Design constraints of Gen II Flip-Chip Inductor from PCB man-
ufacturer.
Figure 4.10: (Left) FEM of inductor structure. Pink is the magnetic core.
(Right) FEM of inductor showing copper trace interconnections.
manufacturer. They are listed in Table. 4.3.
Fig. 4.10 shows the simulated inductor structure and the dimensions of
the inductor are presented in Table 4.4.











2.9 2.5 4 360
Table 4.4: Dimensions of Gen II Flip-Chip inductor FEM
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feasible due to the extreme aspect ratio of the core (the smallest dimension
is 250 nm whereas the largest dimension is in the order of millimetres). This
results in intractably long simulation run times for the thin-film multilayer
core structure resulting from the dense mesh structure that Ansys needs to
perform the Finite Element simulation. Hence it is necessary to approximate
the magnetic core as a single 4µm thick core. The magnetic core proper-
ties (i.e. real and imaginary relative permeability) used in the simulation
were taken from small-signal measurements of the manufactured multi-layer
CZTB magnetic core. The imaginary component of the measured relative
permeability spectrum represents the small-signal losses due to eddy cur-
rents and hysteresis 4.11. Thus, the FEM extrapolates all losses that arise
within the core from the loss tangent of the material. However, in order to
prevent a “double counting” of the eddy current losses within the 4 µm core
it is necessary to set simulated conductivity of the core to a very small value
(∼ 1 S/m) in order to suppress additional eddy current losses.
Furthermore, the effect of the multi-layer thin-film magnetic core being ap-
proximated as a solid 4µm core is accounted for by the decreased permeability
of the material shown in Fig. 4.11. Indeed, a single CZTB layer of thickness
250nm has a relative permeability in the order of 800 [11] and the multilayer
structure has a permeability of 360. The Rac of the model is simulated using
the multi-layer thin-film CZTB magnetic core’s loss tangent obtained from
the permeability, cf 4.11. The inductor structure was also simulated without
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Figure 4.11: Permeability plot of the multi-layer thin-film CZTB magnetic
core.
a magnetic core. This air core inductor was to serve as a reference for the
inductance enhancement resulting from the addition of the magnetic core.
The results of the FEM are presented in Subsection 4.3.4.
In order to understand the deviation between the simulated electrical re-
sults and the measured electrical results presented in Section V it is useful
to use the analytical models (Eq. 4.3.1 - Eq. 4.3.6) for the inductance and
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Here N are the number of turns in the solenoid; lm is the length of the
solenoid (which equals the length of the magnetic core); µ0 is the vacuum
permeability; and a is the modified cross sectional area of the solenoid out-
lined in Eq. 4.3.2
a =
√
(wa + 2Ds)(ta + 2tc)
π
. (4.3.2)
Here wa is the width of the air core; Ds is the diameter of the solder ball; ta
is the thickness of the air core; and tc is the copper thickness. In Eq. 4.3.3





lm(1 +Nd(µr − 1))
(4.3.3)
Here µr is the relative permeability of the magnetic core (see Figure 4.11),
in Subsection 4.3.2); Am is the cross sectional area of the magnetic core; and
Nd is the demagnetisation tensor of the thin film. Normally in the case of
thin film magnetics the demagnetisation tensor is (0x̂, 0ŷ, 1ẑ) as there is no
stray magnetic field due to the boundary conditions of the thin film [13], and
so for thin film magnetics Nd is near zero in plane.
As the cross section of the magnetic core comprises multiple magnetic lay-
ers it is necessary to sum over all the layers in order to determine the net




tmi · wmi (4.3.4)
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Here tmi and wmi are the thickness and width of the ith magnetic layer,
respectively. The resistance of the solenoid inductor is given by Eq. 4.3.5,
as outlined in [12], with the addition of a resistance term for the solderballs
















Here ρc is the resistivity of the copper; lc is the cooper length; wctc is the
cross sectional area of the copper; sV is width of the copper via; ls is the
length of the solder ball; and ρs is the resistivity of the solder ball. The
overall resistance of the device with the magnetic core is given by Eq. 4.3.6









is the loss tangent of the material measured in Subsection 4.3.2.
It is clear when comparing the analytical expressions for the inductance gain
caused by the magnetic core and the resistance of the device that small
variations within the shape of the magnetic core result in a small variation
in the inductance of the device and a larger variation within the resistance
of the device. The larger variation in the resistance of the device stems from
the fact that the device’s resistance is proportional to the product of the gain
in the inductance caused by the magnetic core and the loss tangent of the
magnetic core. The larger variation in the device resistance as compared to
the inductance is shown later in Figure 4.20 of Subsection 4.3.4.
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4.3.2 Magnetic Characterisation of Thin-Film CZTB
Multi-Layer Core for High Frequency Applica-
tion
The amorphous multi-layer CZTB magnetic cores (16× 250 nm) were fabri-
cated using dc-magnetron sputtering (Nordiko Advanced Energy NDX 2500-
W Magnetron PVD system) from a single alloy target material Co84Zr4Ta4B8
(atomic %). The structural properties of the films were investigated by X-
Ray Diffraction (XRD), Phillips Xpert diffractometer, Cu Kα-1.54 Å). The
XRD 2θ-scan spectrum revealed a broad maximum in the range of 2θ = 40-
50◦ without any Bragg peaks and hence confirmed the amorphous structure
of the films. The results of the XRD 2θ-scan are plotted in Figure 4.12. The
magnetic anisotropy of the 2cm × 2cm released multi-layer CZTB magnetic
core were investigated by using BH-loop tracer (SHB, MESA 200 HF, at 10
Hz) at room temperature. By recording the BH loops along different di-
rections, the anisotropy distribution across the samples can be recorded. A
square-shaped BH-loop of the multi-layer CZTB magnetic core was observed
along the easy axis, while a low hysteresis BH-loop was recorded along hard
axis (90 degree away from easy axis), which suggested the multi-layer CZTB
magnetic core has a good in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. The multi-
layer core had a measured coercivity of 0.15 Oe along the hard-magnetic axis.
The results of these are shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12: XRD scan of multi-layer amorphous CZTB stack.
Figure 4.13: Normalised Hysteresis loops of the multi-layer amorphous CZTB
stack.
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The high-frequency (10 MHz – 9 GHz) permeability of films was measured
along the hard axis of the 4mm × 4mm multi-layer sample using the Ry-
owa Permeameter, cf Figure 4.14. The relative permeability of the sample
at 40 MHz was measured to be 367. Figure 4.14 shows that the real part
of the relative permeability remains constant at frequencies below 100 MHz.
From this it can be expected that the manufactured inductor will have a
constant inductance at frequencies below 100 MHz. However, there is an
increase in the imaginary component of the permeability in this range. This
increased imaginary component will cause additional hysteresis losses within
the multi-layer core and will negatively affect the measured AC resistance
of the manufactured device. Hence the rise in the imaginary component of
the magnetic core will reduce the Quality Factor of the manufactured device.
4.3.3 Manufacturing Process of Flip-Chip Inductor
This subsection pertains to the integration of the multi-layer CZTB magnetic
core into PCB using a Flip-Chip approach. This method involved the place-
ment of the magnetic sheet between two distinct PCBs with copper traces.
The two PCBs were designated “upper” and “lower”. Schematics of both
are shown in Figure 4.15.
The “upper” and “lower” PCBs contain the necessary copper traces to form
a solenoid inductor once the reflow process is complete. 150 µm diameter
holes were placed in the soldermask of the two PCBs in order to expose the
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Figure 4.14: Ryowa Permeameter plot of the multi-layer amorphous CZTB
magnetic stack.
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Figure 4.15: PCB schematic diagram of Gen II Flip-Chip Inductor. (Left)
lower PCB; (Right) upper PCB.
underlying copper pads. Electroless deposition of NiAu is performed on the
exposed copper pads in order to prevent oxidation of the copper. Solder balls
are then mounted onto the NiAu pads and a reflow process is performed. The
manufacturing process of the Flip-Chip inductor is as follows:
1. 200 µm diameter solder balls were mounted by hand onto the exposed
pads of the “lower” PCB, cf. Figure 4.16 (left).
2. A preliminary solder reflow was performed at 180◦C for 90 seconds.
This reflow permanently fixed the solder balls to the pads and was
done to facilitate further handling of the device.
3. The released CZTB multi-layer sheet was further cut to 2 mm × 2.8
mm using a scalpel and ruler.
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Figure 4.16: (Left) lower PCB with mounted solder balls; (Right) lower PCB
with affixed multi-layer CZTB magnetic core.
4. The released multi-layer CZTB magnetic core was manually placed
onto the “lower” PCB using a tweezers and was fixed to the board
using glue, cf. Figure 4.16 (right).
5. The holes in the soldermask of the “upper” and “lower” PCB were
aligned using a “Finetech Fineplacer Lambda”.
6. The “upper” PCB was Flip-Chipped onto the “lower” PCB using the
“Finetech Fineplacer Lambda”.
7. The final solder reflow was performed at 180◦C for 90 seconds.
An X-Ray image of the device was taken in order to verify the manufactur-
ing process, cf. Figure 4.17. As can be seen from Figure 4.17 the solder
successfully reflowed between the two PCBs.
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Figure 4.17: X-Ray image of Gen II Flip-Chip inductor.
4.3.4 Electrical Characterisation of Flip-Chip Inductor
The electrical measurements of the manufactured device were performed us-
ing a VNA. As can be seen in Fig. 4.15, the devices have a standardised
GSGSG pin layout to facilitate electrical characterisation. The VNA was
calibrated for the 300 kHz to 100 MHz frequency range and the 2-port
S-parameters were measured using 400 µm pitch Z10-GS-400 probes from
FormFactor Inc., cf. Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.18: VNA electrical characterisation of Gen II Flip-Chip inductor.
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Footprint
[mm2]














7.25 52 102 7.17 0.51 23.29 15.06
Table 4.5: Electrical characteristics of Gen-2 Flip-Chip inductor with released
multilayer thin-film CZTB core. Number of layers = 16.
The measured and FEM model electrical characteristics are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.19, and presented in Table 4.5. From Fig. 4.19 it is clear that the
manufactured inductor maintains a stable inductance across the 0.3 – 100
MHz frequency range. This is very desirable for PwrSiP applications as it
shows that Flip-Chip inductor can be used as the magnetic energy storage
component in a variety of DC-DC converter topologies operating at different
frequencies without a reduction in magnetic performance. Not only that, the
frequency stability of the Flip-Chip inductor means that it is very suitable to
be the magnetic energy storage component in DC-DC converters that utilise
input signals whose Fourier decomposition comprises multiple higher order
harmonics, such as a pulse train.
Note that the spread in the measured inductance and resistance values be-
low 4 MHz in Figure 4.19 arises from instrumentation noise. The electrical
characteristics of the measured device are compared against the simulated
device in Table 4.6. Note the FEM model assumes Cu interconnects rather
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Figure 4.19: Measured VNA results of manufactured device (Colour).
(a)Inductance. (b)Resistance;  FEM results with magnetic core; – Air
Core FEM results.
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Ldc [nH] Rdc [mΩ] L40 [nH] R40 [mΩ] Q40
Manufactured 52 102 50.5 551 23
Simulated 52.5 64.2 50.4 885 14.3
Analytic 73.6 108.7 - - -
Table 4.6: Electrical Characteristics of manufactured Gen II Flip-Chip in-
ductor versus simulated FEM. The discrepancy between the simulated and
manufactured Q-Factor is explained in the histogram shown in Fig. 4.24
(Note the convention L40 is used to denote the inductance at 40 MHz.)
than solder balls. Hence there is a mismatch between the measured Rdc and
the simulated Rdc.
Furthermore, there is very good agreement between the measured inductance
(52 nH) of the manufactured device and the simulated inductance (52.5 nH)
of the FEM. The simulated inductance of the air core device was 16 nH at
low frequencies. On comparison of the air core inductor with the magnetic
sheet inductor it is shown that the use of the magnetic sheet increased the
inductance by a factor of 3.27. Note, that the increase in the inductance is
orders of magnitude lower than the relative permeability of the multi-layer
core, presented in Subsection 4.3.1. This is a consequence of Gauss’s diver-
gence theorem and the closure of the magnetic field lines through the air,
which, reduces the effective permeability of the multi-layer magnetic core.
The discrepancy between the simulated Rac and the measured Rac are ex-
plained by variations between the multi-layer CZTB magnetic sheet samples
used for the permeability measurement and for device fabrication. This is
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due to the manual nature of the assembly process. To verify this, the elec-
trical statistics of all the manufactured devices are shown in Figure 4.20.
It is clear from these histograms that there are deviations in the electrical
performance which arise during the manufacturing assembly process. This
variance in the electrical performance can be reduced by replacing the man-
ual handling components in the manufacturing process with more reliable
automated ones.
In Figure 4.21 the average electrical characteristics of the fabricated batch
are shown against the simulated FEM. There is a much greater agreement
between the simulated electrical results and the average electrical results on
the manufactured devices. Note there is large measurement noise sub 4 MHz
and as such it is better in this region to backwards extrapolate the data from
the noise free region of the graphs.
Considering that the multi-layer CZTB magnetic core had a constant perme-
ability in the 0.3 – 100 MHz frequency range, the frequency stability of the
manufactured inductors indicate that the insulating dielectric laminations
between magnetic layers were sufficient to supress the formation of eddy cur-
rents within the multi-layer magnetic core. Such eddy currents within the
magnetic core would have reduced the useful volume of magnetic material
and a fall off in inductance with increasing frequency would have been ob-
served. Moreover, eddy currents within the magnetic core would result in
173
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Figure 4.20: (Left) Histogram plot of manufactured Gen II Flip-Chip batch
resistance. (Right) Histogram plot of manufactured Gen II Flip-Chip batch
inductance. (Note 1 device resistance is omitted from the histogram as con-
siderable exceeded the 0.14 – 0.3 Ohm range, i.e., it was an outlier in terms
of resistance.)
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Figure 4.21: Average inductance & resistance measurements of second gen-
eration Flip-Chip inductor. Measurements performed using VNA.
(a) Inductance. (b) Resistance.
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energy loss that would negatively impact the overall efficiency of any DC-
DC converter that the inductor is used in. Hence, the use of the multi-layer
magnetic core structure improves the efficiency of the inductor by increasing
the energy density stored in the magnetic field and by reducing the energy
being dissipated by eddy currents.
Indeed, consider again the example of a nominal DC-DC buck converter
with an output voltage of 3.3 volts (shown in section 4.2.2). Considering
only the power dissipated by the Rdc of the wirebond inductor, the efficiency
of this hypothetical converter rapidly decreases as the load current increases,
cf Fig. 4.22. The Gen-1 wirebond inductor had a predicted efficiency of 86%
at one Amp, whereas the Gen-2 Flip-Chip inductor has a predicted efficiency
of 97%. Thus highlighting the importance of low DC resistance.
The ratio between the energy stored per cycle and the energy dissipated
per cycle is referred to as the Quality Factor. The quality factor (plotted in
Figure 4.23a) of the device was determined using the formula ωL/R. Here
the values of L and R are the frequency dependent inductance and resistance
plotted in Fig. 4.19 and ω is the angular frequency. The manufactured device
obtains a peak quality factor of 23 at 40 MHz. The very good Q-Factor of
the Flip-Chip inductor is a result of the inductor’s ability to maintain a flat
inductance value across the 0.3 – 100 MHz frequency range. This is largely
due to the intrinsic frequency stability of the multi-layer CZTB’s permeabil-
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Figure 4.22: Theoretical equivalent series resistance power dissipation by
wirebond inductor used as the magnetic passive in DC-DC buck converter.
ity, as presented in Subsection 4.3.2, and, the suppression of eddy current
formation through the use of the laminated multi-layer structure. Although
the use of a multi-layer magnetic core increases the energy stored by the
magnetic field, and so increases the energy density of the inductor, there are
additional loss mechanisms that occur as a result of the magnetisation rever-
sal process. Hence, there is a tipping point wherein the gain in the inductor’s
energy density is equalled by the losses which arise in the magnetic core and
the copper windings. For the manufactured device this tipping point occurs
around 40 MHz, after which the losses within the magnetic core begin to
exceed the gain caused by the increase in energy density. This results in a
reduction in the quality factor of the device after 40 MHz.
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Figure 4.23: Quality factor of second generation Flip-Chip inductors mea-
sured using a VNA. (a) Highest recorded Q-Factor. (b) Average Q-Factor of
batch.
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In Figure 4.24 the histogram of the maximum quality factor of the manufac-
tured devices is plotted. This is to further illustrate that the shape variations
in the magnetic core affect the manufactured inductors performance. Hence,
more accurate methods are required to cut the magnetic core during the fab-
rication process.
In Fig 4.25 the hybrid FOM derived in section 2.2.3 is plotted. The high
FOM is a strong indicator that the Flip-Chip inductor with released multi-
layer thin-film CZTB magnetic core is well suited for PwrSiP applications as
it has good DC and AC performance in terms of L/Rdc and Q-Factor. In-
deed, this is demonstrated in section 4.5 where the Gen-1, Gen-2, and Gen-3
inductors are compared against the wider state of the art technologies for
both PwrSiP & Power Supply on Chip (PwrSoC) technologies.
In Table 4.7 the Flip-Chip inductor is compared against devices that were
reported in literature. The Flip-Chip inductor achieves a very small footprint
as compared to the other PCB inductors presented in Table. 4.7. Normal-
ising per unit area shows that the Flip Chip inductor outperforms most of
the inductors in terms of Quality Factor. The inductor fabricated by [12]
outperforms the Flip-Chip inductor in terms of a normalised Quality Factor
due to its very small size. However, it should be noted that the inductor fab-
ricated by [12] has a much larger DC resistance than the Flip-Chip inductor
179
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Figure 4.24: Histogram of maximum Gen II Flip-Chip inductor’s Q-Factors.
and hence would not be as suitable to high current DC-DC converters. It is
clear from this table that embedding the multi-layer CZTB magnetic core in
PCB using the Flip-Chip method results in a better Quality Factor per unit
area than several of the devices found in the literature and is a good trade-off
between footprint and electrical performance. It is very noteworthy that the
quality factor of the PCB devices exceeds those of the Si devices. The higher
Quality Factor of the PCB devices is explained by their much lower Rdc.
This reduction in the Rdc of the PCB devices is due to much thicker copper
used in the inductor structures. In this work 140 µm copper thickness is
used compared to the 5 – 40 µm thickness used in the Si devices. Hence, the
thicker copper traces readily available to the standard PCB manufacturing
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Figure 4.25: Hybrid AC-DC FOM derived in section 2.2.3 for Flip-Chip
inductors. (a) FOM for Flip-Chip inductor with highest Q-Factor.
(b) FOM for Flip-Chip inductor with average Q-Factor of
batch.
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PCB 7.25 1.46 23.29 @ 40
MHz
3.212 0.102 52 7.17 CZTB This Work
Si 25 0.685 15.1 @ 8.3
MHz
0.604 0.844 34 1.36 CoZrO [14]
Si 0.88 0.015* 6.5 @ 25
MHz
7.386 0.67 70 79.54 CoZrTa [12]
PCB 31.36 0.35 35 @ 105
MHz
1.116 0.05 5 0.16 CoZrO [15]
PCB 27 1 20 @ 4
MHz
1.35 – 630 23.33 CoNiFe [16]
Table 4.7: Electrical characteristics of devices found in literature. (* The
authors do not include the thickness of the Si-Substrate.)
processes makes the integration of the magnetic component in package a very
tractable solution for low loss DC-DC power converters.
4.3.5 Conclusion
This Section presents a novel manufacturing process for the Gen-2, embed-
ded multi-layer thin film magnetic inductors for PwrSiP applications. The
multi-layer CZTB magnetic core is placed between two distinct PCBs and
a solder reflow process is used to form the electrical connections between
the two boards, embedding the magnetic core. The manufactured inductor
demonstrated a peak quality factor of 23 at 40 MHz. The Flip-Chip inductor
was compared against several devices found in the literature. It had a higher
quality factor than its Si counterparts due to the much lower Rdc obtained
by using 140 µm thick copper traces. The low Rdc and high quality factor
obtained show that the Flip-Chip inductor with an embedded multi-layer
CZTB magnetic core is an excellent candidate for PwrSiP applications.
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4.3.6 Postamble
The Gen-2 approach, just like the Gen-1 approach, is a simple and cost effec-
tive fabrication method for the embedding of the magnetic core. The use of a
secondary PCB layer decreases the Rdc and increases the mechanical stability
of the manufactured component as compared to one that is fabricated using
wirebonds.
However, although the Gen-2 inductor improved upon the L/Rdc ratio, the
use of solder-balls in lieu of solid copper vias ultimately undermines the
performance of the device in terms of resistance. Further, this fabrication
method does not truly embed the released magnetic thin film in package. In
this regard, the Gen-2 inductor was a necessary stepping stone towards the
fully embedded solution presented in section sec: ATS
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4.4 Generation 3: AT&S Embedded Induc-
tor Structures With Released Multilayer
Magnetic Cores
4.4.1 Introduction
The prior two sections outline the need for integrated magnetics in DC-DC
power converters and the means of actually fabricating them. The first ap-
proach to the integration process was the use of wirebonds. This was found
to have too high a winding resistance to make it fit for purpose. The second
approach used flip-chip technologies and addressed the issue of high winding
resistance by using only copper traces in the PCB copper layer in the induc-
tor structure ie.e, no wirebonds were used. The third approach was to use a
full embedding process and have the released magnetic thin film integrated
between the prepreg layers in the PCB stack and to use the copper layers
of the stack for the creation of the inductor. This fully embedding approach
has the advantage of being smaller due to enhanced AT&S manufacturing
capabilities. Note, the weakness in terms of the resistance of the Flip-Chip
approach were the solder ball interconnects. In the fully embedding approach
these solder ball interconnects would be replaced by solid copper through
vias. Hence they would have lower resistance.
Unfortunately due to COVID-19 no physical inductor structures were ac-
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tually manufactured as AT&S had severely restricted operations. However,
despite the lack of an inductor structure being manufactured, significant
progress had been made towards the embedding of the released magnetic
thin film in the prepreg layers. As such, that progress will be presented in
this section of the thesis. This structure of this section is as follows: Sub-
section 4.4.2 details the process used to embed the released magnetic thin
films in the prepreg layers of the PCB stack; Sub-section 4.4.3 provides the
results and discussion of those embedding efforts; Finally, conclusions are
presented in sus-section 4.4.5.
4.4.2 Embedding Process for Released Magnetic Thin
Films
This section of the thesis pertains to the embedding of released magnetic
materials within the prepreg layers of the PCB stack and was done in collab-
oration with the PCB manufacturing company AT&S. The embedding and
test flow process for the magnetic component in the PCB stack is as follows:
1. Creating a 50 µm cavity in one of the prepreg layers to house the
magnetic core.
2. Lamination of the prepreg layers at 220C and 2.5 bar pressure for 3
hrs.
3. Resultant embedded magnetic component is then thermally cycled us-
ing a solder reflow process, as follows:
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Figure 4.26: AT&S build up process for embedding of components within
the PCB stack.
(a) Device Under Test (DUT) exposed to 250 C for duration of 1 hr.
(b) DUT cooled to 95 C.
(c) Thermal cycling of DUT repeated 10 times.
AT&S’s component embedding process is shown in Figure 4.26.
The results of the embedding process on various released magnetic thin films
are discussed in sub-section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.27: Cross section of released single layer Ni45Fe55 with protective
Kapton tape after 6th thermal cycle. Note delamination and void in prepreg
layers.
4.4.3 Embedded Released Magnetic Thin Film Results
& Discussion
Initial embedding tests were performed on released Ni45Fe55 magnetic core
with a protective layer of Kapton tape applied to the surface of the mag-
netic core. The reliability of the magnetic embedded process with Kapton
tape was tested using the thermal cycling outlined above. Device failure was
observed after 6th thermal cycle due to severe outgassing from the Kapton
tape resulting in delamination between the prepreg and Kapton tape. Note,
outgassing from the release Polyimide (PI) layer was not observed. This
is most likely due to the exposure of the PI release layer to 260 C for 2
hrs during the curing phase of the release magnetic core fabrication process
(see section 3.4). A cross section of the failed device is shown in Figure 4.27.
A second embedding run was performed on a released Ni45Fe55 multilayer
core with SU8 used as the insulating dielectric layer. SU8 was selected in
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Figure 4.28: Cross section of embedded multilayer magnetic core with SU8
dielectric. Note delamination of magnetic core observed.
this run as it is a preferable dielectric layer than PI due to the lower bake
temperature required. Whence, the magnetic layer is exposed to lower tem-
peratures during the core fabrication process. Note, there was no protective
layer of Kapton tape during this embedding run due to the outgassing issues
mentioned above. Figure 4.28 shows a cross section of the DUT after 10
thermal cycles. It is clear that there has been delamination of the magnetic
core that had direct contact to the prepreg layer of the PCB stack. Note, no
such declamation occurred on the magnetic layer that had an underlying PI
layer (recall PI is used as the release polymer). Hence, due to the antisym-
metric nature of the mode of failure, a difference between the Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion (CTE) of the interface materials was attributed as the
likely cause of failure. Note, no outgassing was observed in the sample.
To confirm that stresses arising from a CTE mismatch between the inter-
face layers is the underlying cause of the delamination a third embedding
run was performed on a single released NiFe layer without a protective poly-
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Figure 4.29: (Upper) Cross section of released Ni45Fe55 DUT without copper
inlays after 10 thermal cycles. (Lower) Cross section of released Ni45Fe55
DUT with copper inlays after 10 thermal cycles.
mer coating on the upper layer. There were two DUT for this test, as follows:
1) A DUT without copper inlays, cf Fig. 4.29 Upper; 2) a DUT with copper
inlays, cf Fig. 4.29 Lower. A cross section of the DUT after thermal cycling
is given in Figure 4.29. The DUT without copper inlays had more severe
delamination and warping than its counterpart with copper inlays. Further-
more, slight delamination is observed in DUT with copper inlays on the side
of the material without the underlying PI layer. This further indicates that
a CTE mismatch is the cause of failure and not outgassing from a polymer
coating as the effect of outgassing would be exacerbated in the DUT with
the copper inlays - the Cu inlays trapping the gas and increasing the pressure
gradient within the copper.
Given that fewer delaminations were observed between the PI – prepreg in-
terface for all samples, a fourth embedding run was performed with a released
multilayer magnetic core with a spun on protective PI layer. Hence, this core
had a protective upper and lower PI layer. Once more there were two DUTs
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Figure 4.30: (Left) Cross section of released Ni45Fe55 with spun protective
PI layers DUT with copper inlays. (Right) Cross section of released Ni45Fe55
with spun protective PI layers DUT without copper inlays.
for thermal cycling, as follows: 1) DUT with copper inlay, cf Figure 4.30
Left; 2) DUT without copper inlay, cf Figure 4.30 Right. Note the presence
of the PI layers were not sufficient to prevent delamination due to thermally
induced stress at the interface arising from CTE mismatch. This is evident
as the DUT without copper inlays failed the thermal cycling. However, the
DUT with copper inlays was successfully embedded i.e., no delaminations
were observed.
After the successful demonstration of the emebedding process both CZT
(x32) and NiFe (x2) multilayer magnetic cores were sent to AT&S for em-
bedding. Preliminary magnetic characterisations of the two cores were using
a Ryowa permeameter. The permeability results for the CZT core are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.31. There is no notable effect of the embedding process on
the dynamic permeability of the CZT multilayer structure. As such the next
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steps for this would be the fabrication of an actual inductor structure with the
CZT multilayer structure as the core material. Fig. 4.32 shows the dynamic
permeability of a dual layer Nie45Fe55 core. Comparing this to the non em-
bedded core presented earlier (see fig. 3.12) it is clear that there is an almost
5 fold decrease in the low frequency permeability. As Ni45Fe55 has a high
magnetostrictive coefficient it is believed that compression stress acting on
the film during the embedding process has resulted in the observed decrease
in permeability. Notably, CZT does not have a high magnetostrictive coeffi-
cient. Indeed the issue of magnetosatiction on the magnetic performance of
Iron vs Cobalt alloys was discussed in sections 2.3.1 & 2.3.2. Thus compres-
sive stress in the CZT film would not necessitate a decrease in performance.
4.4.4 Inductor Design & Finite Element Modelling
FEM was used to create an inductor structure that had an embedded 32 layer
CZT core as part of the EU GaNonCMOS project. The FEM was performed
with Maxwell Ansys v. 16 using the Eddy Current solver package. The
designs comported to AT&S’s manufacturing constraints in terms of copper
thickness, and minimum linespacing. The simulated inductors physical di-
mensions are presented in Table 4.8. The 55µm copper thickness constraint
was challenging in terms of producing an inductor structure with a high
L/Rdc ratio. Furthermore, unlike the Flip-Chip inductor, multiple copper
layers could not be used to improve the L/Rdc as AT&S’s manufacturing
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Figure 4.31: Magnetic characterisation of 32 layer CZT magnetic core pre
(top) and post (bottom) AT&S embedding.
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2.4 6 8 500 55 300 50
Table 4.8: Dimensions of Gen III AT&S embedded inductor FEM.
process was limited to 4 copper layers in the prepreg stack and this inductor
was to be part of a nested coupled inductor. The FEM model for the Gen-3
inductor structure is shown in Fig. 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: (Top Left)FEM of primary inductor structure with embedded
released 32 layer CZT core for EU GaNonCMOS coupled inductor. (Top-
Right) Primary and secondary windings for coupled inductor structure. (Bot-
tom) Illustration of nested coupled inductor with embedded released thin film
magnetic core in prepreg layers of PCB stack.
The inductors were simulated over the 1 - 100 MHz frequency range. This
design was to be used as the magnetic passive in a 20 - 30 MHz DC-DC
converter for the GaNonCMOS project. The inductance requirement for the
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Footprint
[mm2]














14.4 153.23 316 10.64 0.48 38.7 9.51
Table 4.9: Simulated electrical characteristics of third generation AT&S em-
bedded inductor with released multilayer x32 CZT core.
design was between 100 nH and 200 nH depending on the final switching fre-
quency of the converter. The 32 layer CZT core was chosen to improve the
inductance density and thereby reduce the overall footprint of the inductor
on the PCB. The simulated electrical results for this design are presented in
Table 4.9.
Figure 4.34 shows the inductance and resistance performance of the pri-
mary inductor structure. The simulated Gen-3 inductor achieved a 150 nH
at 1 MHz and had a 10 nH inductance drop across the simulated frequency
range. This is unlike the Flip-Chip inductor which did not have an apprecia-
ble inductance drop over the same frequency range. Indeed, the permeability
response of the 32 layer CZT core has a much more notable drop-off at fre-
quency. Whereas the 16 layer CZTB core does not begin to drop-off until 100
MHz, the drop-off in the 32 layer core begins in the 20 - 30 MHz range. There
is ongoing discussions as to the underlying causes resulting in the diminished
performance of the 32 layer core vs the 16 layer core. At time of writing,
there are two prevailing ideas as to the cause. The first is that capacitive
coupling between the magnetic layers is the cause as there is an increase in
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the amount of displacement current. The second is that magnetic coupling
between the layers is the cause as there exists an inter-layer magnetic torque,
resulting in an increase in out-of-plane magnetic switching. However, future
work is needed to identify, and solve, the diminishing performance of the
multilayer stack with increasing layer numbers.
The Q-Factor for the simulated inductor is presented in Fig. 4.35a. Recall
from section 2.2.2 that the Q-Factor is an indicator of how well the inductor
stores energy on a cycle by cycle basis. Thus, with a Q-Factor of 38.7, the
simulated AT&S Gen-3 inductor is well suited for high frequency low power
PwrSiP applications. Furthermore, the hybrid AC-DC FOM shown in 4.35b
also indicates that the Gen-3 inductor is well suited to low power PwrSiP
applications. An in depth comparison of the Gen-3 inductor vs the state of
the art is provided in the next section (section 4.5).
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Simulated Gen 3 CZT core
(b)
Figure 4.34: FEM Inductance (a) and Resistance (b) simulated results for
AT&S embedded inductor with released 32 layer CZTB magnetic core.
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Simulated Gen 3 CZT core
(b)
Figure 4.35: FEM Quality Factor (a) and AC-DC FOM (b) simulated results
for AT&S embedded inductor with released 32 layer CZTB magnetic core.198
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4.4.5 Conclusion
In this section a successful embedding process for released magnetic mate-
rials in the prepreg layers of the PCB stack was demonstrated. Two main
failure modes were observed from this process. The first being delamination
and voids forming in the prepreg layers of the PCB stack due to outgassing
from the polymer materials originally used in the magnetic core fabrication.
The second being the delamination of the prepreg layers due to mechanical
stress arising from a CTE mismatch at the interface of the prepreg layers
and the embedded cores. Both these issues were resolved by judicious choice
of the polymers used in the multilayer stack, both as the dielectric insulation
layer separating the individual magnetic layers within the magnetic core, and
the protective polymer layer applied to the outside of the core. Preliminary
magnetic characterisation of the CZT multilayer core showed no effect of the
embedding process on the magnetic characteristics of the core. However, the
same was not true for the embedded NiFe core which showed severely de-
graded magnetic performance post embedding.
The successful embedding of the CZT magnetic core is a key accomplishment
for the realisation of integrated magnetics in PwrSiP applications. This cru-
cial step now accomplished enables the manufacture of embedded inductors
with integrated magnetic cores for use in Power Supply in Package appli-
cations. Next steps and future work would see the creation of a physical
inductor structure with the released magnetic core.
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4.5 Integrated Thin Film Magnetics for Pwr-
SiP Applications & the State of the Art
In this section the three generations of inductor structures are compared
against the state of the technologies for PwrSiP applications and the gener-
ational differences between the structures is highlighted. In particular, this
section shows the weaknesses of the earlier generations and how the later gen-
erations addressed them. For ease of cross comparison between the inductors
their nomenclature, physical dimensions, and core materials are summarised
in Table 4.10.
It is important to note that two types of the Flip-Chip inductors were fab-
ricated. The first type is different to the one presented in section 4.3 as it
used a released NiFe core rather than a released CZTB core. This facilitated
a fairer cross comparison between these two generations of inductors as they
both used the same core material and also the underlying PCB used in the
fabrication of the wirebond inductor is the same as the one used in the NiFe
Flip-Chip inductor. The second type of Flip-Chip inductor was the one pre-
sented in section 4.3. This is a larger device in order to facilitate a higher
inductance requirement. Furthermore, the device used thicker copper and a


















Gen-1 2.1 1.65 154.2 - x3 NiFe
Gen-2.a 2.1 1.65 154.2 70 x3 NiFe
Gen-2.b 2.9 2.5 154.2 140 x16 CZTB
Gen-3 2.4 6 300 50 x32 CZT
Table 4.10: Physical dimensions of manufactured inductor structures for
PwrSiP applications. Note Gen-3 was only simulated.
4.5.1 Cross Comparison of Gen-1, Gen-2, & Gen-3 In-
ductors for PwrSiP Applications
The main advantage of the wirebond approach is the cost effectiveness and
ease of device manufacture. Indeed for a particular inductance value re-
quired both the wirebond inductor and the Flip-Chip inductor can produce
near identical inductance. To prove this a Flip-Chip inductor was designed
to match the inductance of the first generation wirebond inductor. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.36a from which it is clear that the inductance profile of
the NiFe wirebond and Flip-Chip inductors are indistinguishable from one
another. Furthermore, the drop-off in inductance of the NiFe core is iden-
tical for both the wirebond and Flip-Chip inductor. Thus, the drop-off in
inductance at frequency is due to the core material used. This can therefore
be addressed by using a magnetic core with a better permeability response
at frequency.
The second generation Flip-Chip inductor that utilised CZTB as the mag-
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netic core has a flat inductance response across the measured frequency range.
The CZTB core was demonstrated to have a flat magnetic permeability fre-
quency response up until 100 MHz (see Fig. 4.14). The third generation
inductor has a larger inductance than both the Flip-Chip and wirebond in-
ductor as it was designed to provide the primary magnetising inductance
for a transformer as part of the EU GaNonCMOS project. As the Gen-3
inductor used AT&S’s advanced manufacturing techniques it has the highest
inductance density of the three generations of inductor.
From Fig. 4.36a it is clear that the three generations of inductors can be used
as the magnetic passive in DC-DC converters which require a flat inductance
response in the 1 - 100 MHz frequency range. Therefore, if inductance is the
singular criterion required by a DC-DC converter the wirebond inductor is
the better choice due to its inherent simplicity.
However, with this ease of manufacture comes a trade off in performance.
Namely, the main disadvantage of the wiredbond inductor is the much higher
Rdc value of the device. This is due to the inherently poorer electrical con-
ductivity of the 25 µm wirebonds used in the first generation inductor as
compared to standard 70 µm PCB copper traces used in the second genera-
tion inductor. The higher DC resistance of the wirebond inductor is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 4.36b. Furthermore, the CZTB Flip-Chip inductor has the
lowest resistance due to the use of 140 µm thick copper traces. This makes
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Figure 4.36: (a) Inductance comparison of the three generations of inductor
structures. (b) Resistance comparison of the three generations of inductor
structures.
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Footprint
[mm2]














Gen-1 3.465 32.4 488 9.35 0.065 4.28 4.83
Gen-2.a 3.465 31.2 173 9.24 0.18 5.03 8.81
Gen-2.b 7.25 52 102 7.17 0.51 23.29 15.06
Gen-3 14.4 153.23 316 10.64 0.48 38.7 9.51
Table 4.11: Electrical characteristics of the three generations of inductor
structures. Here the Gen-2.a device used the NiFe core and the Gen-2.b
device used the CZTB core. Note Gen-3 are the simulated results for an
embedded CZTB core.
the CZTB Flip-Chip inductor more suited to low power PwrSiP applications
as the much larger resistance of the wirebond inductor will have higher con-
duction losses in a DC-DC converter.
The Q-Factor of the inductors is shown in Fig. 4.37a. This figure clearly
illustrates the superiority of the CZTB designs as compared to those using
NiFe. This is for twofold reasons. Firstly, the improved Q-Factor of the
CZTB inductors is due to the flatness of CZTB’s permeability frequency re-
sponse which results in lower loss tangent when compared to NiFe. Secondly,
the CZTB inductors have a larger Ldc
Rdc
ratio (see Table 4.11), and therefore in-
herently dissipates less energy than that of its NiFe counterpart. This is due
to the linear proportionality between energy density and inductance density,
and the linear relationship between energy dissipation and device resistance.
Figures 4.36 & 4.37a clearly demonstrate that the Gen-3 and Gen-2.b in-
ductors are more suited to PwrSiP applications than the Gen-1 and Gen-2.b
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Figure 4.37: (a) Quality factor comparison of the three generations of induc-
tor structures. (b) Hybrid AC-DC FOM comparison of the three
generations of inductor structures.
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devices. However, Fig. 4.37b tells a slightly more nuanced story as the Gen-
3 inductor does not outperform either of the Gen-2 devices in terms of the
hybridised FOM. This is due to the Gen-3 inductor being 2-4 times the area
of the Gen-2 devices without have a 2-4 times improvement in inductance
density. This shows the difficulty in achieving PwrSiP devices which have
large inductances, and are small. Indeed, this is a key disadvantage that
PwrSiP devices face compared to PwrSoC devices.
However, released thin film magnetic cores integrated into an organic pack-
age can be successful at producing inductors which can be competitive in
terms of inductance density per unit resistance against their PwrSoC con-
temporaries. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.38 were L
Rdc
vs footprint of the three
generations of inductors considered in this thesis are compared against the
state of the art devices in both the scientific literature, and industry available
devices. The Gen-2 and Gen-3 devices perform averagely against their silicon
counterparts. This is impressive considering that the minimum linespace of
the Gen-2 device was 228.6 µm, which is a 10x order of magnitude greater
than that of silicon. And so, this disparity between Gen-2 device and Silicon
devices results in far greater footprints for PCB based devices for a given
inductance requirement.
Furthermore, the Gen-2.b and the Gen-3 inductor are better in terms of
energy density to energy loss than the majority of devices found in the lit-
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erature. Consider the CZTB Flip-Chip inductor’s inductance density and
Q-Factor. It has already been established in section 2.2.2 that there exists a
fundamental trade-off between these two quantities, and yet, this device out-
performs the majority of the existing prior art. Indeed, there only 6 devices
in the literature which outperform the CZTB Flip-Chip inductor in terms
of Quality Factor and inductance density, cf Fig. 4.39. For the Gen-3 de-
vice that number diminishes to 3, and only one of them is a PwrSoC solution.
For the combined AC-DC FOM, only one device outperforms the CZTB
Flip-Chip inductor. Once again this is a PwrSoC device, and as was estab-
lished in the discussion of Gen-2.b vs Gen-3 this FOM heavily favours smaller
devices as the footprint of the device is the only term not inside the square
root. Had the Gen-3 device been able to use 4 copper layers in its design, as
was the case for Gen-2.b, it would have had twice the Ldc
Rdc
ratio. This would
have resulted in a
√
2 increase in the hybrid AC-DC FOM, putting it on par
with the highest PwrSoC device found in the literature by Morrow et al. [17].
Furthermore, the hybrid AC-DC FOM and the inductance density both
favour small devices. Plotting the same FOM against inductance, not in-
ductance density, tells a very different story. Using this criterion, no device
has simultaneously a higher inductance and a higher FOM than the Gen-2.b
and Gen-3 inductors. From Fig. 4.41 it is clear that the Gen-2.b and Gen-3
devices are part of a hard line of resistance which no device has yet to push
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past. In this regard, the Gen-2.b and Gen-3 inductors are at the forefront of
the state of the art. And so, integrated thin film magnetics is at the forefront
for PwrSiP and PwrSoC applications.
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Thin Film Magnetics in
Advanced Organic Substrates
Ferrite Tapes and LTCC
Ferrite Chip Inductor
PCB Integrated Air Core
Si Integrated Air Core
Figure 4.38: Comparison of Inductance to resistance ratio vs footprint of
Gen-1, Gen-2, & Gen-3 devices compared to PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications
found in literature. Note top left of graph is desired area for PwrSiP &
PwrSoC applications. See table 2.1 for details.
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Thin Film Magnetics in Advanced Organic
Substrates
Ferrite Tapes and LTCC
Ferrite Chip Inductor
Air Core
Figure 4.39: Q-Factor vs Inductance density of Gen-1, Gen-2, & Gen-3 de-
vices compared to PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications found in literature. Note
top right of graph is desired area for PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications. See
table 2.1 for details.
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Thin Film Magnetics in
Advanced Organic Substrates
Ferrite Tapes and LTCC
Ferrite Chip Inductor
Si Integrated Air Core
PCB Integrated Air Core
Figure 4.40: FOM vs Inductance density of Gen-1, Gen-2, & Gen-3 devices
compared to PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications found in literature. Note top
right of graph is desired area for PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications. See table
2.1 for details.
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Integrated Thin Film Magnetics on Si
Embedded Bulk Ferrite
Polymer Ferrite Powder
Thin Film Magnetics in Advanced Organic
Substrates
Ferrite Tapes and LTCC
Ferrite Chip Inductor
PCB Integrated Air Core
Si Integrated Air Core
Figure 4.41: FOM vs Inductance of Gen-1, Gen-2, & Gen-3 devices compared
to PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications found in literature. Note top right of graph
is desired area for PwrSiP & PwrSoC applications. See table 2.1 for details.
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4.6 Conclusion
This Chapter presented manufacture techniques for the embedding of re-
leased magnetic cores in advanced organic substrates, done so in order to
realise Power Supply in Package applications which utilise integrated mag-
netic solutions. The use of integrated magnetics in PwrSiP applications has
been shown to improve the electrical characteristics of the magnetic passive
component used in the power supply module. The manufacturing techniques
used to integrate the magnetic component into the PCB substrate were as
follows: 1) A wirebond approach wherein the released magnetic core was af-
fixed to an underlying PCB substrate with parallel copper traces and exposed
pads. Wirebonds were then used to form electrical connections between the
adjacent copper traces, hence forming a solenoidal inductor with integrated
magnetic core; 2) A Flip-Chip method which sandwiched the released mag-
netic core between two adjacent PCBs and then used a solder reflow process
to form the electrical connections between the two PCBs, and binding the
magnetic within; 3) In collaboration with AT&S released magnetic cores were
fully embedded within the PCB stack. The key findings of our work are pre-
sented below.
In section 4.2 the Gen-1 wirebond inductor was presented. The successful
fabrication of the functioning Gen-1 inductor proved the concept of releasable
thin film magnetics for PwrSiP applications. Thus, the issue of direct de-
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position of the magnetic core on the PCB substrate (discussed in detail in
Chapters 3 & 5) are addressed by utilising Si Fabrication of the magnetic
core with an integrated polymer release layer allowing the core to be liber-
ated from the Si substrate and then incorporated into package. However, the
Gen-1 inductor suffered from poor L/Rdc ratios, Q-Factors, and the hybrid
FOM. And so, it was ill suited to be the magnetic passive in a DC-DC power
converter in package.
In Section 4.3 the novel Gen-2 Flip-Chip inductor with integrated magnetic
core was presented. The Gen-2 inductor was able to achieve a much lower Rdc
value than Gen-1 counterpart. The much reduced Rdc of the Gen-2 device
was a result of the net 140 µm thick copper used in the device. This resulted
in a 9 fold improvement in the L/Rdc ratio, a 5 fold increase in Q-Factor,
and a 3 fold increase in the hybrid FOM. Thus, the Gen-2 inductor could be
used as the magnetic passive in a PwrSiP application.
However, the use of solder balls as the interconnection between adjacent
PCBs increases the Rdc and parasitic capacitances of the manufactured de-
vice. Such parasitics and higher Rdc ultimately limit the frequency and cur-
rent handling abilities of the inductor. Therefore, it is desirable to manu-
facture an integrated magnetic inductor wherein the magnetic core is fully
embedded in the prepreg stack. In Section 4.4 the Gen-3 inductor was pre-
sented. This inductor saw the successful embedding of a released multilayer
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magnetic cores in the prepreg stack. Initial challenges of severe outgassing
resulting in delaminations of the PCB stack were redressed through judicious
choice of the polymers used in the fabrication of the released magnetic cores.
Further issues of delaminations due to Coefficient of Thermal Expansion mis-
matches were fixed by spin coating on a protective PI layer on the released
magnetic core. Note the core already had a PI layer underneath it as a result
of the release process.
Finally, in section 4.5 the three generations of inductor structures were com-
pared against the existing state of the art. The Gen-2 and Gen-3 inductors
were found to be at the leading edge of magnetic passive technologies. Thus
proving that released thin film magnetics can be integrated into package and
used as the magnetic passive for PwrSiP applications.
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Chapter 5
Numeric & Analytic Analysis
of Magnetic Thin Films
5.1 Introduction
This chapter of the thesis pertains to the numeric and analytic models that
were developed in order to characterise, and better understand, the experi-
mental observations reported in Chapter 3. Such understanding is pertinent
to improve the magnetic thin films performance in terms of being a suitable
material for Power Supply in Package (PwrSiP) applications. Hence, the
purpose of this section is to identify the challenges facing the integration
of magnetic thin films and how those challenges manifest themselves in de-
graded material performance.
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The structure of this chapter is as follows: In Section 5.2 the magnetisa-
tion dynamics of magnetic thin films were investigated using MicroMagnetic
modelling tools. Initially the Object Orientated MicroMagnetic Framework
(OOMMF)[1] was used to investigate the magnetisation dynamics of various
anisotropy distributions within the magnetic thin film.
However, it was found that due to the numeric difficulty of the problem
such Central Processing Unit (CPU) based MicroMagnetic simulators are
unable to solve large magnetic systems of real world dimensions e.g., 4mm×
4mm × 1µm, within a reasonable timeframe. Hence, there was a need to
develop a MicroMagnetic modelling tool that utilised the superior numeri-
cal abilities of modern Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)s for performing the
magnetic calculations. A GPU simulator was written in C++ and used the
Object Oriented Programming (OOP) paradigm. This approach allowed the
creation of magnetic objects which store the base magnetic properties. Thus,
the complex magnetic system comprising N magnetic objects could be mod-
elled by numeric methods. It was hoped that this approach could later be
used to model the effect of surface roughness on the magnetisation dynamics
of the thin films.
In Section 5.3 the effect of the surface roughness of the underlying PCB
substrate, on which the magnetic thin film is being deposited, is treated us-
ing Brown’s [2] continuous diffusion of magnetic spins model [3]. Brown’s
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continuous diffusion model was originally developed in order to describe the
influence of a thermal heat bath on the magnetisation dynamics of an en-
semble of single domain magnetic particles. In this work Brown’s model for
thermal noise is used to treat the issue of surface roughness on the magneti-
sation dynamics of the magnetic thin film. Such an approach is valid as both
the thermal, and surface roughness, noise share the exact same statistical
properties i.e., both are sources of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
Hence, the complex problem of modelling a completely deterministic system,
whose dynamics are governed by the Landau Lifshitz Gilbert (LLG) equation
for multiple interacting magnetic spins, is reduced into a stochastic one. This
simplification is achieved by transforming the LLG equation into a magnetic
Langevin Equation [4].
In Section 5.4 the thickness dependence of the dynamic magnetic suscep-
tibility of the magnetic thin films is investigated using Brown’s model. The
dependence of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility is of critical importance
to magnetic thin films used in DC-DC power converters. It is well reported
in the literature that the thickness of the film is limited by the skin depth.
However, it was found that after a certain critical thickness, which is much
less than that limited by the eddy currents, there is a breakdown in the uni-
axial anisotropy within the film. This breakdown of axial symmetry results
in dynamic coupling between the longitudinal and transverse magnetic sus-
ceptibility, and so, results in a thickness dependent loss in the magnetic thin
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film. Hence for highly efficient PwrSiP applications, the limiting factor of the
thin film’s thickness is not that which is determined by the eddy currents,
rather it should be that thickness at which point it is no longer possible to
induce uniaxial anisotropy within the film.
Finally, conclusions of the Chapter are provided in Section 5.5.
5.2 A GPU Accelerated MicroMagnetic Sim-
ulator for Modelling Thin Film Magnetic
Alloy Systems
This section has been published in the Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials ref [5].
This section demonstrates an object orientated GPU accelerated MicroMag-
netic simulator designed to model the material characteristics of complex
magnetic alloy systems. The GPU simulator was written in C++ and used
object orientated programming to create a class that stores the magnetic in-
formation required to solve the LLG equation for a distribution of magnetic
objects. Each magnetic object can be assigned individual properties based
on the alloy distribution of interest. The simulator was verified against stan-
dard problem 4 of the Micromagnetic Modelling Activity Group (µmag) [6].
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Standard problem 4 is chosen as it provides a benchmark for the modelling
tools ability to accurately predict the magnetisation dynamics of a 500nm ×
125nm × 3nm Permalloy thin film.
This MicroMagnetic simulator is implemented and deployed on the GPU us-
ing NVIDIA’s highly optimised Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
libraries [7]. The use of the CUDA libraries both reduces the complexity of
the C++ code, and improves performance by fully utilising the NVIDIA
GPU architecture. Furthermore, as the physical architecture of the NVIDIA
GPUs improve (see subsection 5.2.3), these libraries are updated and fur-
ther optimised. The main drawback of using the CUDA libraries is that
the MicroMagnetic simulator can only be implemented on an NVIDIA GPU.
Cross-platform GPU MicroMagnetic simulators can written using C++ AMP
libraries [8], or OpenCL, allowing the simulator to be implemented on all
GPU architectures. However, they are not as optimised to any particular
GPU, and code that cannot be executed on the GPU is executed on the
CPU instead – increasing the simulation run-time.
The structure of this Section is as follows: Subsection 5.2.1 provides an
overview of the C++ software architecture used to create the MicroMag-
netic simulator; Subsection 5.2.2 provides the theoretical background on Mi-
croMagnetics; Subsection 5.2.3 pertains to modern GPU architecture and
provides a comparison between readily available GPUs; In Section 5.2.4 the
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simulator is validated against µmag standard problem 4; and finally conclu-
sions of this Section are given in Subsection 5.2.5.
5.2.1 Software Architecture
The C++ MicroMagnetic simulator is built using the programming paradigm
of OOP. The use of OOP allows the creation of abstract data structures which
reflect the characteristics of a particular object [9]. Furthermore, complex
problems can be decomposed into discrete, simpler, components which are
easier to solve. Based on this, we may therefore consider the complex prob-
lem of magnetic alloy systems with various material compositions and phases
as being comprised of a discrete, simpler, magnetic object. The salient fea-
ture of OOP is that objects can have functions, or “methods”, which can be
called outside of the object to modify their internal data fields. The impor-
tance of this being that without such methods the data stored within the
object cannot be externally accessed.
In this work a magnetic object is created to represent a singular magnetic
moment with the following data fields: 1) a position vector of where the
magnetic moment is in the vector space; 2) the orientation of the magnetic
moment; 3) the applied field acting on the magnetic moment; 4) the orienta-
tion of the anisotropy; 5) the anisotropy energy associated with the magnetic
moment; 6) the exchange stiffness constant; and 7) the magnetisation sat-
uration. Note properties 5 – 7 are intrinsic to the magnetic material being
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simulated, and as such, are contained within a class object called “Magnetic
Material”. The data structure of the magnetic object is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Class structure of Magnetic Object. Note “Magnetic Material”
is a child class used to store the intrinsic magnetic properties of a material.
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The C++ simulator uses a dynamic pointer array to store the N magnetic
objects required to describe the magnetic alloy system. The magnetic ob-
jects are initially instantiated using the default (NULL) constructor declared
in the magnetic object class. The desired geometry of the magnetic system
being simulated is achieved by assigning the position vectors of the indi-
vidual magnetic elements appropriate values. For example, a 2D thin film
can be simulated by mapping [xi, yi, 0] onto the position vectors of each of
the magnetic objects contained in the dynamic pointer array. Here xi and
yi are the i
th elements of the linespace that spans xmin to xmax and ymin to
ymax, respectively. Furthermore, the morphology and phase of the material
can be represented by mapping a non-uniform displacement distribution to
the position vectors of the magnetic objects. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2
Various anisotropy, phase, and alloy compistions in X, Y, Z can then be
simulated by appropriately assigning the magnetic properties of the ith, jth,
kth elements of the dynamic pointer array (note, the array is a 1D structure
so an indexing function is required which transforms the i, j, k coordinates
to an index position). For example, the Cobalt based alloy system Co80γ20
could be investigated by assigning 80% of the magnetic objects with the
material characteristics of cobalt, and 20% with the properties of γ. More
complex material structures that contain physical grains can also be simu-
lated by creating a function that appropriately groups the magnetic objects
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of Complex Magnetic Alloy System. Each black dots
represent a Magnetic Object with parameters shown in Figure 5.1. Blue lines
represent the distance between neighbouring magnetic objects.
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in the dynamic pointer array and then maps the magnetic properties of the
grain onto that group.
After all the magnetic objects in the dynamic pointer array have been as-
signed appropriate values, their data fields are then copied onto to the GPU.
Hence, the initial setup of the MicroMagnetic simulation is performed on the
CPU and the GPU is used to perform the numeric computations.
5.2.2 MicroMagnetic Computation
The magnetization dynamics of an ensemble of magnetic moments are gov-
erned by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [2], or gyromagnetic
equation, which simply describes the precessional nature of a magnetic mo-
ment around an effective field. The LLG equation is given by Eq. 5.2.1
d
dt
M = −γM ×Heff +
αγ
Ms
M × (M ×Heff ) (5.2.1)
Here α is Gilbert’s damping coefficient; γ is the gyromagnetic ratio; Ms is
the magnetisation saturation; and Heff is the internal effective field acting
on the system of magnetic moments. Note, the first term on the right hand
side (RHS) of the LLG equation causes the magnetic moment to precess in-
definitely around the effective field whilst the second term is a damping term
causing the magnetic moment to align with the effective field. The effects
of the damping and the effective field on the magnetisation dynamics are
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of LLG equation. Image modified from
(”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landau%E2%80%93Lifshitz%E2%80%93Gilbert equation”)
illustrated in Figure 5.3.
The effective field is comprised of several components: 1) the external mag-
netic field acting on the system Hext; 2) the demagnetization field Hd; 3)
the exchange field between neighboring magnetic elements Hexc; and 4) an
anisotropy field Han. The expression for Heff is given by Eq. 2 [10].
Heff = Hext + Hd + Hexc + Han = −∇MV (5.2.2)
It is evident from Eq. 5.2.2 and its realisation in Fig. 5.3 that the magnetic
moments precess within metastable energy minima that are shaped by the
various applied fields. This is the canonical relationship that links force, to
fields, to gradients of potential structures. By way of example consider the
Lorentz force in electrostatics, that the force acting on a charge is the product
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of that charge and an electric field to which it is subject.





Here m is the mass of the charge, vq is the velocity of the charge, and q
is simply the charge in Coulombs. Note, the nature of E can be somewhat










In a more complex system it is necessary to describe the E field in terms of
Gauss’s divergence law. Further, on expressing the vector field in terms of
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∇ ·E = ρ
ε
(5.2.9)






















, and so the motion of the charge is entirely governed by the charge distribu-
tion at time t. Note Eq. 5.2.13 is entirely analogues to the LLG Eq. 5.2.1.
However, where Eq. 5.2.13 relates to the dynamic motion of a particle, the
LLG equation relates to the dynamic motion of magnetic spins.
The next subsections pertain to the calculations of the components of the
effective field and to the time evolver used to solve the LLG equation.
Demagnetisation Field
The demagnetisation field arises from the long range dipole-dipole interaction
of the magnetic moments attempting to minimise the internal energy of the
system [10]. Calculation of the demagnetisation field is by far the most
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computationally intense part of the magnetic simulation having a numeric
complexity of order O[N2], where N is the number of magnetic moments.







|r − r′ |
·M (r′)dr′ (5.2.14)
It is clear from Eq. 5.2.14 that the demagnetisation field comprises elements
from all the magnetic moments. Hence evaluation of the demagnetisation
field can result in intractably long run times for larger magnetic systems. In
order to reduce the computational hardness of this problem we express the
demagnetisation field as the product of the time independent demagnetisa-
tion tensor and the time dependent magnetisation, see Eq. 5.2.15.
Hd,i = −νi,jM j (5.2.15)
i, j = x, y, z
Here ν is the demagnetisation tensor. As ν is time independent it only need
be evaluated once using the analytic formulae given in [11]. The benefit of
this approach is that the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be performed
on ν and M , yielding ν̃ and M̃ , and the demagnetisation field determined
by taking the inverse FFT of the product of ν̃ and M̃ [12] (see Eq. 5.2.16).
This reduces the numeric hardness of the problem from O[N2] to O[N logN ]
[13]. However, the main drawback of the FFT approach is that zero padding
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[14] must be used on the input data in order to avoid issues of circular
convolution arising from non-periodic boundary conditions [15]. This places
a considerable memory overhead on the GPU evaluating the FFT and reduces
the size of the problem that can be simulated.
Hd,i = FFT
−1[ν̃i · M̃i] (5.2.16)
i = x, y, z
Exchange Field
The exchange field in this simulator is determined by solving Eq. 5.2.17
using a 6 nearest neighbours scheme outlined in [16] with Neumann boundary
conditions. The use of Neumann boundary conditions effectively replace the





Here A is the exchange stiffness of the magnetic object. Note in Eq. 5.2.17
the values of the exchange stiffness and the magnetisation saturation depend
on the particular magnetic object. The effect of different exchange stiffness
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of Effective Exchange Stiffness between neighbouring
magnetic objects.
This expression for the effective stiffness between neighbouring magnetic ob-
jects is used as it satisfies the following properties [16]:
Ai,j = Ai = Aj iff Ai = Aj (5.2.19)
lim
Ai→0‖Aj→0
Ai,j = 0 (5.2.20)
The exact interpolation of the exchange stiffness between neighbouring mag-
netic objects is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The interpolation of the effective
exchange stiffness enables the simulation of magnetic structures with more
than one magnetic element. Hence it is crucial for simulating magnetic al-
loys.
The calculation of the exchange field reduces to a four nearest neighbours
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scheme when a 2D structure is being simulated.
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Anisotropy Field
In magnetisation dynamics the anisotropy field describes how the magnetic
moment will respond to an external field. In the case of an isotropic ma-
terial the magnetic response is independent to the direction of the applied
field. However, in crystalline magnetic materials, or materials with an in-
duced anisotropy, there is a preferred orientation of magnetisation. If the
anisotropy arises from a lattice structure it is referred to as magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy. The effect of magnetic anisotropy on the internal ener-





Here Ki is the anisotropy vector constant of the i
th magnetic object. Note
uniaxial, bia-axial, and cubic anisotropies can be achieved by appropriately
setting the K vector in the problem setup.
Time Evolver
Euler’s forward method is used to solve for a finite time increment the mag-
netisation dynamics governed by the LLG equation (Eq. 5.2.1). Euler’s
method approximates the magnetisation state at a time t + ∆t from the
magnetisation state at time t (see Eq. 5.2.22)
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Note, Euler’s method is a very powerful method of numerically solving Or-
dinary Differential Equations. The accuracy of this method is completely
determined by the finite time step and rate of change of the magnetisation.
In order to accurately approximate the future magnetisation state, the time
step must be much smaller than the rate of change of the magnetisation.
Thus there is a trade-off using Euler’s forward method between accuracy
and simulation runtime. More complex time solvers use adaptive time steps
to solve the LLG equation (Eq. 5.2.1).
5.2.3 GPU Architecture
This subsection gives an outline of the recent advances made in the com-
putational capabilities of GPUs in the last five years. The increase in the
computational capabilities of GPUs has enabled the creation of MicroMag-
netic simulators which can perform numeric calculations up to 200 times
faster than their CPU counterparts [17]. Hence, MicroMagnetic simulations
that were once infeasible can now be investigated.
Traditionally the biggest bottleneck for GPU based MicroMagnetic simu-
lations is the amount of on board memory available to the simulator. Older
GPU graphics cards were limited to 1 – 3 GB of on board memory. To over-
come this memory limitation, data could be stored in the CPU memory and
then transferred to the GPU for the computation. Once the computation was
completed by the GPU, the resultant data was offloaded back to the CPU
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Figure 5.5: On board RAM of NVIDIA graphics cards.
memory. The swapping of data back and forth between the CPU and GPU
required careful optimisation of memory access and transfer in order to scale
GPU based MicroMagnetic simulators being performed on a GPU with lim-
ited memory resources [18–20]. However this is not an ideal solution to the
problem as there is a high latency from transferring data between the CPU
and GPU. The data bandwidth between the CPU and the GPU is limited by
the bandwidth of the PCI/PCI-E port on the motherboard. There are algo-
rithms that can be used to improve the data transfer rate [21]. However, the
best practice still remains to minimise the number of transfers between the
CPU to GPU and vice-versa [22]. The problem of limited GPU memory has
been largely addressed by the growing amount of on board RAM available
to modern GPUs, see Figure 5.5.
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The majority of NVIDIA GPU models now have at least 8GB of on board
RAM, with the RTX Titan having 24GB of on board RAM. Hence, modern
GPUs are capable of solving very large magnetic systems due to their im-
proved on board memory storage.
The massive improvement of the computational capabilities of GPUs has
resulted from the increased number of CUDA cores on the GPU and the
faster data transfer rate between them. Note, each CUDA core is analogous
to a single core of a CPU. Where a single CPU can have between 2 – 16 cores,
GPUs can have over 1000 CUDA cores (see Figure 5.6(Upper)). The CUDA
cores can be used in parallel to simultaneously solve part of computation.
Hence, the workload is shared by the number of CUDA cores on the GPU.
Furthermore, the data transfer rate between the CUDA cores (see Figure
5.6(Lower)) is significantly faster than that of the PCI/PCI-E port. Hence,
there is less of a latency issue arising from the transferal of data between
the CUDA cores. The larger number of CUDA cores and the improved data
bandwidth has resulted in GPUs being able to perform between 1012 − 1013
single precision Floating Point Operations per Second (FLOPS). This is
shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: (Upper) Number of CUDA core of NVIDIA graphics cards.
(Lower) Memory bandwidth of NVIDIA graphics cards.
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Figure 5.7: Single precision Giga FLOPS of NVIDIA GPUs (higher better)
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The improved memory capabilities and numerical power of modern GPUs
can be used to solve complex alloy systems that CPU based simulators would
not be able solve within a reasonable timeframe. As GPU architectural de-
velopment is linked to the entertainment industry, the trend of increased on
board memory and improved Giga FLOPS (GFLOPS) is likely to continue.
5.2.4 Simulation Results
The GPU MicroMagnetic simulator was then verified against µmag Standard
problem #4 [23], which focuses on dynamic aspects of MicroMagnetic com-
putations. The 500nm × 125nm × 3nm Permalloy thin film inµmag standard
problem 4 was realised by creating 166 × 42 × 1 magnetic objects which are
separated by 3nm. Each magnetic object is assigned the magnetic properties
of Permalloy, shown below.












K = 0 (5.2.25)
In standard problem 4 the thin film is first brought to an equilibrium state
through the application of an external field along the [1, 1, 1] axis until the
material has saturated, and then gradually diminishing that field to zero.
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Figure 5.8: Average Magnetisation vs time of standard problem 4. GPU
simulator results as solid lines. OOMMF results as dashed lines.
After the equilibrium state has been achieved a small reversal field of magni-
tude 25 mT is applied 170◦ counter clockwise from the saturation direction
[1, 0, 0]. This field is sufficient to cause reversal of the magnetisation in the
thin film and the system is allowed to evolve until the new equilibrium po-
sition has been attained. The results of the GPU MicroMagnetic simulator
are plotted in Figure 5.8 along with the predicted behaviour from OOMMF.
The GPU MicroMagnetic simulator results strongly match those predicted
by OOMMF. Therefore the GPU MicroMagnetic simulator is verified and
can be used to solve other magnetic systems. Note, the magnetisation re-
versal dynamics involves many bodies and is highly nonlinear. Therefore the
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discrepancy between the two simulators arises from the marginal difference
in the initial conditions of the problem. It is clear from Figure 5.8 that the
initial My values of the GPU simulator and OOMMF are not equal.
5.2.5 Conclusions
In this section we demonstrated an Object Oriented GPU MicroMagnetic
simulator written in C++. The simulator is capable of modelling com-
plex alloy systems comprising various material compositions by appropriately
mapping the magnetic properties onto the magnetic objects. The dynamic
prediction capabilities of the simulator are verified by solving µmag’s stan-
dard problem 4 and comparing the GPU simulators results against OOMMF.
There is an excellent match between the two simulators results for standard
problem 4. The main tractability of the this GPU MicroMagnetic simulator
is that it can solve the magnetisation dynamics for complicated alloy systems
that traditional CPU based MicroMagnetic simulators would not be able to
solve within a reasonable timeframe.
5.2.6 Postamble
Although the GPU simulator was able to reproduce the magnetisation dy-
namics of a magnetic thin film comporting with mumag standard problem 4,
it remains a significant challenge to adapt this software to model the issue
of surface roughness in thin film magnetics for PwrSiP applications. Recall
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from chapter 3 that the effect of surface roughness on thin films was a major
limiting factor to the efficacy of thin films used in PwrSiP applications. The
main challenge being the adaptation of the demagnetisation tensor to handle
an undetermined, non smooth, boundary in such a way as to allow us to still
use the FFT in order to utilise the full computational power of the GPU.
At its core the FFT is an extremely efficient algorithm for computing the







Whereas calculation of the DFT of the sequence x[n] would require N2 com-
putations, calculation of the FFT of the sequence would require only N
2
log2N .
The FFT is able to achieve this remarkable decrease in computations by split-
ting the input sequence into even and odd components, and performing the
DFT on each. Note, the FFT works best when N is an integer power of
2. It is for this reason that micromagnetic simulators work best when the












A comparison of the number of calculations required by the DFT vs the
FFT are shown in fig. 5.9. Calculation of the Demag Tensor could have been
achieved by computing the dipole-dipole interaction for all of the magnetic
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Figure 5.9: Number of computations required by DFT vs FFT [24].
elements in the system and deploying energy minimisation techniques. How-
ever, attempts at this resulted in extremely long simulation runtimes as N
FFTs were required. Hence the number of numeric computations required
went from ON logN → ON2 logN .
This issue is circumvented by accepting that the deterministic approach of
having a system of equations with known initial and boundary conditions is
insufficient to address the complex issue of surface roughness in the magneti-
sation dynamics of thin films. The key word here being deterministic. By
accepting that the surface roughness causes stochastic effects in the magneti-
sation dynamics we can take the approach of using statistical mechanics to
describe the complex ensemble behaviour in terms of averages. That is, we
accept that there is a stochastic element to the magnetisation dynamics, and
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we adjust our approach accordingly. The results of this new approach are
presented in section 5.3.
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5.3 Stochastic Magnetic Resonance of Absorp-
tion Effects of Surface Morphology in Thin
Film Magnetics
This section was published in the Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Ma-
terials [3].
The effect of surface roughness in thin film magnetics on magnetic suscepti-
bility and Dynamic Magnetic Hysteresis (DMH) loops are investigated using
Brown’s continuous diffusion of magnetic spins model [2]. The magnetic re-
laxation time of the magnetic thin films are determined by regressing the two
mode approximation for the magnetic susceptibility onto experimental data
obtained for Ni45Fe55. This subsection shows a moderate linear correlation
between the magnetic relaxation time and the Surface Roughness to Thick-
ness Ratio (SRT). The area of the DMH loops and the non-linear dynamic
magnetic susceptibility strongly depend on the magnetic relaxation time and
the SRT of the films. The thin films exhibit a strong linear relationship
between the coercivity and the SRT, along with a strong logarithmic depen-
dence of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility on the SRT. In this Section we
consider the effect of surface roughness on magnetic thin films using Brown’s
continuous diffusion of magnetic spins model.
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The structure of this Section is as follows: Subsection 5.3.1 gives an overview
of Brown’s model for magnetic spins subject to AWGN; Subsection 5.3.2
provides details of the characterisation of the Ni45Fe55 thin films; Subsection
5.3.3 introduces the two mode approximation for magnetic susceptibility and
links the magnetic relaxation time to the SRT; Subsection 5.3.4 pertains to
the effect of the relaxation time on the DMH loops; and finally conclusions
are provided in Section 5.3.5.
5.3.1 Stochastic Fluctuations in Magnetisation Dynam-
ics
The magnetisation dynamics of an ensemble of magnetic spins coupled to a
heat bath was considered by Brown [2] in 1963. Brown treated the effect
of the bath on the magnetic spins by superimposing a rapidly fluctuating
stochastic field onto the deterministic field acting on the magnetic system
governed by Gilbert’s equation. This is shown in Eq. 5.3.1.
Ṁ(t) = γ{M (t)× [H(t) + h(t)− ηṀ (t)]} (5.3.1)
Here H is the deterministic field given as the negative gradient of the internal
energy landscape of the ensemble of magnetic particles (− dV
dM ), h is Brown’s
stochastic field, η is a damping coefficient driving the system to a dead state,
and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The stochastic noise field has the following
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statistical properties;
h(t) = 0 (5.3.2)
h(t)h(t′) = D(α)δ(t− t′) (5.3.3)
with D being a diffusion coefficient related to the damping of the system.
Property 5.3.2 states that the average contribution of the noise term to the
ensemble is negligible. Property 5.3.3 states that the rapid fluctuation in the
noise is independent of frequency, i.e. white noise. The main importance
of property 5.3.3 is that the noise term is an ergodic process, and so, the
time average of the system is equal to the ensemble average [25]. Combining
properties 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 results in a noise term that is additive white Gaus-
sian with zero mean. Now, by property 5.3.3, the damping of the system is


















Whence, the dissipative force of the system is being counteracted by the noise
term (fluctuation dissipation theorem) [26]. The exact method of solving the
diffusion term as a function of damping is given in [4]. Brown then derived
a Fokker Planck Equation (FPE) for the evolution of the probability density
function of the orientations of the magnetisation on a unit sphere [27], from
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which he was able to calculate the magnetic relaxation time for an ensemble
of magnetic spins with an induced uniaxial anisotropy.
In this work, the SRT of thin films is treated as a source of additive white
Gaussian noise which creates a stochastic magnetic field through the de-
magnetisation tensor. As additive white Gaussian noise is ergodic, both the
thermally induced noise, and the spatially induced noise, are mathematically
identical. Thus we may use Brown’s diffusion of magnetic spins subject to
thermal fluctuations model, to model the effects of surface roughness in thin
films.
5.3.2 Experimental Methods
1 µm - 2.6 µm Ni45Fe55 magnetic thin films were electrodeposited onto PCB
substrates with various surface roughnesses. The height of the films and the
surface roughness were measured using a Tencor Profilometer. The surface
roughness of the PCB substrate and thin films were measured prior to, and
after deposition of the magnetic thin film by performing a line scan on the
surfaces and then calculating the deviation from the average height along
the length of the scan. The small signal magnetic susceptibility of the films
were measured using a wide band complex permeameter (Ryowa Electronics,
Japan, Model PMM 9G) on 4mm × 4mm samples. The DC hysteresis loops
of the films were measured using a BH loop tracer (SHB, MESA 200 HF at
10 Hz) on 2cm × 2cm samples.
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5.3.3 Magnetic Susceptibility Effects
This subsection follows the exact mathematics outlined by Coffey et al. in
[4] for thermal fluctuations in an ensemble of magnetic particles and applies
it to the issue of surface roughness in thin films. The complex magnetic sus-
ceptibility of an ensemble of magnetic spins can be determined using linear
response theory [28, 29]. The dissipative part of the frequency dependent
magnetic susceptibility is related to the spectral density of the equilibrium
ensemble average of the magnetic moments by fluctuation dissipation theo-
rem [30]. Hence, the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [31] can be used to express
the magnetic susceptibility in terms of an Autocorrelation Function (ACF)
by taking the Fourier cosine transformation of the spectral density of the






Here C is the autocorrelation function. The ACF can then be expressed as
the sum of an infinite set of decaying exponentials characterised by distinct
eigenvalues λk of the magnetic system and their corresponding amplitudes






It is clear from Eq. 5.3.7 that the ACF comprises all of the decay modes of the
magnetisation. In order to determine the magnetic response it is necessary
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to consider what the initial decay of the ACF is, and what the longest lived
decay mode of the ACF is. These two different timescales then characterise
the low- and high-frequency behaviour of the imaginary part of the magnetic
susceptibility. As the eigenvalues of the system are exponentially separated
from each other, the two relaxation times are often dominated by a single













Hence the ACF, which typically would require all knowledge of the eigenval-
ues and their corresponding amplitudes of the ensemble of magnetic spins,
can be approximated by two exponentials [4]. This is known as the two mode
approximation, and is given in Eq. 5.3.12.
C(t) ≈ Γ1e−t/τ + (1− Γ1)e−t/τw . (5.3.12)
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Therefore, the dynamic magnetic susceptibility can be expressed as the sum









In Eq. 5.3.13 τ is the magnetic relaxation time, and the parameters Γ1 and
τw are determined in order to ensure the correct asymptotic behaviour of the










Both the integral relaxation time and the effective relaxation time can now
calculated directly from the measured magnetic susceptibility data of the











The magnetic relaxation times of the thin films with various surface rough-
ness to thickness ratios are then determined using Mathematica’s [32] non-
linear model fit function to regress Eq. 5.3.13 onto the measured magnetic
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susceptibility data of the thin films. The results of the fitted two mode
approximation are given in Figure 5.10. As can be seen from Figure 5.10,
the two mode approximation accurately describes the thin films magnetic
susceptibility response across the measured frequency spectrum. However,
the low frequency noise on the measured susceptibility reduces our ability to
accurately fit the two mode approximation to the frequency response of the
thin films. In this work, moving average filters were used in order to reduce
the influence of the low frequency noise on the fit.
Having regressed the two mode approximation onto the magnetic suscep-
tibilities we correlate the magnetic relaxation times with the SRT of their
corresponding thin films. There is a moderate linear correlation (R2 = 0.63)
between the SRT and the magnetic relaxation time of the thin film, cf Figure
5.11.
From Figure 5.11 it is clear that increasing the SRT results in a thin film
with higher relaxation times and hence ‘harder’ magnetic properties. The
deposition of a ‘soft’ thin film with nominal thickness is therefore limited by
the surface condition of the substrate on which the film is being deposited.
The degradation of the soft magnetic properties, as a result of the increased
magnetic relaxation time, of the thin films with increased roughness are fur-
ther illustrated in Figure 5.12. Here the coercivity and susceptibility of the
thin films are plotted against the SRT with R2 values of 0.9. There is a rapid
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Figure 5.10: Dynamic magnetic susceptibility of Ni45Fe55 thin films. Here Ra
is the measured surface roughness of the thin films. (Left side) Absolute value
of the susceptibility. (Right side) Real and imaginary part of susceptibility.
The dashed lines are the fitted two mode approximation.
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Figure 5.11: Log-Log plot of Magnetic relaxation time (τ [s]) vs SRT.
degradation of the magnetic susceptibility of the films at an SRT of 0.02 -
0.03. The underlying mechanism for this is not currently fully understood
and future work is needed to determine the exact physical mechanism causing
this. The modelled data are projections of the values of SRT using the least
squares fit shown in Figure 5.11. It is clear that increasing the SRT results
in poorer magnetic performance of the thin film i.e., it results in a marked
increase in the coercivity and decrease in susceptibility of the rougher films.
Hence we have shown how the SRT effects the soft magnetic properties of
a thin film by increasing its inherent magnetic relaxation time. This is of
critical importance to DC-DC power converters in which we want to use inte-
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Figure 5.12: (left) Coercivity vs the SRT. (right) Magnetic susceptibility vs
SRT. Measured data red; modelled data black.
grated thin film magnetics as the passive storage component in the converter.
In the next section we show the influence of magnetic relaxation time and
SRT on the shape of the Dynamic Magnetic Hysteresis loops.
5.3.4 Dynamic Magnetic Hysteresis (DMH)
DMH plays an important role in the energy storage of the magnetic passive
in DC-DC converters as it pertains to energy loss per cycle of an ensemble of
magnetic moments. The theory of DMH was first developed by Gekht [33]
in 1974 for isotropic magnetic particles subject to thermal fluctuations and
was later extended by Klik [34] to include magnetic particles with an induced
uniaxial anisotropy. Conceptually the theory of DMH is quite simple, that
the magnetisation response of an ensemble of magnetic spins subject to an
external driving field and, therefore by extension, the area enclosed by the
hysteresis loop, is a function of the frequency of the driving field. This is
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M (ω) ·H(ω) dC (5.3.18)
Here A(ω) is the dynamic area enclosed by the hysteresis loops as a function
of the angular frequency (ω). The DMH response of an ensemble of magnetic
spins subject to an external magnetic field can be determined analytically
by using either Brown’s continuous diffusion of magnetic spins model [35], or
using a non-perturbative ansatz expressing the magnetic Langevin equation
with an AC and DC driving field as an infinite set of stochastic differential
recurrence relations and averaging the resulting Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
over their realisations in phase space yielding a deterministic set of magnetic
moments [36]. For the following discussion the reader is highly advised to
refer to the work of Coffey and Kalmykov [37] as what follows is drawn di-
rectly from their work. Consider first Brown’s magnetic Langevin approach
by transposing the Gilbert equation (see Eq. 5.3.19) subjected to a mag-









M (t) + γη[M(t)× d
dt
M(t)] = γ[M (t)× (H(t) + h(t))] (5.3.20)
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As the DMH is related to both M(t) and H(t) + h(t) it is necessary to
solve Eq. 5.3.20 in terms of M(t). To do so Eq. 5.3.20 is cross multiplied
by M(t). Note for convenience the notation used is changed from M (t) to




−1[M × (H + h)]− b[M × [M × (H + h)]] (5.3.21)
Here b = v/(2kTτN) and α = γηMs. Evaluating Eq. 5.3.21 using the
spherical coordinate system, given by relations in Eqs. 5.3.22 - 5.3.24, Eq.
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This results in an expression for the magnetisation response in spherical polar
coordinates as









. The importance of Eqs 5.3.25 & 5.3.26 is made clear when considering the
general form of the evolution of an arbitrary function using the rules of vector

















ḟ = ϕ̇∂ϕf + ϑ̇∂ϑf (5.3.28)
Substituting Eqs. 5.3.25 & 5.3.26 into Eq. 5.3.28 results in a stochastic
differential equation of motion for the magnetisation, expressed in terms of
an arbitrary function, f. Note, for ease of direct comparison Eq. 5.3.21 is
stated again.





−1[M × (H + h)]− b[M × [M × (H + h)]]
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The main accomplishment here being that the stochastic term in the evo-
lution equation of the magnetisation dynamics has been separated out i.e.,
the right hand side of Eq. 5.3.29 has two terms: the first being the contri-
bution of the random noise field on the magnetisation dynamics; the second
being the deterministic driving field. In order to mathematically treat the
contribution of the stochastic influence on the magnetisation dynamics it is
necessary to average of Eq. 5.3.29 over an infinitesimally small time. Note














h · [[u×∇f ] + α−1∇f ]dt′
)
(5.3.30)
Evaluating the contribution of the deterministic field to the motion of the
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. Next the contribution of the noise field is evaluated by perturbing the
arbitrary function for the evolution of the magnetisation dynamics. This is
shown in Eq 5.3.33.
d
dt



















)] ≈ (1 + δϕ(t′) · ∇)f(ϑ, ϕ) (5.3.33)
Note that δϕ(t
′
) is the infinitesimally rotation vector and is related to the
angular velocity of the magnetic moment by ω = ϕ̇. And so, by using the
kinematic equation of motion for the magnetic moment (Ṁ(t) = ω(t) ×
M (t)) in conjunction with Eq. 5.3.21 δϕ(t
′
















Finally, the noise induced motion of the magnetisation dynamics can be
determined with this perturbative approach by substituting Eqs. 5.3.33 &
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Therefore, combining these two terms, the evolution equation for the mag-
netisation dynamics is simply
2τN ḟ = ∆f +
v
2kT
[V∆f + f∆V −∆(V f)]− v
αkT
[u×∇V ] · ∇f (5.3.36)
. Hence, to work out the DMH using Brown’s diffusion model and the pertur-
bative approach one need only pick out f and ∇V from Eq. 5.3.36., and then
substitute them into Eq. 5.3.18 with f(t) corresponding to M(ω) and ∇V (t)
corresponding to H(ω). Note the time domain frequency domain conversion
can be done by taking the Fourier Transform of Eq. 5.3.36, or by realising
that f(t) can be expressed in phasor form as f(t) = f0e
−jωt+ϕ, and so the
time derivative in Eq. 5.3.36 is simply replaced with the complex frequency
operator i.e., ḟ(t)→ −jωf(t).
Whereas the non perturbative approach seeks to express the magnetisation




el,m,l′ ,m+sYl′ ,m+s. (5.3.37)
Here el,m,l′ ,m±s are related to the Clebsch Gordan coefficients
a and the indexes
determine the shape of the anisotropy plane. It is important to realise that
both the Brownian, and the averaging over recurrence relations approach,
aThe exact relationship between el,m,l′ ,m±s and the Clebsch Gordan coefficients can be
found here [39].
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transform the static, time-dependent, magnetic response under an AC field.
Hence, for a given magnetic relaxation time, the frequency dependent mag-
netic response can be determined from the static response.
Although earlier it was mentioned that DMH is a function of frequency (see
Eq. 5.3.18), it is more accurate to say that it is a function of frequency
and the inherent magnetic relaxation time of the material. Indeed it is the
product of the two that ultimately determines the shape, and the area, of
the hysteresis loop. Furthermore, as there was a moderate correlation found
between the relaxation time of the measured thin films and the SRT, we can
conclude that the SRT of the films will induce a DMH effect by changing
the inherent relaxation time. Thus, the effect of SRT on the magnetisation
dynamics of thin films can be modelled using DMH. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.13. Note, in Figure 5.13 there is a marked tilting and widening of
the DMH loop with increasing SRT. This effect is the result of the magneti-
sation response transitioning from the “adiabatic regime” (ωτ ≈ 10−4), into
the “quasi-adiabatic regime” (ωτ ≈ 10−3 − 10−1), and ultimately into the
“kinetic freezing regime” (ωτ ≥ 1). In the adiabatic limit the ensemble of
magnetic moments are able to transition between the metastable anisotropy
minima within the period of the applied AC field. However, at a certain fre-
quency, the damping of the magnetic moments cause the magnetic response
to indefinitely lag behind the field, and so, the orientation of the magnetic
moments remain bound to the initial anisotropy minima that they are in –
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Figure 5.13: Experimentally measured BH loops of the Ni45Fe55 thin films
exhibiting DMH with varying SRT.
even though it is no longer energy favourable to do so. This is referred to as
“kinetic freezing” [40]. This tilting and widening of the DMH loop explains
the general trend of increased coercivity and decreased susceptibility shown
prior in Figure 5.12.
Furthermore, consider the surface roughness induced noise field in relation
to the anisotropy field with distinct easy and hard magnetic axes. When
the noise field is superimposed onto the anisotropy field the resultant effect
causes anisotropy dispersion. This dispersion of the anisotropy axes results in
a misalignment between the applied magnetic field and the hard axis, and so,
the magnetisation reversal process enters the “adiabatic”, “quasi-adiabatic”,
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and “kinetic freezing” regimes at different frequencies [41].
Thus far we have shown how the noise induced term caused by the SRT of the
thin films, and the effect it has on the magnetisation dynamics and the DMH
loops can be mathematically calculated. However, this formal approach does
not necessitate an understanding of the main phenomenological consequence
of noise in magnetic thin films, namely it does not provide the reader with a
tangible understanding of Stochastic Resonance. To understand Stochastic
Resonance first consider any particle, or magnetic spin, trapped in bistable
potential well structure. In the absence of any external field the particle
will transition between the two energy minima of the bistable potential in
accordance with Transition State Theory (TST). TST dictates that the time
to escape the potential well is related to first, the barrier height separating





Hence there is a natural, cyclical, frequency of transitions of the particle be-
tween the two wells which is entirely caused by noise. When a weak AC field
is applied to the bistable system it acts as a periodic raising and lowering
operator of the local energy minima. This is shown in Fig. 5.14.
Stochastic Magnetic Resonance (SMR) occurs when the frequency of the
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Figure 5.14: Illustration of Stochastic Resonance in bistable potential. Illus-
tration from [42].
applied field synchronises with, or is harmonious to, the inter well transi-
tions of the magnetic spin caused by the noise field i.e., the noise field aides
inter well transitions of the magnetic spin subject to an external AC field.
Should this process be inharmonious, it hinders inter well transitions, and is
referred to as Stochastic Magnetic Resonance of Absorption (SMRA). This
effect manifests itself in the area of the DMH loops.
The normalised area of the DMH loops are plotted in Figure 5.15. The
measured DMH loops are first normalised by the thickness of the magnetic
thin films, and are then linearly scaled so that the maximum DMH loop
value is one. It is clear that the normalised area of the DMH loops are char-
acterised by SMR [40] with the x-axis relating to the noise parameter. The
difference between SMR and SMRA being that SMR pertains to the ability of
a magnetic system to transfer energy whilst subject to additive white Gaus-
sian noise, whereas SMRA pertains to the absorption of the input energy by
the magnetic system. Both phenomena are related to the dissipative part of
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Figure 5.15: Normalised area of the dynamic magnetic hysteresis loops (AN)
vs Normalised Surface Roughness to Thickness Ratio (SRTN).
the complex susceptibility with the SMR being proportional to |χ2/χ′′ | and
SMRA proportional to χ
′′





are qualitatively similar [43]. Hence, SMR and SMRA are both
characterised by a rapid rise, plateau, and gradual decay.
The normal inverse gamma function is fitted to the normalised area of the
DMH loop data (AN) as it is a generalised form of the various equations used
to describe SMR in [44]. A Pearson’s value of 0.0029 was obtained for the
fit indicating that the SMRA model fitted the measured data with statistical
significance. Note the Pearson value, or more commonly known as p-value,
is a statistical tool used to determine if the data matches a hypothesis by
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chance, or by the soundness of the underlying hypothesis. A p-value of 0.005
or more indicates that the fit is by chance, and the hypothesis must be re-
jected.
Therefore, the power loss of a magnetic thin film used as the magnetic pas-
sive component in a Power Supply on Chip (PwrSoC) or PwrSiP application





where A(SRT ) is the non-normalised area of the DMH loop. Thus, to min-
imise the power loss in a thin film the SRT ratio must be less than a critical
value in order to avoid the maximum of the SMRA curve shown in Figure
5.15. One such way to do this is to employ a small DC bias field to tune
SMRA curve, as shown in [45]. However, for a magnetic thin film deposited
on a particular substrate (roughness), the easiest way to avoid the maximum
of the SMRA curve is to judiciously choose the thickness of the film.
5.3.5 Conclusion
We have treated the problem of surface roughness in thin film magnetics us-
ing Brown’s continuous diffusion model of magnetic spins subject to thermal
fluctuations. The magnetic susceptibility of the thin films was calculated
using the two mode approximation, from which the magnetic relaxation time
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was determined using Mathematica’s Nonlinear Model Fit. We have shown
that there is a moderate linear correlation between the SRT and the magnetic
relaxation time (R2 = 0.63); a strong linear correlation with the coercivity
(R2 = 0.71); and a strong logarithmic correlation between the SRT and the
magnetic susceptibility (R2 = 0.91).
Furthermore, we have shown that the influence of thin film surface roughness
on the magnetic relaxation time is to cause a Stochastic Magnetic Resonance
of Absorption effect in the Dynamic Magnetic Hysteresis (DMH) loops. On
lowering the magnetic relaxation time the area enclosed by the DMH loop
first increases, and then decreases, with the DMH loop reducing to an almost
straight line at τ ≈ 10−10 seconds (SRT ∼ 10−3). Hence, the area of the DMH
loop is directly related to the product of the inherent magnetic relaxation
time of the thin film and the frequency of the applied external magnetic
field exciting the magnetic thin film. The dependence of the magnetic ma-
terial properties on the surface roughness to thickness ratio is therefore a
limiting factor for thin film magnetics used in future PwrSoC and PwrSiP
applications.
5.3.6 Postamble
The complex issue of the effect of surface roughness on the magnetisation
dynamics of magnetic thin films was successfully treated using Brown’s dif-
fusion model (justifying our earlier abandonment of the deterministic ap-
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proach, stated in 5.2.5). This is a key accomplishment for the integration
of the magnetic thin film into package for PwrSiP applications. The key
realisation is the role the surface roughness and thickness play on the mag-
netisation dynamics. Indeed, based on this understanding it would appear
that one could mitigate the effect of surface roughness by increasing the
film thickness. This raises the question; what is the maximal thickness per-
missible of a thin film in PwrSiP applications, and consequentially, is there
degraded magnetic performance observed when using thicker films. Section
5.4 addresses the thickness dependent effects on the magnetisation dynamics
of magnetic thin films.
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5.4 Multimodal Behaviour of the Dynamic
Susceptibility Spectrum in Amorphous CoZrTaB
Magnetic Thin Films
This section was published in the Journal of Applied Physics [46].
This section deals with an investigation of the origins of sub Ferromagnetic
Resonance (FMR) multimodal behaviour in the magnetic susceptibility spec-
trum of amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films using Brown’s diffusion
model describing continuous diffusion of magnetic spins. Brown’s diffusion
model is regressed onto experimental data for the amorphous CoZrTaB mag-
netic thin films with thicknesses spanning 80nm – 530nm. The mathematical
model presented successfully reproduces the thickness dependent dynamic
magnetic susceptibility of the amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films with
strong statistical significance. The model proposes the formation of addi-
tional energy wells in the uniaxial anisotropy energy plane of the material
after a critical film thickness. The sub FMR resonance peaks arise when the
frequency of the external excitation field approaches the natural frequency of
the well. Furthermore, the additional energy wells in the anisotropy energy
plane causes a breakdown in the axial symmetry of the anisotropy energy
plane. This breakdown of axial symmetry results in dynamic coupling be-
tween the transverse (χ⊥) and longitudinal (χ‖) magnetic susceptibility. This
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dynamic coupling results in the initial low frequency step down in the mag-
netic susceptibility observed in the thicker CoZrTaB magnetic thin films. It
is found that the application of an external bias magnetic field along the easy
axis of the amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films supresses the sub FMR
resonance peaks by restoring the axial symmetry of the anisotropy energy
plane.
Thus, the ability of soft magnetic CoZrTaB thin films to retain in-plane uni-





at frequencies spanning 1MHz – 300MHz. The frequency dependent loss tan-
gent is fundamentally determined by the internal anisotropy energy plane [10]
as it governs the magnetisation dynamics of the material [47]. Ultra-low loss
performance in the 1MHz – 300MHz frequency range is achieved by having
a material whose dynamic magnetic susceptibility is governed by transverse
magnetic susceptibility (χ⊥), with a single ferromagnetic resonance peak in
the GHz frequency range. This is typically achieved by materials with a
strong in-plane uniaxial anisotropy energy plane. For such materials the in-
ternal anisotropy energy plane is determined by one state variable, namely
the colatitude (θ) state variable [48]. Materials with a strong in-plane uni-
axial anisotropy have a low loss tangent as the imaginary component of the
transverse magnetic susceptibility (χ
′′
⊥) is exceedingly small up until the on-
set of ferromagnetic resonance.
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However, above a critical film thickness shape effects can break the axial sym-
metry of the internal anisotropy energy plane of the material. This results
in the internal anisotropy energy plane being governed by two state vari-
ables, namely the colatitude (θ) and azimuthal (φ) state variables [48]. As
a consequence of the thickness dependent axial symmetry of the anisotropy
energy plane, there is a deterioration in the soft magnetic properties [49] and
a growing proportion of magnetic spins whose preferred orientation is out
of plane [50–52] with increasing film thickness. Moreover, the dependence
of the internal anisotropy energy plane on two state variables results in dy-
namic coupling between the transverse magnetic susceptibility (χ⊥ and the
longitudinal magnetic susceptibility (χ‖)[4]. This dynamic coupling is fur-
ther detrimental to the high frequency performance of the magnetic material
as there is a rise in the low frequency imaginary component of the magnetic
susceptibility caused by the presence of χ
′′
‖ . The loss contribution of the per-
pendicular and parallel imaginary components of the magnetic susceptibility










(1− κ)χ⊥ + κχ‖ = consant (5.4.2)
Ideally, as χ
′′
‖ is much larger than χ
′′
⊥ at low frequencies, the coupling coef-
ficient, κ, should be near zero. And so, the coupling of the transverse and
longitudinal magnetic susceptibilities limits the effective useful thickness of
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the CoZrTaB film. Note in Eq. 5.4.2 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1.
Furthermore, multiple minima in the anisotropy energy plane could be used
to explain the existence of the multiple sub FMR resonance peaks observed
in the magnetic susceptibility spectrum reported in amorphous CoZrTaB
(this work), CoNbZr [53], and CoFeSiB [54], magnetic thin films. The res-
onance frequencies are determined by the gradient of the anisotropy energy
well and the amplitude of the resonance peaks determined by the depth of
the anisotropy energy well. Hence, for shallower energy wells the spins have
smaller resonance peaks which occur at lower frequencies. The application
of an external magnetic field applied to the thin film can alter the gradi-
ent of the internal anisotropy energy by raising and/or lowering the barrier
heights separating the energy wells [55]. Thus, the multiple sub FMR reso-
nance peaks can be suppressed through the application of an external biasing
field. In this work Brown’s continuous diffusion model [2] is used to charac-
terise the multimodal behaviour in the magnetic susceptibility spectrum of
the amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films.
The structure of this Section is as follows: subsection 5.4.1 outlines the
fabrication methods and experimental characterisations of the amorphous
CoZrTaB magnetic thin films; subsection 5.4.2 describes Brown’s continuous
diffusion model [2] used to characterise the magnetic susceptibility spectrum
of the amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films; Results and discussions are
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provided in subsection 5.4.3; and finally conclusions of the Section are pre-
sented in subsection 5.4.4.
5.4.1 Experimental Methods & Measurements
Amorphous Co84Zr4Ta4B8 magnetic thin films spanning thicknesses 80nm -
530nm were magnetron sputter deposited at 500 W DC in the presence of
an aligning magnetic field [56]. The sputtering chamber was evacuated un-
til a pressure of 10-6 Pa was measure, after which Argon gas was pumped
into the chamber until a sputter pressure of 0.13 Pa was achieved. The film
thicknesses were measured using a DekTak surface profileometer. The atomic
composition and amorphous structure of the films were confirmed using X-
Ray diffraction (Phillips Xpert diffractometer) and transmission electron mi-
croscopy. The dynamic magnetic susceptibilities of the films were measured
from 1MHz – 9GHz using a small signal wide band complex permeameter
(Ryowa Electronics, Japan, Model PMM 9G) on the 3mm × 3mm samples.
Note, the dimensions of the samples were constant for all thickness, i.e. all
samples were 3mm × 3mm. The results of the atomic composition and ma-
terial morphology are discussed in [56].
5.4.2 N Minima Anisotropy Model
The dynamic magnetic susceptibility of amorphous magnetic materials sub-
ject to a weak AC driving field can be determined using linear response theory
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[29].
M = χH (5.4.3)
Here M is the magnetisation vector of the thin film; H is the magnetic field
acting on the thin film; and χ is the dynamic magnetic susceptibility of the
thin film. The dynamic magnetic susceptibility of the thin film subject to an
external driving field can be expressed as a weighted sum of longitudinal and
transverse magnetic susceptibilities. This weighted combination is expressed
in Eq. 5.4.4
χ(ω) = χ‖(0)χ‖(ω) + χ⊥(0)χ⊥(ω) (5.4.4)
Here χ‖(0) and χ⊥(0) are the static longitudinal and transverse magnetic
response. Theχ‖(0) and χ⊥(0) coefficients are determined by the internal
anisotropy energy plane of the thin film. The longitudinal component of the
magnetic susceptibility can be modelled using the two mode approximation










Here ∆1 and τw are parameters determined to ensure correct behaviour of
χ‖(ω) at the very low frequency and very high frequency extremes. The trans-
verse magnetic susceptibility response for strong in-plane uniaxial anisotropy
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can be determined from the Landau-Lifshitz equation [58] (see Eq. 5.4.6)
χ⊥(ω) = χ⊥(0)
(1 + α2)ω2pr + iαωωpr
(1 + α2)ω2pr − ω2 + i2αωωpr
. (5.4.6)
Here ωpr is the natural precession frequency of the magnetic moments of the
thin and α is a viscous damping parameter acting on the magnetic moments.
This frequency is determined by the internal gradient of the anisotropy en-
ergy plane. Note any vector field can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar
potential. Hence the precession frequency is governed by the anisotropy
field (Han), and gradient of the anisotropy energy plane of the thin film
(∇MV ). This relationship between the precession frequency, the anisotropy
field, and the anisotropy energy plane is explicitly stated in Eqs. 5.4.7 &
5.4.8. Thus, the shape of the anisotropy energy plane is of critical impor-
tance to the precession frequency. Typically, materials with strong in-plane
uniaxial anisotropy are characterised by two distinct energy wells separated
by a barrier. Thus, each well has its own precession frequency determined
by the shape of the well.
ωpr ≈ γHan = −γ∇MV (5.4.7)
Han =
√
HKP (HKP + 4πM s) (5.4.8)
Note, Eq. 5.4.8 relates the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy field (HKP) to the
anisotropy field. Ferromagnetic resonance occurs when the frequency of the
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driving field approaches the precession frequency of the well. For a symmet-
ric two well structure the precession frequencies of both wells are identical
and so only a single FMR peak is observed at ω → ωpr. The amplitude and
quality factor of the FMR peak is determined by the shape and depth of the
well, along with the viscous damping acting on precession of the magnetic
moments. Here the quality factor of the FMR peak refers to the ratio of
peak’s amplitude to width. Reduction in the barrier height separating the
two energy wells causes a dispersion of the precession frequency and results
in reduced quality of the FMR peak. That is, the FMR peak becomes smaller
and wider.
Eq. 5.4.6 accurately predicts a single FMR peak for materials with in-plane
uniaxial anisotropy as both energy wells are identical and there is only a sin-
gle precession frequency. Therefore, Eq. 5.4.6 must be modified to account
for the multiple sub FMR peaks observed in the thicker magnetic films. The
Ansatz or assumption of this work is that each sub FMR peak observed in
the magnetic films has a corresponding energy well with a distinct preces-
sion frequency. Therefore, each distinct energy well will exhibit resonance
behaviour as the excitation frequency of the applied external magnetic field






(1 + α2)ω2pr,k + iαωωpr,k
(1 + α2)ω2pr,k − ω2 + i2αωωpr,k
(5.4.9)
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Here ωpr,k and ck denote the precession frequency and depth of the k
th energy
well. In the case of uniaxial anisotropy Eq. 5.4.9 reduces to the well known
expression given in Eq. 5.4.6 with c1 = 1 and the remaining ck = 0.
5.4.3 Results and Discussion
Nonlinear model fitting is used to regress Eqs. 5.4.4, 5.4.5 & 5.4.9 onto the
frequency dependent magnetic susceptibility of the 80-530 nm films. The
results of the regression are presented in Figure 5.16. The NMinima model
accurately fits to the thickness dependent multimodal behaviour of the dy-
namic magnetic susceptibility of the films with an R-Squared value of 0.99,
as illustrated in Figure 5.16. The R-Squared value of 0.99 indicates that the
model fits the data with a strong statistical significance. Hence, the Ansatz
that the anisotropy energy plane of the thicker films is best described as in-
plane uniaxial degraded by superfluous energy wells is justified. Thus, the
shape of the internal anisotropy energy plane can be inferred by regressing
the model onto the dynamic magnetic susceptibility of the thin films.
More importantly, the frequency position of the multiple FMR peaks did not
change with increasing film thickness, rather the amplitude of the peaks was
increased. The frequency position of the FMR peak is ultimately determined
by the gradient of the energy well. Therefore, the depths of the energy wells
(represented by the ck coefficients in Eq. 5.4.9) increased without changing
the gradient of the well. An observed shift in the frequency position of the
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resonance peak would indicate a change in the shape of the energy well. The
observed reduction in the amplitude and quality factor of the primary FMR
peak is caused by a decrease in the barrier height of the primary well. This
reduction in the primary FMR peak is known as inhomogeneous broadening
[59, 60] and is observed in the dynamic magnetic susceptibility of the amor-
phous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films (see Fig. 5.16). This is consistent with
the depth of the well determining the quality of the resonance peaks through
inhomogeneous broadening as the resonance peak will still be centred on the
primary precession frequency of the well, even in the event of dispersion of the
precession frequency through inhomogeneous broadening. Hence, the ampli-
tude and frequency position of the peaks could be used to draw inference on
the underlying physical phenomena causing the existence of the energy wells.
The reduction in the quality factor (ratio of amplitude to width) of the
primary resonance peak in the thicker films (see Fig. 5.16) is a consequence
of the reduction in the barrier height of the uniaxial anisotropy energy well
due to the emergence of the mixed anisotropy. For a small to moderate
barrier height (1 ≤ σ ≤ 5) there is essentially a dispersion of the preces-
sion frequencies of the magnetisation within the anisotropy well. This effect
presents itself as inhomogeneous broadening of the primary FMR peak as the
effect considerably exceeds the actual damping parameter (α) of the material
[59, 60].
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Figure 5.16: Magnetic susceptibility data for amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic
thin films spanning thickness 80nm - 530nm; (left) Absolute magnetic sus-
ceptibility; (right) Real and imaginary magnetic susceptibility. Dashed lines
are the fitted model
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Figure 5.17 shows the ratio of ck coefficients in Eq. 5.4.9 to uniaxial anisotropy
plotted for the various films presented in Figure 5.16. It is evident that as
the amorphous CoZrTaB films become thicker the anisotropy energy plane
is more heavily influenced by additional energy wells within the anisotropy
field. This is shown as there is a near linear relationship between increasing
film thickness and the amplitude of the ck coefficients representing the depths
of the energy wells. From this graph we can conclude that there is a reduc-
tion the barrier height of the in-plane anisotropy caused by the formation of
superfluous energy wells with increasing film thickness. The reduction in the
amplitude of the anisotropy field is later verified in Fig. 5.19. Importantly,
the additional energy wells in the anisotropy energy plane result in a break-
down of the axial symmetry of the anisotropy energy plane. This results in
dynamic coupling between the longitudinal and transverse magnetic suscep-
tibilities of the thicker films. Hence, there will be an observed increase in χ‖
with increasing film thickness.
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Figure 5.17: ζ is the ratio of the sum of the ck coefficients (for k > 1) to
uniaxial anisotropy coefficient (c1) determined by regressing Eq. 5.4.9 onto
the experimental magnetic susceptibility of the amorphous CoZrTaB thin
films (see Figure 5.16).













Figure 5.18: Amplitude of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility in thin
films vs film thickness (note the 333nm thick CoZrTaB film is omitted from
this plot as the low frequency noise on the magnetic susceptibility measure-
ment resulted in a lower χ‖. The effect of the noise is also seen as an error
in the modelled the low frequency imaginary component of the magnetic
susceptibility of the film).
The amplitude of χ‖ versus film thickness is shown in Fig. 5.18. The in-
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crease in the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility is responsible for the initial
low frequency drop off in the magnetic susceptibility of the films. This drop
off occurs between 10-100 MHz (see Fig. 5.16). The low frequency drop
in magnetic susceptibility is incredibly detrimental to the performance of
the magnetic thin film used in DC-DC power converters. The initial drop is
caused by a growth in the imaginary component of the longitudinal magnetic
susceptibility and results in a higher loss tangent at lower frequencies.
The breakdown in the uniaxial anisotropy results in greater degrees of free-
dom in the magnetisation dynamics as the evolution equation for the mag-
netic thin film is no longer governed by a single state variable and is instead,
it is governed by two state variables. The magnetisation dynamics of a thin
film with two state variables is governed by the Fokker-Planck Equation





























is Brown’s parameter which relates the damping and gyromagnetic
moment to the magnetisation saturation; Vθ,φ is the sum of all the internal
anisotropies; and W is the probability distribution function that a magnetic
moments orientation lies within an infinitesimally small segment of the unit
sphere. Note that k is determined by requiring the steady state distribution
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For uniaxial anisotropy the energy term is governed by Eq. 5.4.13.
Vθ = K sin
2 θ (5.4.13)
Hence, for uniaxial anisotropy the ∂
∂φ
term in Eq. 5.4.10 drops out. Therefore,
for uniaxial anisotropy there is no dynamic coupling between the transverse
and longitudinal components of the magnetisation dynamics. However, for
more complex anisotropies with an azimuthal dependence there will be dy-
namic coupling between the transverse and longitudinal components of the
magnetisation dynamics - resulting in higher material loss.
The magnetisation energy band of the 230 nm and 530 nm films is presented
in Fig. 5.19. There is a notable reduction in the amplitude of the anisotropy
field within the thicker film. This is consistent with the observed inhomo-
geneous broadening of the primary FMR peak (shown in Fig. 5.16) caused
by the reduction in the barrier height of the in-plane anisotropy energy well
(shown in Fig. 5.17). Furthermore, Fig. 5.19 shows clear deviations from
in-plane uniaxial anisotropy in the 530nm film caused by additional energy
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10◦ 25◦ ≤ θ ≤ 35◦ 160◦ ≤ θ ≤ 165◦ 310◦ ≤ θ ≤ 330◦
Table 5.1: Angular positions of energy minima for 530nm amorphous
CoZrTaB magnetic thin film shown in Fig 5.19.
wells with local energy minima. The existence of the additional energy wells
in the anisotropy energy plane causes the multimodal behaviour of the dy-
namic magnetic susceptibility observed in the thicker films. Furthermore, the
presence of the additional energy wells also explains the dynamic coupling
between the longitudinal and transverse magnetic susceptibility observed in
the thicker films. For clarity, the positions of the additional energy minima
observed in the 530nm thick film are presented in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.19: In plane anisotropy of 230nm & 530nm amorphous CoZrTaB
magnetic thin films (polar plot inset.).
The internal anisotropy of the material can be biased through the applica-
tion of a DC external field [62–64]. When applied at an oblique angle to
the easy axis the bias field breaks the axial symmetry of the anisotropy en-
ergy plane. However, applying a DC bias field along the easy axis of the
thin film can alter the internal anisotropy energy plane while maintaining
axial symmetry. This is important as non-axial symmetry of the anisotropy
energy plane causes dynamic coupling between the longitudinal and trans-
verse dynamic magnetic susceptibility. The effect of the DC bias field along
the easy axis is shown in Fig. 5.20. Note, in Fig. 5.20 the amplitudes of
the multiple resonance peaks are diminished with increasing amplitude of
the DC bias field. From the regressed model this suggests that the applied
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DC bias field smoothens out the additional energy minima in the internal
anisotropy energy plane. Furthermore, the shift in the FMR peak towards
higher frequencies is again accounted for by the increased gradient of the
internal anisotropy energy plane caused by the biasing field.
Hence, a DC bias field may be used to counter the effect of the thickness
dependent multimodal behaviour in the magnetic susceptibility spectrum
of amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films via the restoration of uniaxial
anisotropy within the film. This is important for DC – DC power converters
which utilise amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films (or other materials
which exhibit the multimodal behaviour) as the DC bias field can be used to
tune the loss within the amorphous thin film and allow for thicker layers of
amorphous thin films to be used in the converters.
Moreover, the use of micro-patterning can alter the internal anisotropy en-
ergy plane through shape demagnetisation. Therefore, micro-patterning of
the amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films can be used to suppress the
multimodal behaviour of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility. Indeed, such
micro-patterning was successfully used by Yamaguchi et al. [65] to improve
the high frequency performance of amorphous CoNbZr magnetic thin films
(CoNbZr also exhibits multimodal behaviour). It is clear from the inductance
plot [65] that micro-patterning of the thin film along the easy axis stymies
the formation of sub FMR resonance peaks by altering the shape anisotropy.
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Figure 5.20: Magnetic Susceptibility of 530nm amorphous CoZrTaB mag-
netic thin film subjected to DC bias field applied along the easy axis.
5.4.4 Conclusion
We have treated the problem of multimodal behaviour in the magnetic sus-
ceptibility spectrum of amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films spanning
80nm – 530nm thickness using Brown’s continuous diffusion model of mag-
netic spins. The model was regressed onto the experimental data and achieved
R-Squared values above 0.99. The model reproduced the dynamic magnetic
susceptibility of the amorphous CoZrTaB magnetic thin films with strong
statistical significance. The observed sub FMR multimodal behaviour in the
dynamic magnetic susceptibility is attributed to the formation of additional
energy wells in the uniaxial anisotropy energy plane of the thin films. We
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have shown how the breakdown in the uniaxial anisotropy of the thin films
results in dynamic coupling between the transverse (χ⊥) and longitudinal
(χ‖) magnetic susceptibility. The main tractability of this model is that in-
ference can be made to the shape of the internal anisotropy energy plane by
regressing the model onto the measured dynamic magnetic susceptibility of
the material. From this inference structural properties of the material can
be indirectly determined.
Furthermore, the reduction in the main barrier height of the uniaxial anisotropy
causes a dispersion of the primary precession frequency resulting in inhomo-
geneous broadening of the primary FMR peak. We have also shown how
the application of an external bias field can be used to diminish the energy
minima of the anisotropy field suppressing the multimodal behaviour of the
magnetic susceptibility.
5.4.5 Postamble
The role of film thickness in the magnetisation dynamics of thin films was suc-
cessfully characterised. It was found that increasing film thickness resulted
in a higher loss tangent due to dynamic coupling between the transverse and
longitudinal reversal modes. This is extremely significant for magnetic thin
films utilised as the magnetic passive in PwrSiP applications considering that
the surface roughness to thickness ratio (SRT) (see section 5.3) played a key
role in determining loss, and that this loss could be minimized by increasing
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film thickness. Hence, planarisation of the surface prior to magnetic core
deposition, or deposition of the core on a sacrificial layer on Si from which it
may later be liberated, is a key technological requirement for the successful
integration of thin films for PwrSiP applications.
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5.5 Conclusion
This Chapter presented numeric and analytical models developed in order
to characterise the magnetisation dynamics of magnetic thin films used in
Power Supply in Package applications. The numeric approach used Graph-
ical Processing Units to solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, and so
reduce the simulation runtime by using the superior computational power
enabled by the parallel GPU architecture. The fidelity of the magnetisation
dynamics predicted by the simulator was verified against mumag Standard
Problem 4 solved using the Object Oriented Micromagnetic framework. The
simulator was developed in order to treat complex alloy systems comprising
many magnetic elements. Hence, it can be later used to optimise magnetic
alloy compositions for a unique Power Supply in Package Application. Future
work for this simulator entails the verification of the predicted magnetisation
dynamics for a given alloy against its real-world counterpart.
Although the numeric approach was initially developed in order to treat
the issue of surface roughness in magnetic thin films this problem was ul-
timately characterised using analytic methods, namely Brown’s continuous
diffusion of magnetic spins model. The analytic approach was built on the
core Ansatz that the surface roughness acted as a source of Additive White
Gaussian Noise on the magnetisation dynamics and so shared identical statis-
tical properties on the magnetisation dynamics as those produced by thermal
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noise. Hence, Brown’s treatment of thermal fluctuations in magnetic parti-
cles was extended to treat the problem of surface roughness in magnetic thin
films. The core findings of this work were that the films exhibited Dynamic
Magnetic Hysteresis effects similar to those predicted by thermal fluctuations
i.e., there was a marked tilting and widening of the DMH loops with the noise
parameter. Hence it was shown there was a linear correlation between the
coercivity of the thin and the surface roughness and a logarithmic correlation
between the magnetic susceptibility and the surface roughness. Furthermore,
Stochastic Magnetic Resonance of Absorption was observed in the magnetic
thin films, which, is a phenomenon directly associated with thermal fluctua-
tions in magnetic particles.
Finally, Brown’s diffusion model was further adapted to describe the multi-
modal behaviour observed in CZTB magnetic thin films spanning thicknesses
80 nm – 530 nm. The multimodal behaviour was shown to be caused by a
breakdown in the uniaxial anisotropy of the thin film with increasing film
thickness. The reduction in axial symmetry and the emergence of additional
energy minima within the anisotropy energy plane was to result in dynamic
coupling between the longitudinal and transverse magnetic susceptibility and
as the originator of the additional sub FMR resonance peaks observed in the
films. Hence, this model shows that the useful film thickness of magnetic
thin films used in Power Supply in Package applications is ultimately de-
termined by the ability to induce in plane uniaxial anisotropy. The film
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thickness whereat the anisotropy energy no longer retains axial symmetry is
the maximum film thickness for ultra-low loss magnetic thin films to be used
in Power Supply Applications as the dynamic coupling ultimately increases
the loss tangent at lower frequencies due to the low frequency increase of the
imaginary component of the magnetic susceptibility.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Future Work
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a high-level discussion of the key
findings of our work, along with a discussion of future work required to ad-
dress outstanding issues, or limitations, with integrated magnetics in Power
Supply in Package (PwrSiP) applications.
6.1 Research Outcomes
The key objective of this thesis was to explore the use integrated magnetics,
which had been well demonstrated as the magnetic passive component in
Power Supply on Chip (PwrSoC) applications, as the magnetic passive com-
ponent in PwrSiP applications. In order to support this work an extensive
literature review was performed wherein magnetics solutions that existed in
package were compared, and benchmarked against those solutions used on
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Chip. A key finding from the literature review was the sheer dominance in
terms of volume of ferrite materials used in package applications, and the
scarcity of thin film magnetics. This indicated that there was a limiting fac-
tor to the deployment of thin film magnetic solutions in PwrSiP applications.
This limiting factor was ultimately determined to be caused by the underly-
ing surface conditions of the PCB substrate on which the magnetic thin film
would be deposited. This roughness of the underlying substrate resulted in
degraded magnetic performance of the thin film. Indeed, the ratio of the sur-
face roughness to the thin films thickness was a key limiting factor in terms
of the thin films coercivity, and magnetic susceptibility. In order to treat the
issue of surface roughness in thin film magnetics we adapted Brown’s dif-
fusion model for magnetic spins subject to thermal noise. The core Ansatz
being that surface roughness noise was statistically identical to noise induced
by thermal fluctuations i.e., both were sources of Additive White Gaussian
Noise.
The work on the effect of surface roughness on the magnetisation dynam-
ics of thin films culminated in a publication in the Journal of Magnetism
and Magnetic Materials. The research found that the Surface Roughness to
Thickness Ratio (SRT) of the magnetic thin film played a key role in the soft
magnetic properties of the film, and therefore determined the efficacy of the
material used as the magnetic passive component in PwrSiP applications. It
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was found that there was a moderate positive linear correlation between the
SRT and the magnetic relaxation time of the film. The magnetic relaxation
time being the time required by a magnetic film to demagnetise after the
removal of an alignment field. Hence it is pivotal for good soft magnetic
properties.
Furthermore, this work found that the stochastic influence of the surface
roughness on the magnetisation dynamics of the thin film gave rise to a
Stochastic Magnetic Resonance of Absorption (SMRA) phenomenon in the
thin film. This discovery is in line with the Stochastic Magnetic Resonance
(SMR) effects observed in magnetic particles subjected to thermal noise.
This justified the core Ansatz of this work in that SRT and thermal noise
can be modelled in an analogous manner as they both share identical statis-
tical properties. Recall, both are sources of Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) on the magnetisation dynamics. Hence, it is to be expected that
they would share similar phenomenon.
This modelling facilitated the necessary correlations in order to determine
the thickness dependent loss of a thin film deposited on a given PCB sub-
strate. Given that the SMRA effects are related to the SRT of the film, the
most obvious method to reduce the power absorbed by the film is to deposit a
thicker film so that the maximum of the SMRA curve is avoided. As increas-
ing the film thickness was such an obvious way to avoid the maximum of the
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SMRA curve the focus of this research turned to investigated the maximum
permissible film thickness, and to investigate if there were any deteriorations
in the magnetic properties with increased film thickness.
Indeed, we showed that there is a maximum permissible film thickness of
thin films used in PwrSiP applications, and that this thickness was not deter-
mined by eddy current formations within the film, rather it was the thickness
whereat uniaxial anisotropy could no longer be induced. The breakdown in
the axial symmetry of the energy anisotropy plane after this critical thickness
results in dynamic coupling between the longitudinal and transverse magnetic
susceptibility. This is incredibly detrimental to low loss performance as the
dynamic coupling gives rise to an increased imaginary component of the dy-
namic magnetic susceptibility at lower frequencies.
Furthermore, it was shown that the additional energy minima arising due to
film thickness can result in additional sub Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR)
resonances. The addition resonances arise when the applied frequency of the
AC external field approached the precession frequency of the additional en-
ergy wells, ω → ωpr. From this, we were able to show how each energy well,
each with a distinct precession frequency, exhibited resonance behaviour at
the precession frequency. This is extremely useful as the anistropy poten-
tial of the thin film can be modelled from its dynamic magnetic susceptibility.
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The breakdown in the axial symmetry is further detrimental to the mag-
netic performance of the thin film as it gives rise to a low frequency increase
in the imaginary component. Hence there is a maximum useful film thickness
which is determined by the ability of the process to induce uniaxial in-plane
anisotropy during the deposition phase. This work on the multimodal na-
ture of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility of thin films was published in
the Journal of Applied Physics.
The issue of surface roughness in thin film magnetics was ultimately ad-
dressed by developing a release process by which the magnetic thin film
could be deposited using Si fabrication techniques and later incorporated
into package. This process involved the spinning on of a polymer release
layer on the Si substrate on which the magnetic core would be deposited.
Application of mechanical stress to the release layer liberated the core, along
with the polymer release layer, from the Si substrate. Hence, we were able
to deposit smooth magnetic thin films. These films were then later incorpo-
rated into package through the use of: 1) wirebonds; 2) a PCB Flip-Chip
approach; and 3) fully embedding them in the prepreg layers of the PCB.
The Flip-Chip inductor verified the efficacy of released magnetic thin films
integrated into package for PwrSiP applications. Indeed, the Flip-Chip in-
ductor obtained a remarkably high Q-factor through the use of the released
magnetic thin film. This, and the novelty of the inductor fabrication pro-
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cess, resulted in a body of work the was published in the IEEE Journal of
Emerging and Selected Topics in Power Electronics, and stands as one of the
main accomplishments of our research.
6.2 Challenges & Future Work for Thin Film
Magnetics in Power Supply in Package
Applications
There are several key challenges still facing integrated thin film magnetics
used in power supply in package applications. These challenges are continu-
ally updated as the miniaturisation process in electronics continues, and they
are as follows: 1) the requirement of a high permeability magnetic material
that has constant permeability in the VHF frequency range; 2) the ever in-
creasing current density handling requirements of the magnetic material i.e.,
a material which does not saturate at low applied fields. This requirement
is particularly challenging in light of requirement 1) as the anisotropy field
plays crucial role in determining the field at which a magnetic saturates.
The higher the anisotropy field, the greater the current handling capabili-
ties, the lower the permeability. Hence there is a near fundamental trade-off
between property 1) and property 2); This is a near fundamental trade-off
due to property 3) the requirement of a material with inherently high mag-
netic saturation fields. Snoek’s law ultimately sets the useful frequency of the
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material as it relates the magnetic saturation field to dynamic magnetic sus-
ceptibility and fundamental ferromagnetic resonance frequency. Hence, this
law determines the loss of the magnetic material at frequency. Therefore,
magnetic materials with higher magnetic saturation fields can use Snoek’s
law in conjunction with an induced anisotropy field to have simultaneously
high permeability, at high frequencies, and at high currents; and finally 4 )
materials which exhibit high resistivity so required to stymie eddy current
formations within the core at high frequencies.
Amorphous soft thin film magnetics simultaneously exhibit the desired mag-
netic properties 1) – 4) and as such are ideal candidates to be used in fu-
ture power electronic applications. The lack of long range atomic order in
amorphous magnetic materials results in an averaging out of their magneto-
crystalline anisotropy and increases resistivity due to reduced electron mobil-
ity caused by the lack of a crystal lattice. Hence, they can exhibit ultra-low
loss performance at high frequency. However, it is an open challenge today
to induce good in-plane uniaxial anisotropy within these materials past a
critical films thickness. Hence, this limits useful thickness of the magnetic
core.
The use of a multi-layer core structure comprising individual magnetic thins
films in which uniaxial anisotropy can be induced to increase the effective
thickness of the magnetic core. Such a structure would enable higher den-
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sity devices in PwrSiP applications. However, there is an apparent magnetic
coupling between the individual magnetic layers which reduces the effective
permeability of the stack and increases its loss tangent. This coupling ef-
fect was also modelled using Brown’s diffusion model and is presented in
Appendix A. Therefore, future work is required in order to break coupling
between the magnetic layers, and so greatly improve the cores performance
in PwrSiP applications.
Further, detailed dielectric materials study is required in order to show the
role of the dielectric layer in the magnetisation dynamics of the multilayer
stack. The conventional wisdom is that low κ constant (low relative permit-
tivity) materials are desired. However, at this moment in time the multilayer
stack that utilises AlN currently exhibits the best magnetic properties. How-
ever, an intensive study on the role of the dielectric insulating material in
the multilayer core would be of merit.
Finally, preliminary magnetic data obtained from the CZT multilayer core
embedded in the prepreg layers of the PCB stack by AT&S shows promise as
there was no notable loss in the magnetic performance after embedding. The
same is not true for the Ni45Fe55 core which showed diminished performance
after the embedding. Therefore investigations are needed to understand the
diminished performance of the Ni45Fe55 core. However, with the successful
embedding of the CZT multilayer core the next most obvious step is to actu-
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ally design, and create, a fully functional Integrated Voltage Regulator which
utilises the integrated magnetic core. This body of work has proved that in-
tegrating thin film magnetics into organic substrates for PwrSiP applications
is more than just doable, it is beneficial to the converters performance.
6.3 List of Publications
This section of the chapter highlights the novel scientific contributions of this
thesis to the body of knowledge in the field of integrated thin film magnetics
which have resulted in publications (or that are currently pending consider-
ation for publication) in peer reviewed scientific journals. Each article listed
below forms a chapter, or subsection of a chapter, in this thesis.
 S. Kulkarni, D. Li, D. Jordan, N. Wang, C. O’Mathuna, “PCB embed-
ded bondwire inductors with discrete thin-film magnetic core for power
supply in package”, IEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in
Power Electronics, vol 6, pp. 614-620, 2018.
 D. Jordan, G. Wei, Z. Ghaferi, A. Masood, C. O’Mathuna, P. Mc-
Closkey, “Stochastic magnetic resonance of absorption effects of sur-
face morphology in thin film magnetics”, Journal of Magnetism and
Magnetic Materials, vol. 505, p. 166736, 2020.
 D. Jordan, G. Wei, A. Masood, C. O’Mathuna, P. McCloskey, “Mul-
timodal Behaviour of the Dynamic Magnetic Susceptibility Spectrum
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Physics, vol. 128, no. 9, p. 093902, 2020, doi: 10.1063/5.0013962.
 D. Jordan, G. Wei, L. Ye, D. Lordan, P. Podder, A. Masood, K.
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supply in package (PwRSiP)”, IEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected
Topics in Power Electronics, pp. 1–1, 2020.
 D. Jordan, P. McCloskey, G. Wei, “A GPU accelerated micromagnetic
simulator for modelling thin film magnetic alloy systems”, Current sta-
tus “Under Review” for publication in Journal of Magnetism and Mag-
netic Materials. October 2019.
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27th June 2020, Lisbon, Portugal.
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Simulator for Modelling Complex Magnetic Systems”, Joint European








This Appendix further adapts Brown’s continuous diffusion model of mag-
netic spins shown in section 5.4a to characterise the dynamic magnetic sus-
aNote this appendix could be considered as another sub-section in section 5.4. However,
this work was carried out after the work presented in section 5.4 was published in the
Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials. As I wanted to leave that body of work
as close to that published in JMMM, this section forms an appendix to that body.
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ceptibility in amorphous multilayer CZTB magnetic stacks. Brown’s diffu-
sion model is regressed onto experimental data obtained for the amorphous
multilayer stack, the fabrication process for which is outlined in sections 3.4.
It is clear from Fig. A.1 the Brown’s diffusion accurately describe the mag-
netisation dynamics of the multilayer stack. Most notable is the diminished
primary FMR peaks caused by the magnetic stack. This indicates mag-
netic coupling through the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction results in a
shallowing out of the anisotropy energy minima resulting in inhomogeneous
broadening of the FMR peaks due to the dispersion of fundamental resonance
frequency. Furthermore, it is evident from the imaginary component of the
magnetic susceptibility that there is dynamic coupling between the trans-
verse and longitudinal magnetic susceptibility. Such coupling is detrimental
to the magnetic performance of the stack used in Power Supply in Package
applications as it results in a higher loss tangent at lower frequencies. Hence,
future work is required to magnetically isolate the individual magnetic layers
of the core in order to disrupt the dynamic coupling of the magnetic reversal
modes.
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Figure A.1: Magnetic susceptibility data for amorphous multi-layer (16 ×
250nm) CZTB stack; (upper) Absolute value of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity; (lower) Real and imaginary components of the magnetic susceptibility.
Dashed lines are the fitted model
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